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Thomas Scott Appointed

Citations Up
In Police Court

Commonwealth Detective
Thomas A. Scott, for the past sheriffs -have and he -shall
two years a legal assistant and
assist the Commonwealth's
investigator in the law firm of Attorney in all matters perHurt. Christopher and Jones in taining to his office in the
Murray, was sworn in as manner he designates and shall
Commonwealth's Detective in assist him in the preparation of
ceremonies performed by all criminal cases in the
Circuit Judge James M. counties comprising the 42nd
Lassiter in Marshall County Judicial District by inCircuit Court this morning.
vestigation the evidence and
Scott was appointed to the facts connected with such
position by Commonwealth's cases," the appointment signed
Attorney for the 42nd Judicial by Judge Lassiter said.
District,
M.
Ronald
Under KRS 69.110, Scott will
Christopher. Christopher said
the newly created position, serve as district detective for a
authorized under Kentucky term of four years, subject to
statutes, will be an aid to his removal at any time by the
office as well as to county at- Commonwealth's Attorney.
torneys in the three-county 42nd
Scott, a graduate of Murray
district.
State University, is the son of
Scott, who lives at Riviera Dr. and Mrs. F. A. Scott of
Courts in Murray-,Iiilff have-IN--Madisonville. He will continue
same power of arrest and right to work on a parttime basis with
to execute process as county
Hurt Christopher and Jones.

Many Prizes Await Miss Christy
Jean Sledd, First Baby Of 1975
Many prizes are awaiting
Calloway tounty's first baby of
1975, Miss Christy Jean Sledd
and her parents Mr. and Mrs.
Russell Sledd of 1609 Dodson
Ave.
Christy Jean arrived at 3 a.
Ii), January 1 at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital and
weighed six pounds,two ounces.
She measured 18/
3
4 inches long.
The following local business
firms, all participating in the
annual Murray Ledger & Times
"first baby of the year" contest,
have prizes awaiting Christy
Jean and her parents:
Clinic Pharmacy, one case of
baby formula; The Showcase, a
birthday candle; Murray
Sewing Center, a $10 gift certificate; Trenholm's

Restaurant, a free pizza or
Italian spaghetti dinner for the
parents;
The Youth Shop, a gift certificate; Johnson's Grocery, one
case of baby formula; Big K, a
vaporizer-humidifier; Judi &
Shere,s Beauty Salon,- a'
shampoo and set for the
mother; Hutson Texaco, $5
worth of gas;
Ryan Shoe Store, a pair of
baby shoes; Peoples Bank, ten
silver dollars; Christian Book
Center, a New Testament with
name imprinted; Lindsey's
Jewelry-, a baby cup;
Bank of Murray, a savings
account; Burger Chef, a $5 gift
certificate; Gene & Jo's Florist,
a floral arrangement for the
mother; Storey's Food Giant,
one case of baby formula..

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Atty. Gen. Ed Hancock filed today as a Democratic candidate
for lieutenant governor, reiterating his promise not to live in
a state mansion or use a state
car if elected.
Hancock, 49, is a native of
Monticello and still keeps in
permanent residence there.
He has lived in an apartment
in Frankfort since 1960, however. He worked for the state
Revenue and Highway departments from 1960 until he resigned in October, 1970 to run
for attorney general-his first
political race.
Hancock was the first of what
is expected to be numerous asperants to file for the lieutenant
governor's race.
One other rival-Lyle Willis of
Corbin-mailed in his papers for
The Calloway County Firethe same contest today. Willis, Rescue Unit answered two calls
a perennial candidate, was the Thursday, according
to
Democratic nominee for con- department reports.
gress on the 5th district last
The home of Roy Garland was
year who was defeated by the gutted by fire Thursday when a
incumbent Tim Lee Carter.
short in an '--electric razor
Hancock said he has not dis- started a blaze in the home. The
cussed his candidacy with Gov. house fire was battled by the
Julian Carroll, who is expected Hazel Fire Department, with
to seek a full term as governor assistance from the Rescue
this year, other than in general Squad.
terms.
None of the contents were
'Hancock said Carroll told reported saved,.and the brick
him he would not slate anybody home was listed as a total loss.
with him for the lieutenant govA body shop owned by Bobby
ernor's position.
Osborn in New Providence was
Hancock said he was not wor- also listed as a.total loss after a
ried at all about some reports fire of unknown origin gutted
the sturcture. Also lost was a
1964 model automobile inside
the building.
Rescue Squad. personnel
answering the alarm arrived at
the scene shortly before 4:30
m. and remained at the fire for
about an hour.,
Personnel answering the
alarms were Jim Johnson, Phil
Owens, Charles Tubbs, Gerald
Montgomery, -Carl Flosford,
- Han StrilitrRafragtdtit,'Marvfn
Mostly cloudy today through Weatherford, Ed Jennings,
Saturday with chance of rain Roger Hughes, Dale Bogard,
today. Little temperature Jim Green, Mai Dowdy,
change with high today and Bernard Steen, Torn Lyles,
Saturday in the 40s and low Randy Linn, Jim Riffle, Gordon
,Anigght in the 3)(1s
Wirt, Bed
. Larry
Outlook Sunday through Tues- Warren, Jerry Downey, and Hal
day: Chance of rain Sunday Winchester.
Dispatchers on both alarms
and Tuesday and in east Monday. Lows from the mid 20s to were the personnel of the Mercy
Ambulance Servi(-e.
mid 3Ce and highs in the 40s.

Two Alarms
Answered By
Rescue Squad

eat* Forecast

•

TRUCKLOAD—The proceeds of several raids in Murray in recent weeks were turned over to the Alcoholic Beverage ConV -mission by Murray City Police yesterday. From left are Detective Captain Paul Jerry Lee, Sgt, Dale Spann, and Chief Brent
Manning, According to Judge Steve Sanders, the law provides that the ABC will take the confiscated alcohol, sell it, deduct
transportation charges, and divide the proceeds equally between the city and the state. The money will be returned to the
City's general fund.
(son Photo by David tial)

Nation's Unemployment
Soars To 7.1- Per Cent

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
nation's unemployment rate
soared to 7.1 per cent of the
work force in December as
Americans without jobs totaled
more than six million for the
first time since the Great Depression, the government reported today.
The 7.1 per cent rate itself
was the highest in 13 years.
Not since 1940 — when the
nation was shaking off the effects of the Depression — have
more than six million been
unemployed. Some 8.1 million
were jobless then, about 14,6
per cent of that era's smaller
labor force.
The Labor Department said
the Deeember increase in- the
that Carroll might, "talk to his jobless rate, from 6.5 per cent
friends in favor of a particular in November, was the biggest
candidate for that office."
monthly increase since October
Hancock acknowledged that 1960 when the unemployment
the duties of the lieutenant gov- rate also rose six-tenths of a
ernor-aside from the con- per cent.
situtional function of presiding
The unemployment rate is
over the senate-largely would now at its highest level since
be up to the governor.
May 1961 when it also stood at
He said he felt he was, "on 7.1 per cent. The last time it
fine terms," with Carroll as far exceeded that level was during
as he knew and felt he could the 1958 recession when it hit
work well with Carroll.
7.4 per cent in August of that
year.
Heavy layoffs in the auto industry helped boost the number

Hancock Files For
Lieutenant Governor

1 Section — 12 Pages

of unemployed last month by for factories declined 2 per cent
560,000 to a total of 6.5 million. in November and new construcThere were 5,975,000 workers tion slumped 2.7 per cent that
unable to find employment in month.
November, the government
The December unemployment
said.
figures, which reflect massive
President Ford, who returned layoffs in automobile-related inThursday night from a skiing dustries as well as those resultvacation in the Rockies, will ing from the nationwide coal
meet Saturday with his key strike, were based on data
economic policy advisers.
gathered before the middle of
Today's job report is almost thernonth. Layoffs have contincertain to receive much atten- *tied to spread since then and
tion at the meeting. With unem- will push the jobless rate for
ployment rising more sharply January still higher.
than anticipated as the recesThis trend was indicated
sion worsens, the President will Thursday in the Labor Departbe under increased pressure to ment's weekly report on unemconsider major tax cuts in or- ployment insurance claims. The
der to help stimulate the econo- report said 677,800 persons apmy.
plied for jobless benefits during
Over the past 12 monthST, - the week ended Dec. 21, an inunemployment has increased crease of 40,100 over the preby more than two million. The vious week.
nation's unemployment rate avAdministration economists
eraged 5.6 per cent in 1974. The predict unemployment will conjobless rate in 1973 averaged tinue rising until it reaches
4.9 per cent.
about 7.5 per cent by midyear,
The Labor Department said but some private economists
job losses last month affected forecast a rate of 8 per cent by
both white-and blue-collar summer, a level that has not
workers and virtually every been approached in the last 25
major worker category.
years.
In other economic developTwo other indications of the
economic sag came Thursday ments:
—AFL-CIO President George
when the Commerce Department reported that new orders Meany is convening a rare

meeting of the presidents of all
110 unions in the labor federation to develop a program
"designed to stabilize the economy and put American back to
work."
(See Economy, Page 12)

_

The Murray Police Department has shown a tremendous
increase in citations and convictions in 1974, according to the
annual police department
report released this week.
The overall number of
citations issued is up to 2,294 for
1974, an increase from the 1,815
in 1973.
With only 276 citations
dismissed in City Traffic Court,
the police department sports an
88 per cent conviction rate for
citations issued.
"We feel that we have made
tremendous strides in our
progress during this past year
and our goal for 1975 is even
greater progress and more
improvement," Chief Brent
Manning said.
Most notable of the increases
in categories of citations was
that of speeding, which shows a
73 per cent increase over 1973. A
total of 581 citations were issued
for speeding last year.
Citations for no state inspection sticker numbered 348,
up from 197 a year ago. There
were 162 citations for no city
sticker, up from 101 in 1973.
After the addition of an investigative division, the percentage of investigations solved
more than doubled last year. In
1973, 35 of the 198 investigations
were solved, for an 18 per cent
rate, while in 1974, 112 of 296
were solved, for a 38 per cent
showing.
-According to the report, there
were eight adults and 14
juveniles arrested for breaking
and entering in 1974; five adults

and three juveniles for auto
theft; one adult for forgery,
nine adults and 14 juveniles for
theft; four adults for robbery',
and three adults for rape.
In 1974, there were 31 adults
and 10 juveniles arrested for
illegal possession of marijuana;
eight adults for possession of
marijuana for purposes of
resale; 10 adults for possession
of alcoholic beverages for
purpose of resale; 21 adults and
six juveniles for illegal
possession of dangerous drugs:
two adults and one juvenile for
possession of dangerous crnigs
for purpose of resale, for a total
Of 72..a.clults and 17 juveniles for
drug charges.
There were several personnel
changes at the police department during 1974, when James
Brown retired as police chief
and Brent Manning was named
as his successor.
Dan Kelly, Charles Peeler,
David Coker and Phillip Simpson were added to the department. Alice Crawford, Phillip
Owens and Sonny Henly were
added as radio dispatchers,
after J. D. Grogan and Chester
Yarbrough left the department.
Five patrolmen completed
the 10-week basic training
program at Eastern Kentucky
University for policemen:
Harold Osborne, Jerry Carter,
Darrell Remote, Steve Owens
and Charles Peeler. All the
members of the department
completed 40 hours at the
mobile training unit on the new
penal code, which became effective January 1.

No Executions Expected In
State For-Several-Years
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AFri—
Any of several offenses committed after 12:01 a.m. last
Wednesday now carry an automatic death sentence in Kentucky but state officials do not
expect another execution here
for years.
State-- Corrections Commissioner Charles Holmes said
Thuriday he expected it to be
that long before Kentucky has
another execution because of
almost certain constitutional
challenges to Kentucky's new
law. The law went into effect
Jan. 1 along with the rest of the
state penal code.
Kentucky has had no death
penalty since mid-1972, when
the supreme court held it to be
cruel and unusual punishment
and thus unconstitutional. The
basis of the decision was that
death sentences were given out
in an arbitrary or discriminatory manner,falling too

heavily on blacks or other mi- attorneys will claim that the
death penalty ( in the penal
norities.
Besides Kentucky, 29 other code) is too broadly defined,
states have enacted new death too hazy in spots," said Bruce
penalty laws along lines they Davis, of the Corrections Dehave said would stand up to partment's legal staff,
"But prosecutors have the
court tests.
In Kentucky's new law, the burden of choosing whether to
death penalty is mandatory for' go for the death penalty at the
certain specified murder of- time of indictment, no later,"
fenses and for kidnapping if the he said. "And they must pick
victim is harmed. Many
(See Death Penalty,Page 12)
authorities believe the supreme
court indicated it would uphold
a death penalty law if it were
applied uniformly, without
allowing any discretion which
might be used arbitarily.
Murder now carries an automatic death sentence in Kentucky for multiple killings or
killing a policeman or prison
Both the Murray City and
employe or duty or if done for Calloway County School Boards
hire or profit, in conjunction will hold meetings Monday
with other serious crimes or by night to swear in new board
using a bomb,
members for the coming year.
"I suspect that many defense
The. Murray Board of
Education will meet in .special
session at 5:15 p.m. to install
Kenneth Humphreys as a new
member and to elect the board
chairman and vice chairman to
serve for the 1975, calendar
year.
The Calloway Board will hold
stay in their rooms in bad its regular meeting Monday,
weather." she said.
and install Walter Byars and
The committee claims the Joe Dyer as new board memmain building of the school bers. Chairman and vicehouses the 7th and 8th grade chairman will be elkted)for a
classes in one room, which is two year period, and several
petitioned to form two small items of routine business will be
classrooms,
conducted.
The school has a reading
Discussion of final payment
room, a combined kitchen and on elementary buildings will be
cafeteria which measures 34- held, and the contractor and
by-24 feet, two restrooms and architects will be present.
One d;inking fountain, the comThe superintendent's report
mittee said.
will include a request for bus
A room the committee said roure.extension and new buses,
measures 7-by-I0 feet serves as the results of sale of property
the combined principal's office, and the expenses involved;
teacher's lounge and confer- insurance Meiniums;.extended
ence room.
employment for guidance
The school has no library' and counsel& and assistant prim
students must use a state Book-. cipal ; bleachers at elementarymobile which comes by on a schools_ and parking lots.
regular basis but not -frequently
enough to serve library needs
of the children, the committee
Top.tty.S. ENDEx,
.
4.. One Section today
Three mobileelassroom units
are used at the Panhandle
. .2,. 3
1.4)c51.,.Scene.
School and Don Durard of the
3
Dear Abby. .
conunittee -.i.ays one is seven
2
lor°scope&
-years old-and-thr'nthers three
.
4
F.ditorials.
year ntd.
6, 7
Sports
He claims that what they
T.V. Schedule. . . . 8
were installed state education
Comics, Crossword. . . .10
officials called them temporary
10, 11
t'lassifieds
and promised further aetion if
1-*aths & Funerals
the school continued to grow.

School Boards
Will Meet On
Monday, Jan. 6

Boycott Of- Panhandle

School Begins Thursday
EDW.. it,R, Ky.(AP — A
post-holiday boycott of the Panhandle Elementary School began here Thursday as only 10
of 192 students showed
for
classes.
The Concerned Parents Coinmittee announced after a Dec.
19 meeting attended by 100
Panhandle parents that children would not be sent back to
classes following the holiday
break until some assurances
are received that conditions at
the school will be improved.
Principal Peggy Edmonds
didn't have to kid( the furnace
to get it started because, "it
'wasn't that cold today. It.lticked on all right this morning.
Sometimes it does, but I have
kickedsit to get it going," she
said concerning one of'many
problems that led to the boyMrs. Edmonds said despite
the boycott, "we're !laving
class, serving lunch and jtist
.haying a regular day and we'll
BRIFS AT it* ORANCf BOWittiNCHFON--Parn Swift (renter)and DOThia Ifinfer frightt Of dryttittnamelldfirtremor row"
Murray, were among the 1,200 persons attending one ot the Orange Bowl festival's most
She agrees with criticism of
colorful and elegant events—the annual luncheon and fashion show at the Fountainebleau the conditions at Panhandle.
"It takes two and a half
Hotel, Dec. 28. Pictured with the visitors from Kentucky is Donna Keller's aunt, June Keller, a
member of the Orange Bowl luncheon planning committee The girls also enjoyed watching hours to serve lunch, we have
the Murray High band in the lunior Orange Bowl Parade and the King Orange Jamboree nia-uyna and no place for the
children to play. They have to
Parade.

A'
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What's A Home
Economist?

Yolit InlividuaLhokroscope

She's a PhD researching
ways to improve the human
diet on a subsistence
income.

Acting as lovers as the band played and sang "Let It Snow, Let
It Snow, Let It Snow" at the Senior Citizens potluck luncheon were
Mr. and Mrs. W. 0. Vaughn.

He's a kindergarten
teacher.
She's a legislative ,aide
working on consumer
concerns.
He's a trouble-shooter for
a clothing manufacturer.
She's a publications
editor, a writer, an
information specialist.
She's an administrator in
a governmental post.
He's administrator of a
hospital dietary service.
She's the county agent for
home economies in your
local Extension office.
A home economist is a
college graduate with
special professional

She explains that there
are five major home
economics disciplines in
the
colleges
and
universities that lead to a
professional degree and
also offer
graduate
courses for advanced
degrees. They are: family
economics and home
management; family
relations
and
child
development; housing and
household equipment;

Vernon Has Gone Crazy.
-Charlie Marrlaid Elizabeth. decorated as Christmas trees by
members and guests, were selected as the best decorated at the
Senior Citizens potluck luncheon.

Kidshow •Lesson For
Macrame To
•
Monday
• Be

by, Lillian Hicks, Rubye Bar.
nes, Litter Miller, Mildred
Barnett, Ethel Walker, Neva
Turner, Vernon Turner, Maggie
Paschall, Alice Junnell, Hazel
Locke, Erma Lovett, Meda
Jackson, Rubena Dawes, Bessie
Dunn, Effie Edwards, W. 0.
Vaughn, Madie. Vaughn,
Frances
Harris,
Nola
Chrisman, Merne Mattingly,Mary Gunton, Lyda Dunisch,
Lela Culp, Charlie Marr, Sarah
Carroway, Ocus Carraway,
Hoyt Flood, Lectra Andrus,
Hildred Sharpe, Rebecca
Weter, Flora Ford, Jesse Ross,
Eulolya Johnson, Florine Erwin,PhijErwin,Erma Outland,
Ruth Ferguson, Ray Ralph,
Margaret Ralph, Billie Marose,
William Marose, Amy Wilson,
Iva Rogers, Flossie Snow,
Willie Emerson,Ola Culver, Ivy
Culver, Joe Gertzen, Mary
Gertzen, Ermine Stewart, Ovie
Galloway,
Edna
Sue
McReynolds, Wallace Dowdy.
Nomie Miller, Roger Burgoyne,
Mrs, Burgoyne, Lillie Farris,
Thelma Parker, Elizabeth
James, Thyra Crawford, Patty
AtanHarris, secretary,
Blaustein, Executive Director,
and Verona Grogan, Director.
Those serving on the potluck
committee were: Mary Lamb,
chairman, Rubena Dawes,
Willie . Emerson. and Madie
Vaughn. Those serving on the
decorations committee were:
Thyra Crawford, chairman,
Elizabeth James, Amy Wilson,
and Otie Trevathan,

a

Get your

VREE ticket

Not 1 for 1 - Not Half Price

OHIO GUESTS
Dr. and Mrs. William E.
Collie and daughter, Paige, of
Dayton, Ohio, have been the
guests of Dr. Collie's parents,
Mr. and Mrs. T. C. Collie, _
GUESTS HERE
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Collie of
Charleston Heights, South
Carolina, have been the recent
guests of their daughter, Mrs.
Jerry Ford and Mr. Ford.

THRU WED

Below Cost

"AWONDERFUL COMEDY...NOT LIKE ANY
OTHER PICTURE."
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Dingo Boots
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1 Group Boys
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Dress Slippers
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Dingo Boots
Big Boys
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999

Reg. 24.00
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1 Group Men:

Visit Our Western Department

- Work
Shoes
$999

a Our

Asst Colors

Reg.
18.99

SHOE REPAIR DEPARTMENT
999

Large Selection Indian Mode

1 Group Women's Handmade

Turquois Rings
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Reg. $11.99

Vernon's- Inc.Boots 8 Shoes For Every Activ7ty Under The Sun
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All Leather
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1 Group Girls
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1 Group Ladies
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Blouses

Now $5999

Shirts
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1 Group Ladies

Zip out lining
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Leather Coats

Reg 145.00-67.99

1 Group Men's
Casual & Dress
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Reg. 160.00

Includes Suede & Smooth Leather
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I Group Men's

—Paohne Kael
"ART CARNEY GIVES THE
PERFORMANCE OF HIS
CAREER, A CERTAIN
NOMINEN FOR THE
NEXT OSCAR."
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We're over stocked on Leather Coats-No Reasonable Price Refused

Men's

PARAMOUNT PICTURES PRESENTS
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$1099

Reg. $25.99 & $30.00

1 Group Ladies
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Shoeslt Soots

Monthly Luncheon Held
By Senior Citizens

Sunside Club Meets At
Home Of Mrs. Tabers

ww-m119

COU

All Leather Uppers

JL,r1

AN ALBERTS RUNT PROOUCTION

left
1

Sandra Jones, left, a member of the XI Alpha Delta chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi presented Barbara Owens, the head nurse in
Pediatrics at Murray-Calloway County Hospital, with four new
toys for the Pediatrics Department. Barbara Williams, chairman
of XI Alpha Delta, expressed to the Administration of the hospital
that these gifts were the chapter's Christmas project. The gifts
Included: puzzles, a farm and animal set, and a circus train.

whi

The Murray-Calloway County
Senior Citizens held their
regular monthly potluck on
December 19 at the Ellis
Community Center.
The theme for this month's
decorations was Christmas
scenes. A Christmas tree
decorated like an old-fashioned
Christmas tree, popcorn
strings, homemade balls, and
stars, toy drums hung on the
tree along with a bird and
birdnest, meant to bring good
luck were included in the
decorations.
Each individual table was
overlaid with a handmade
tablecloth and a ceramic
Christmas tree, which the
Senior Citizens made.
After the potluck, Charlie
Marr and Elizabeth James
The December meeting of the gave the treasurer's report.
Sunside Homemakers Club was
Mrs. Barletta Wrather, were used as live Christmas
held at the home of Mrs. Mona County Home Demonstration trees and were decorated with
Tabers.
Agent, gave an interesting the members and guest
Patty
Sheridan, report on various crafts and selecting the decorated. Amy
Mrs.
Wilson decorated Charlie Marr,
- president, presided. Mrs. Mona lessons to be given * 1995.
who won the contest. Thyra
Tabers. secretary, read the
Gifts were exchanged.
Crawford
decorated Elizabeth
minutes, called the roll, and Refreshments brought by each
James.
member were served.
The band performed with
The next meeting will be held
Tuesday, January 14, at 9:30 several Christmas numbers, a
a.m, at the home of Mrs. Linda few were: Jingle Bell Rock,
'Silver Bells, Frosty, the
Easley.
Snowman, Let It Snow, Let It
Snow, Let It Snow, and Home
for the Holidays. Mr. and Mrs.
W. 0. Vaughn sat in front of a
log decorated ass fireplace and
acted as lovers as the bind
played and sang, "Let It Snow,
Let It Snow, Let It Snow."
on
lesson
craft
The
There were 88 members and
Sew*, Jim. 4 •"Macrame" for the Calloway guests
present for the potluck
Club
will
Homemakers
County
os drier open 12,30
and entertainment.
6,
at
January
Monday,
held
•
be
The guests present were:
Show starts coo
9:30 a.m at the Murray Betty Jean McGehee, Elvie
on
Center
Housing
Municipal
he **Pies St°1 II
Carson, Martin Salmon, Ruth
Ellis Drive, Murray.
Johnston, Junita Robinson,
Mrs. • Leon Grogan will be Lynn Smith, Frances Miller, L.
teaching the lesson and all those 13. Miller, Carolyn Halford,
who have signed up for the Laura Andrus, Kathy Jo Hart,
.
lesson should attend, according Detroo Trotter, Olelia UnE
to a club spokesman.
derwood, Cloretta Newport,
Each one 'should bring Mable Robertson, Sue Lamb,
II scissors, macrame board. Yard and Charles Lamb.
mi stick, and t-pins; and if persons Members present were:
not know how to tie knots for Novie Hale, Muria Brandon,
at
;de. "' do
the macrame, they should come Alma Cooper, Otie Trevathan,
early, Mrs. Grogan said.
Ardee Riley, Ambie Willough-

7:20, 9:30 4- 2:30 Sat., Sun.
NO PASSES FRI-SAT-SUN

SI

--

00

NOW THRU JAN. 14th

training. He or she can be a
whole lot of different
things.
"It's time to scrap that
tiresome stereotype of the
old-fashioned lady who's
always teaching somebody
to cook or sew," says Dr.
Marjorie Stewart, Dean of
the UK College of Home
Economics. ''Even
yesterday's home
economist didn't fit that
stereotype."

He's a designer of better
living environments for the
aged and handicapped

FOR SATURDAY, JANUARY 4, 1974
Look in the section in which SCORPIO
el*
your birthday comes and find (Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
Tip-top Mars influences
what your outlook is, according
stimulate possibilities of
to the stars.
progress. You should feel
ARIES
buoyed for action. Details,
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
work, well-handled, can
your
tedious
If you capitalize on
adaptability, imagination and bring fine returns.
discernment, you and others SAGITTARIUS
whom you influence will fit well Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) Itlire°
Jupiter's auspicious influence
into success patterns. No day
fans the fire of enthusiasm for
for dawdling'
dedicated purpose, popular
TAURUS
enterprises. This should be a
1. Apr. 21 to May 21)
Mild influences, you are just day to remember.
about left on your own now to CAPRICORN
0
decide on the means to gain ( Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) \1
Saturn favorable. This is the
benefits, how to parlay efforts
to get the most with the least time to press forward with all
expenditure of time and energy. the grit and good will you can
and that can be a great deal
- GEMINI
4
1- when the Caprioarnian really
(May 22 to June 21) 11,
If the game is riot worth the tries).
candle, chuck it promptly. If AQUARIUS
what you planned has merit, (Jan. 2110 Feb. 19)
In making changes or starting
stand by it staunchly. Wisely
separate the significant from anything new, consider all
after-effects.
possible
trifles.
Weakness in spots must . be
CANCER
shored up.
June 22 to July 23)
Go about your duties and PISCES
XC
obligations eagerly, but as (Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Some favorable hotiri;dherifeagerly wait for new instructions, and hunt for the will present unexpected obtricky spots. Impress others stacles. With self-confidence
and your innately philosophical
with your poise.
attitude, you can take all in
LEO
;July 24 to Aug. 23) /24s4g stride.
An increase in duties? Then
YOU BORN TODAY are both
you can have a new peak in artistic and practical; can
amiable
Keep
your
attainment.
conduct business matters with
self tuned to receive the best, unusual competence and
reject the worthless.
shrewdness, while also purVIRGO
suing a highly creative
np i
i Aug. 24 to Sept 23(
avocation such as writing,
Principles and values must be sketching or architecture. You
well considered now. If you have tremendous inner forces
aveid,extrernes, you can have a which help you to overcome
satisfactory day. Especially obstacles with seeming ease. If
favored: executives, teachers, you do not choose business as a
students.
career, you could do exceptionally well as an educator,
LIBRA
scientist, politician or real
'Sept. 24 to Oct. 23( —
Sincere endeavor and ac- estate operator. There is no set
curacy could carry you far boundary for the Capricornian.
beyond expectations if you put He sees new horizons daily.
them into force and direct your Birthdate of: Gen. Joseph J.
energies into constructive Joffre, French hero, world War
channels.

focuses on people,' says
Dr. Stewart. "It's an
umbrella designation for a
whole class of trained
professionals who touch
base with every major
problem in the world
today"

foods and nutrition and
textiles and clothing
Degrees
in
Home
Economics can lead to
intensely-satisfying
careers for both men and
women
"Home Economics

seni
Cali
(204
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Miss Leisa Sandefer And

-AbIT

Don Faughn Are Married
At Church December 28

The marriage of Miss Leisa
Sandefer of Hopkinsville and
Don Faughn of Murray was
solemnized on Saturday,
December 28, at two p.m. at the
Southside Church of Christ,
Hopkinsville.
Dr. Douglass Harris, uncle of
the groom, performed the
double ring ceremony. The
focal point of the altar
decorations was a fifteen
branch candelabrum with
By Abigail Van Buren
beauty baskets of white car1174 5, Chicago Th5ym441 1 Nom Snyd., lac.
nations and mums on either
side. The trinity candelabrum
was used during the ceremony.
The bride is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Fred U. Sandefer,
DEAR ABBY: A neighbor couple went on a vacation and
409 Blane Drive, Hopkinsville,
left their 19-year-old son home alone.
There was a party going on at their house every night. I
and the groom is the son of Mr.
could see and heart the cars coming and going at all hours.
and Mrs. G. W. Faughn, 1107
One night was noisier than all the others. There was
Poplar Street, Murray.
yelling and screaming in the house, loud music, and
A program of nuptial music
someone vomiting in the back yard. It lasted until 4 A.M.
was presented by a group
The whole neighborhood was disturbed.
composed of Ron Stegall, Mrs.
The boy disposed of four large garbage cans of beer cans
Prewitt Owen,Mr. and Mrs. Joe
and bottles before the parents came home.
Embry, Mrs. Kevin Batey, Mrs.
My question: Should the parents be told what went on
Francis Swain, and Mr. and
while they were away?
Mrs. Ralph Mahoney. A solo,
CINCINNATI NEIGHBOR
"Whither Thou Goest," was
DEAR NEIGHBOR: Yes. If the boy were YOUR son,
sung by Joe Embry.
wouldn't you want to be told?
Bride's Dress
The bride, given in marriage
DEAR ABBY: I'm a 15-year-old girl who has a thing for
by her father, wore full bridal
firemen. I live just around the corner from the fire station,
attire, designed and fashioned
which makes it. Mice I've got a crush on a fireman right now.
by her mother. Her gown was of
He's married, but he's a real neat guy. I dream about him all
white bridal satin featuring an
the time. Is this wrong?
ALL FIRED UP
empire waistline, gored shirt, a
scooped neckline enhanced with
DEAR FIRED: You're not responsible for your dreams,
but when you're awake, concentrate on "neat guys" your
a semi-stand up collar of reown age. And quit luuiging around the fire station. That's
embroidered Chantilly galloon
playing with fire!
lace. The sleeves, slightly
gathered at the cap, were
DEAR ABBY: I'm a 46-year-old married man who works
tapered at the wrist and
in a large office. We're all pretty friendly.
fastened with tiny loops and
Last Sunday, my wife was out of town, so I went to a
pearl buttons. Teardrop pearl
neighborhood restaurant alone. A young woman who works
trim, accented with crystal
at the office came in alone{ and at at the bar. Since I was
rocailles, outlined the waistline
at the bar I offered to buy her a drink. She seemed eager to
and the neckline. White fur
accept. She had two, then I asked her to join me for dinner.
She did. We had a nice time chatting about the people at the
adorned the sleeve edges.
office.
Her cathedral train of satin
After dinner she said: "Your place or mine?" I laughed,
was attached at the waistline,
and said irsounded like she was propositioning me. She said
topped by a touch of white fur.
she was. I nearly fainted. Then ['said I didn't think it, would
Her cathedral veil of matching
be a very good idea because I was a married man, and
__lace was attached to a Camelotbesides we had to work together.
styled headpiece of white fur.
The next day I heard that she told some of the girls at the
Her bridal bouquet was of white
office that I had spent the night with her and that I was a
roses with holly and wide satin
"lousy lover." It's pretty embarrassing, Abby. I'm
ribbon.
wondering if maybe the best way to handle it is to quit my
job and clear out.
Mrs. Mary Helen Pierce of
BAD-MOUTHED
Hopkinsville was the matron of
DEAR BAD: QUIT YOUR JOB? Never! Just tell a few
honor and Miss Debby Mitchell
of your men friends at the office that nothing `happened
of Marion, III., was the maid of
They'll believe you, and you can bet they'll circulate your
honor.
side of it.
The matron of honor wore a
mint green gown of ban-Ion
DEAR ABBY: I was in the war in Vietnam and was
jersey featuring princess
wounded when I stepped on a mine. I was hospitalized for a
seaming, v-neckline, long fitted
long time. I finally pulled through, but my sex life was
ruined.
sleeves, and a shaped tab
Recently I have met a beautiful and intelligent girl and
across the center front fastened
we have been dating regularly. We are becoming more'and
at each end with pearl cluster
more intimate and I am getting to the point where I feel I
buttons. Miss Mitchell wore a
have to tell her about my problem, but I don't know how to
gown identically styled like
do it. Can you help me?
DEEPLY TROUBLED
Mrs. Pierce except in bottle
green.
DEAR TROUBLED: The only way to tell her is directly
Mrs. Pierce and Miss Mitchell
and in simple language—just as you have told me. Don't
carried French bouquets of
put it off. The longer you wait, the more difficult it will be.
white carnations tipped green
with sprigs of holly.
-The flower girl, Beth CunEveryone has a problem. Whatks yours? For a personal
ningham of Hopkinsville, wore
reply. write to ABBY: Boa No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069.
Enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope, please.
a gown fashioned of the same
For Abby's booklet, "How to Have a Lovely Wedding,"
bottle green with a long shirt
send $1 to Abigail Van Buren, 132 Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills,
gathered to the bodice above the
Calif. 90212. Please enclose a long, self-addressed, stamped
normal waistline, a high round
20( envelope
neckline, stand-up collar, and
Tlie Murray
long fitted sleeves. A self ruffle
Leduc,• Tinse•
marked the hemline. She wore a
long sash tied in a bow at the
front and wore a long jumper of
mint green over the dress. She
carried a white basket of red
rose petals.
G. W. Faughn was best.rean
for his son, and Charlie Warren
was groomsman. Ushers were
Larry Watson, Billy Dan
Crouse, Steve Lynch, and Bud
Allw....o•
Nall. Rodney Grogan of
Luncheon And Bridge Hopkinsville
was the ring
bearer.
Planned Wednesday
Mrs. Sandefer, mother of the
bride, wore a dress of off-white
The women of the Murray
,
without
Country Club will have their
regular ladies day luncheon on
Wednesday, January 8, at the
club.

Should she tell neighbors about their son?

port
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„
1
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COMMUNITY
CALENDAR

jillilli

knit flecked with flowers of
green and pink,featuring a cowl
neckline, long fitted sleeves
and high-rise shaped waistline
The skirt was gored to fit the
waistline and fell into a full
skirt. She wore shoes of matching green.
'the groom's mother, Mrs,
Faughn, was attired in a
matched three piece street
length suit of cranberry
polyester. The fitted top had a
slightly flared skirt overlaid
with a loose lined jacket.. She
wore matching cranberry
accessories.

•

Red Cross Volunteers will
meet in the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital Conference
room at 2:30 p. in.

Chapter M of P. E. 0. will
meet at the home of Mrs. Olga
Freeman at Hazel at 7:30 p. in,
- with the program by Mrs.
Monday, January 6
George Hart.
North Elementary School
P'TC will meet at two p. m. in
the commons area of the school.
Recovery will meet at the
Note the afternoon meeting Mental Health Center at seven
time.
p. m.

wen.

Reception
Following the ceremony a
reception was held in the
educational building of the
church.
The bride's table was covered
with a satin cloth and centered with two three branched candelabra and an arrangement of -white flowers and holly. The
three tiered cake and the punch
bowl flanked either end of the
____
table_
Mrs. Richard Grogan and
Mrs. Peggy Cunningham
presided at the table.
The guest register was kept
by the bride's sister-in-law,
Mrs. Joseph Sandefer.
After the the reception the
couple left for a wedding trip to

Saturday, January 4
Mr. and Mrs. Sonnie Garland
of Murray Route Six will be
honored at reception in
celebration of their golden
wedding anniversary at the
Holiday Inn from two to five
p.m.

Kathleen Jones Group of First
Alateen will meet at the AA
Baptist Church Women will Hall at seven p. m.
Thurmeet with Mrs. Lucille
man at 7:15 p. m.
Craft lesson on "Macrame'
for the Calloway County
Homemakers Club will be
Baptist Women of Sinking taught by Mrs. Leon Grogan at
to
scheduled
Spring Church are
the Murray Municipal Housing
meet at seven p. in.
.Center, Ellis Drive, at 9:30 ate. _

Mr, and Mrs. Don Faughn
Aspen, Colorado, and upon their
return_ will-reside at 1402
Johnson Avenue, Murray.
The bride, a graduate of
Hopkinsville High School,
received her degree from
Murray State University in
December 1974. She majored in
elementary education and is a
member of Alpha Delta Pi

sorority.
Mr. Faughn graduated from
Murray High School and attended the University of Tennessee and Murray State
University. He was a member
of Alpha Tau Omega fraternity.
He is now national sales
representative and distributor
for Ron Rice Beach Products.

Executive Board of Murray
Woman's Club will meet for
luncheon at 11:30 a. m. at the
club house.
Coldwater United Methodist
Church Women will meet at
seven p. m.
Spring Creek Baptist Young
Women will meet at the church
at seven p. m.

Tuesday, January 7
The Jessie Ludwick Circle of
First Presbyterian Church will
meet with I.ala Dowdy at 1:30 p.

" Dorothy . Group of First
Baptist Church Women will
meet at the hoine of Mrs.'Brent
Outland at ten a. ni. with Mrs.
G. M. Knight as program
leader. Note change in meeting
place.
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ON ALL FABRICS
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BRAND NEW
RIN EDSPRING 100%Kp;y4;i:E;
INTERLoc
.I

(0/11PARF

ELSEWHEREA

7S399
YD

•60'
•/00`,wok, Full bolts,
Polyester, 100 Machine Keshable
•
Brand fVew
Denier
•
Spring
Interlock
Ideal lot
Fashion
Prints
Blouses, Tops,
•Never
Dresses etc
before
offered at
this low
price

I
t

I
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.
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ONLY REITINITTI
OF LOWEST PRICES ON 1ST QUALITY FABRICS,
•

$188

OUR VER y
r„
LOW DIscoav
PRICE
:
288 T

COMPARE .4 T $3.99 TO $8.99 YD.
OUR ENTIRE STOCK OF FANCY FALL & WINTER

POLYESTER DOUBJLE KNITS $288
•Our Entire Stock of Dyed to Match Morotranic Knits
•Our Entire Stock of Dyed to Match Acrylic Knits
•Our Entire Stock of Metallic and Novelty Knits
•Our Entire Stock of Printed Polyester Knits
•No Exceptions, all of our Fancy Fall & Winter Knits on Sale

YD.

°LAE VERY DA Low
.DISCOU.VT PRICE $388 & 488

Don't1
MakeaMoven

Our Hostess'
Gifts and' Informationare
the Key to Your
New Community
ears. Kathryn Outland
,
Phan
,153-107

1,
111?'
,
alsWitansioNansewitatre

r7.816/1t1/21e

Reservations should be made
by Monday noon by calling Mrs.
Ed Powderly, phone 753-8542,
chairman of the luncheon
hostesses who are Mesdames
Charles Baker, Bill Barker,
Guy A. Battle, W. A. Franklin,
Robert Mobley,Jack White, and
Bob Ward.
Bridge will be played at 9:30
a. m. Wednesday with Mrs.
Jack Jackson and Mrs. James
10 Ransom as chairmen.
7'4%1,1Z

YOU TAKE NO CHANCE WHEN YOU
TRADE WITH

PARKER FORD, Inc.'
Murray, Ky.
753-5273
LARGE VOLUME ---L)W_PROFIT'
"Service Built Our Business"
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A
NEW OR USED CAR

Xi Alpha Delta
Chapter Holds
Buffet Supper

The Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi held its annual
holiday party on Thursday,
December 19, at 6:30 p.m. at the
Community Center on Ellis
Drive.
Following k delicious buffet
supper, the group sang carols
accompanied by Mrs. Gerry
Requarth at the piano. Gifts
were passed out froth secret
sisters with gag gifts given to
the husbands.
)
1,Y4*Pita,,E1 duFtr,4,16 the
eVFnin
Those attending were Messrs
and Mesdames Tommy Brown,
Caldwell, Tommy
Jerry
Carraway, Charles Chilcutt,
David Foley, Reggie Griffin,
Greg Holt, Mike Holton, Mac
fiuted7Honnie .HulSoffr
Lyons, Bobby Martin, Mike
Morgan, Gerry Requarth,
Bruce
Robinson,
Frank
Thomas, W. H Williams, Doug
Willoughby, Bobby Wilson, end
Danny Workman.

1

COMPARE AT $3.99 TO $12.99

COMPARE AT 82 99 YD.

11"$3.99

NEW SPRING '75

"MILLIKEN" SPRING

FROM REGULAR STOCK

POLYESTER
GABARDINE

60" PLAID
SUITING

UPHOLSTERY
FABRICS
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411T
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Fl 11

$188
YD.

I Ill, PIS( olf
Mill 12 5,4

•Part Bolts, Discontinued Patterns
•Eierculorts, Velvet. Linens etc
• Orruteci quantkty, hurry for this

•60" wide, full bolts
•Polyester, Cotton & Hay
• Plaids and Novelty Weaves

ie Pull bolts
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AFFORD TO BUY FABRICS ANYWHERE ELSE!
YOU REALLY CAN'T
A DiviSION OF ONE OF THE WORLDS FOREMOST
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204 W. WASHINGTON
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The Murray Ledger & Times

Letter To The Editor

Editorials and articles contained on MiS
page are presented for the purGOSebt givmg
forum for the exchange or differing Opintons
and Ideas

'Gill Nets' Criticized
been thoroughly cleaned of fish by commercial fishermen using two inch "Gill
Nets." Houseboats from Tennessee with
several small boats are working all bays on
both lakes. Although these waters will
produce, with proper managenient and
sensible "catch limits," plenty of fish for
constant sports fishing, it can not and will not
produce enough to satisfy the greed of the
fish-hogs from Oklahoma, Arkansas, Tennessee, Illinois, and Kentucky.
Kentucky is indeed fortunate to have its
great water resources and such natural fish
hatcheries as Barkley and Kentucky Lakes,
and we do not believe the Fish & Wildlife
people should be allowed to continue their
absurd policies.
We are hopeful that the people of Kentucky
will write the Governor, the Hon. Julian
Carroll, Commonwealth of Kentucky, Frankfort, Ky. 40601, and join in the effort to protect
one of Kentucky's great Heritages. Thanking
you in advance, I am.
Sincerely,
Kenneth C. De Villez
Rt. 2. Kuttawa, Ky.

Dear Editor
All across the face of the earth "Gill Nets"
are regarded as criminal devices. It. is
strange, therefore, that the Fish & Wildlife
Departmerit licenses these devices. In doing
so they have opened the door to the use of all
t.ler criminal devices.
Here on Lake Barkley and Kentucky Lake
land values are. depressed, fishermen and
tourists are staying away in droves,
businesses are closing, and Crappie, Bass and
Strippers are almost ektinct. We recognize
that there are "cycles" and particularly so
with Crappie. However when all species
vanish at the same time you may be certain
that "Gill Nets" and other criminal devices
are the cause.
People of Kentucky united once before and
got the criminal devices eliminated and the
slab Crappie came back and fishing was
excellent. Then the Fish & Wildlife people
sold out again.
Never, has there been as much illegal
netting as is going on at the present time.
Kuttawa lake surrounded by nice homes has

Letters to the editor in response in
opinionated article's are en•
editors reserve the right to
condense or edit letters without charbging the
intent of the lettee', and the right to reject any
letters to the editor or public voice items
editorials and
couraged The

Dr. Chiles

t4
which it is composed or how reliable the
workmanship of those engaged in its construction, it will not stand the test of time.
It is thrilling to note Christ's description of"
the testing of the house which was built upon
the rock. In contrast, Christ censured the
thoughtless and shortsighted man for his
stupidity and lack of judgment in believing
that one foundation was as good as another.
Each of us is engaged in building the house
of life. All of the inclinations of the heart, the
impulses on which we proceed, the thoughts
of the mind, the decisions that we make, the
words of the lips, and the acts of the life add
their quota -to the structure of character. All
of us have a choice of foundations. Only the
person who builds on the right foundation is
equipped to meet whatever life may bring. No
matter how well it is constructed, OF how
attractive its appearance, any structure is
unsafe if it has a poor foundation. If one builds
his life on the shifting sands of the opinions
aneLphdpsopnies of men, it will crash when
the raging storms of care, temptation, and
sorrow surge around it. Any man who builds
in rejection of God's will certainly prepares
for disaster. Rock is a symbol of Christ, and
sand is a symbol of anything except Him. A
life built on anything except Christ will
crumble and fall when the testings come, as
they most assuredly will.
All foundations will be tested. Sooner or
later the winds of adversity batter us. The
dreary drenching rains of sickness, suffering,
and sorrow get us down. The floods of
disaster, calamity, or bereavement overwhelm us. The difference between people is
not the measure of adversity which comes to
them, but how they handle it when it comes.
all kirids. of winds blow and beat -- sharp
winds of criticism, unkind winds of adversity,
bitter winds of defeat, cruel winds of grief,
and cold winds of death. 'The storms reveal
the quality of one's life. Foolish indeed is any
man who builds his house on the sands of
indulgence and pleasure, selfishness and
ease, and does not take account of the lashing
of the storms. Few things, if any, are more
grand than to see one stand up when the crises
of life come. Only those who build on Christ
are prepared to meet whatever life brings.
Build on Christ and you will find that lie will
never fail you, but that you will be safe
regardless of what experiences may tome to
you.
Matthew 13:13-35
In both the Old and New Testaments the
word "leaven" is used uniformly as a symbol
of evil. However, there are commentators
who claim that in this passage there is an
exception arid that here it is a symbol of good.
They proceed to make the leaven represent
the gospel of Christ and the meal to be a
symbol of the world, thus teaching that in due
Lime the entire world will be saved. This
position many of us cannot accept. Nevertheless, the leaven does give us a familiar
picture 14 the power of influence.

The Master Teacher
By H. C. Chiles
Christ, the greatest teacher the world has
ever known, by His words and His life, taught
people about God and His way of life for them.
He challenged all of God's children to a full commitment of themselves to Him for the
doing of His will.
Matthew 5:17-20
When Christ assumed the role of Teacher
many wondered what He believed, and
whether or not He would be a true Hebrew. So
much emphasis was placed upon the Mosaic
Law that a man was accepted or rejected by
the Jews on the basis of his attitude toward
the law. To avert any possible misunderstanding concerning His own attitude
toward the law, Christ spoke to His disciples
in the hearing of the multitude and told them
plainly that He had not come to destroy the
law and the prophets, but to fulfill them. Thus
He sought to allay any prejudice on their part
towards Him and to incline them to receive
His teachings.
Christ did not come to destroy the law, nor
to brush it aside as something of little or no
significance, but rather to fulfill its literal
demands. Through His sacrifice at Calvary
he showed the end toward which the
ceremonial law pointed. Christ considered the
moral law as perpetually binding on all
mankind. Would to God that all who profess to
be His followers had the same high regard for
God's law which Christ had'. If they red, they
would not be so ready to ignore it or to attempt to explain it away. Some contend,"We
are not under the law, but under grace."
Admittedly Christians are not under taw as a
means to life, but the law remains the expression of God's will for them. God's law is
eternal, never to be abrogated or set aside.
In verse nineteen Christ denounced those
religious leaders who were minimizing the
importance of the commandments. It is
certainly a mark of wisdom to do and to teach
the law of God. On the other hand, it is an
evidence of pathetic smallness to break God's
commandments and to teach others to
disobey them.
Matthew 7:24-29
One of the amazing things about the
preaching and teaching of Christ was how He
could make so clear the eternal truths of God
with such commonplace illustrations. For
example, He showed that building your life is
like building a house.
Christ here told about two men who were
impressed with the need of building a house.
Alike in their desires to be shielded from the
rains and protected from the winds, these
men resolved to obtain what they needed.
They resolutely set to work to build a house.
Naturally the first consideration in the
erection of each house was that of the foundation. The character of a foundation is
determined by the importance of the structure that is to rest upon it. Since the foundation imparts strength to the superstructure, any wise builder will be careful
about his foundation.
The sensible man built his Muse upon the
rock, but the foolish man built his house upon
the sand Externally both houses appeared to
be well _built and comfortable. The main
difference in these two buildings was out of
sight, under the ground. The stability of any
house depends ultimately on the solidity or
strength of as foundation. If the foundation be
faulty, no matter how good the materials of

Worth Repeating
"Coal and oil are strictly limited in quantity. We can take the coal out of a mine but we
can never put it back. We catectraw oil from
subterranean reservoirs, but we can never
refill them again. .
. Alcohol makes a
beautiful, clean and efficient fuel and can be
manufactured very cheaply."
Alexander
Graham Bell I Prediction in 1917

signature Of the writer

Rush Resolutions
By Chuck Moffett, Pastor
First Presbyterian Church
horrendous
JANUARY 1 -the day of
hangovers
and
rash resolutions
and sometimes the two go together when we find a
person making a rash resolution to never, ever
have another horrendous hangover.
What is it that makes us play this game of "I resolve..."?
I think it boils down to the fact
that we want to be a -better" person.
But our problem is not in the resolutions
our problem is in the implementation'
in the game plan.
We take aim on various areas of our life:
- I resolve to be less prejudiced"
-"I resolve to attend church regularly"
.1 resolve to take a day off from work each week"
-"1 resolve to cut down on my drinking"
We have taken aim - but our strategy has caused us to miss our mark.
In this age of the "power of positive thinking" we think all we
have to do is to WILL something,and presto: new creature.
NOT SO!!
The dynamics of personal change require "insight".

By-Dr. H.C. Chiles
try Me
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Mew on me unitarm
int=teed be
=
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Which. tn Our Opinion, are not in the best in
terest of our readers
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Let's take our four resolutions above:
"I resolve to be less prejudiced"
no change will come until this person realizes
that he needs his prejudice to pigeon-hole
people
to cover up his feelings of inferiority-his
feelings of being threatened.
"I resolve to attend church regularly"
:
no hope for new behavior here until the person
looks at how he feels about pastors, God,and
religious hypocrites.
"I resolve to take a day off from work"
no way any re-creation will come into this
person's life until he sees that his whole
self-worth is tied to his job.
"I resolve to cut down on my drinking"
no sober days until this person faces that
thing in himself from which he is running.
An essential part of change is what Thomas Chalmers has called
'THE EXPULSIVE POWER OF A NEW AFFECTION"...
and what Jesus called:
"You don't really kick out a bad demon unless you replace it with a new boarder."
(Luke 11:24-26)
It's not enough to say"NOV'
It's not enough to say what"THOU SHALT NOTY" Change comes only when, after the insight, you can say "YES!" to
something...only when you can say "'This is what I BELIEVE."
So, for instance, change comes for the prejudiced person when,instead of WILLING to love
others, he feels good encisigh about himself that he can develop a real commitment to justice
for ALL people.
There has to be siWnething NEW added if you really hope to be rid of the OLD.
Change doesn't conic by mere "resolutions",
but only by a deep "revolution" of
what you hold dear...
...and that's called a RESURRECTION!

Funny Funny World
BOOKS
Aspiring author: "Al last 1 have written something that will be
accepted by any magazine," Friend: "What could that be"
Author: "A check for a year's subscription."
There are epitaphs composed with a wry sense of humor by the
grave's occupant before death, many of which describe his onetime work or occupation. On an angler, for example, the one
word: HOOK'D. On a farmer from Eastport, Me., TRANSPLANTED. On a doctor from Brookland, Ark., OFFICE UPSTAIRS. But my favorite among all individualists( French in this'
case, and not American ) is a wealth Parisian who, bored with the
petty routines of daily life, conunitted suicide after penning the
words now gracing his tombstone: "Tired of this eternal buttoning and unbuttoning."(From "Folklore .an. the American 011
the American Land," by Duncan Emrich- Little, Brown, $4.95. )
Sir Arthur Conan Doyle was convinced that he could communicate with the dead. On one occasion, the mystery writer was
asked to pay a call on a fellow author who was in the hospital. "I'll
see him tomorrow," said Sir Arthur. "Tomorrow may be too
late," he was told. "He is not expected to last the night." "In that
case," said Doyle,"I'll speak to him next week."

Bible Thought
Ye have not chosen me, But I have chosen you.
John 15:16.
Heavy burdens become endurable and daily work
becomes joy because men walk with Him. Come!

Isn't It The Truth
by Carl Fliblet Jr.
In spite of efforts by the growing number of weight
watchers and fat doctors, unemployment and inflation, Americans are getting fatter by the millions.
Never in all history has there been so much lard —
unrendered.
"The spirit is indeed willing, but
the flesh is weak."
—The Bible, Matthew 26:41

10 Years Ago Today
The Tappan Company, Murray, maker of gas
ranges, employing 730 persons, and accumulating
1,350,000 man hours without a time loss injury, will
receive an award for employe safety from the State
Labor Department at Frankfort on January 5.
Deaths reported are Wallace Williams, age 52, and
Milburn Lawrence Scott, age 66.
"Never have we seen an area blossom like
wititnell Subdivision. The place is filled with homes
*filch maintain_ the. name Murray has for nice
residential areas,"from the column,"Seen la Heard
Around Murray" by James C. Williams
Births reported at the Murray-Calloway Hospital
December 30 to January 2 include a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. James E. Outland and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Wayne Gahagan,

20 Years Ago Today
W,

Let's Stay Well

C. Elkins was elected chairman of the Murray
Board of Education to succeed Luther Robertson
who resigned from the post after 20 years of service.
Dick Sykes and Hilton Hughes are also new members of the board replacing Dr. A. D. Butterworth
—:who served for 18 years and J. W. Outland who also
served for 20 years. Other board members are Mrs.
Louise Baker and Wells Overbey.
N. B. Ellis of Wilson, Ark., has purchased the
Economy Hardware Store from Oliver Cherry and
the brain. The major developHall McCuiston.
ment of the brain takes place by
Governmental units and schools in Calloway
the fifth year of life Therefore.
proper nutrition in early life, County will receive $166.18 in 1954 barge line taxes
even before birth, is essential. collected by the Kentucky Department of Revenue.
Malnutrition, whether from disMrs. L. L. Rowland was hostess for the December
ease or poverty, can impair
meeting of the Protemus Homemakers Club held at
brain development permanently
her home. Mrs. Virgil Lassiter is president.
and stunt intellectual capacity

Plastic Surgery
To Be Taken Seriously
Think twice before you have
plastic an-gory. If you decide to
have it, it should be performed in
most cases by a competent
surgeon of experience and
special training.
This form of surgery is on the
increase. More than a million
persons undergo some kind of
plastic sin-gery each year in the
United States More than 93 per
cent of ccsrnetic surgery is performed on women, but the number of men having such surgery
is increasing also.
In mast instances, plastic surgery is done to improve appearance. Such a need may
have resulted from an earlier,
scarring injury or from unbecoming natural features, such
as a crooked nose (its co ietion
is Imown as a rhinoplasty
Procedures to shorten and lift
pendulous or droopy breasts are
popular. Wrinkles and sagging
skin of the face are lux xrdell A
receding chin may be built up
and brought forward.
Many pla.stic operations are
performed under sedation and
local anesthesia, The amount of
pain depends on the site of the
surgery and a patient's tolerance
of pain.
Such surgery usually repines
only a short period of hospitalization, and dt eaings may have to
he worn for about a week
The healing process takes
time. The operated area may he
quite firm for a while and frequently show an increased red-

By FJ-L Blasingsune, MD.
ness These effects gradually
subside It IS often six months to a
year before the full benefits of
such surgery are apparent.
Plastic surgery is often expensive and may not be covered by
the usual hospital insurance

Such corrective surgery may
improve appearance, but it will However, even a perfect diet
not perform miracles or change does not are a bright mind
a personality. It is essertial that
Q. "Beth" inquires whether
the patient and the surgeon have
a clear understanding of what swallowing a cherry pit can
cause
harm.
the surgery will acccenplish.
A. A chat iy pit, like certain
Q. Mrs, 0. T. has a relative other seeds (apple, peach, and
with Paget's disease of the bone, plum), contains hydrocyanic
and asks for an explanation of (prussic) acid in small amounts.
the disease
It is a deadly poison If the seed
k The cause of Paget's dis- or pit remains unbroken, the
ease of the bone (ostegis defor- acid remains inside the seed and
mans)is unknown. The condition causes no harm. The kernel poris characterized by an Increased,
tion of such seeds should be
spotty reabsorption of bone,
avoided
while other areas show added
United Feature Syndicate
bone formation. It is a disease of
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late adulthood, occurring in
about three per cent of the
population above 40 years of age.
Victims have skeletal pain.
Some degree of deafness may be
present Fractures may occur.
The disease is chronic and may
extend over a period of many
years

Coupon

Q. Mr. G. FL sendis an involved
inquiry regarding the relationship between diet and brain
development
A. Brain capacity Is largely inherited, but its proper function is
dependent on normal growth of

Buy 1 Get 1

MSU Schedule Of Events
'

—

Titivary 4
MSU BASKETBALL: Murray Slate vs.
Samford Univ. of Birmingham, Ala., 7:30
Sports Arena. Only general admission
tickets available, adults $2, students, $1,
Monday, January 6
MSU BASKETBALL: Murray State vs.
--MtelsisSipPf College df Jackson, Miss:, 710
0.0.4.451firkagAria.•Only general adiaieetallaaa
tickets available. Adults, $2, students, $1
January 6 through 11
REGISTRATION packets will be handed
out-between 8 a.m. and 4 p.m, in the Student

2'i:7..11110n Building
January 9 through 11 '
REGISTRATION for spring term,8 f1.11i. to
4 p.m in the Student Union Building,
January 9 through 31
•
-KEN TUCK Y
VOCATIONAL
Administrator's workshop at Madisonville, Ky,
lenrewlettiortal infnrmatirm contact Dr. Paul
.!stoo‘ 702-3392aaaewead-......January 9 through February 5
ART EXHIBIT' Recent paintings by Anthony Droege, former, faculty member at
. Murray State and now at the University*

Indiana, South Bend. Eagle Gallery, Fine
Arts Center.
ART EXHIBIT: Paintings by Luke Oas, Art
Department faculty member,Jan. 9-72, Eagle
Gallery, Fine Arts Center.
SENIOR ART EXHIBITS. Joe Miller,
Sacramento,Gary Schierberg, Fort Mitchell;
and . Pat Buchanan, Calvert Qty. Eagle
_Gallery Fino Ail. Center
Saturday, January 11
SATURDAY classes begin.
BLACK FILM FESTIVAL, sponsored liy
the Student tagenization_

oypnn Good Sunday, Jan. 5th
'040 lb 160% ground beef
OCrisp leaf lettuce
'
Freshly sliced tomato
•Fresh onion for extra flavor
•New,special IMPEfflisLaauce ,
-113grved-on AIFS
ame seed,egg bun

Murray Only

...**.1010110.1.11.

Limit 1 Per Customer
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Miss Christy Jean Sledd
6 lb. 2-ozs.
Born 3:00 a. m., Wednesday, January 1
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PRIZES IN STORE FOR 1975's FIRST BABY
1 Case Baby Formula
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tobertson
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ew memlerworth
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To Miss or Mr. 1975

A Birthday Candle

$10.00 Gift Certificate

For the 1st Baby

Congratulations from

The Shon)case
121 Bypass

ased the
erry and

Free Pizza or Italian
Spaghetti Dinner

Calloway
rte taxes
levenue
ecember
b held at

To the Parents of Miss or Mr. 1975

mes

Congratulations
From

or month.
. Mayfield,
mai • $12.50

j\ee.),/4
40 11

753-5323

Gift Certificate

1 Case of Baby Formula

To Miss or Mr. 7975

To Miss or Mr. 1975
Congratulations

Johnson's Grocery

504 Main ;Behind Peoples Bonk)

Vaporizer- Humidifier
To the 1st Baby of 1975

Bel-Air Center

753-4541

the Youth Shop

Trenholm's Restaurant

1Ierr Year's
Aurray Ky

Murray Sewing Center

For the mother of Miss or Mr /975

$5.00 Worth of Gasoline

Shampoo & Set

To the proud parents

Hutson Texaco

Judi & Shere's Beauty Salon
Bel-Air Shopping Center

753-5902

1412 Main

Memphis.

Non ond

New Testament

We would like to say
Congratulations to the 1st Baby of 1975

with name imprinted

Ten
Silver
Dollars

A Pair of Baby Shoes

Ryan Shoe Store

Christian Book Center
Chestnut St
A Store Full of Spiritual Blessings

To Miss or Mr. 1975

PEOPLES BANK

A Savings Account Now Open

cyl

for 1st Miss or Mr. 1975

MURRAY

at

Baby Cup
For the 1st Baby of 1975
Compliments of

Ky.

Bank of Murray

Lindsey's Jewelry.
•

'
am

To the mother of Miss or Mr. 1975
'

A Floral Arrangement

Gene & Jo's Florist

1 Case of Baby Formula----For the first Baby of 1975
from

__Storey's _EQ.0.4_GiaoL,

Jo
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Wes Furgerson Signs
MSU Grid Scholarship
,
s.
Ss
-•
•

By MIRE BRANDON

troanmais.

Tigers, Furgerson had perhaps sMs.t of the . Murray players
his best game ever in tlw state are friends of mine and I'm
championship game against realty itielong• forward to
Beechwood when lie rushed for playing on the sans. team with
50 yards and one touclalewis them and helping the team in
passed for another touchdown, any way 1 can," he said. end piinted four tunes(Qua 45,11_ Silsierae__Liiels._Ceads-slubn
average. He was his team's, Bina- said thatsFurgerson has
leadiug rustier the .last two good college potential and will
seasons and averaged mere be an asset to any college
than 40 yards a punt last fall. program. "He started every
Furgerson, in signing the •;,isinie for us the last two years
Murray grant, said he had and did a tremendous job,"
always wanted to play college Hula said. -He's a fine athlete,
football and Murray was where a good student, and a solid
lie had always wanted to play. young man with much potential
sssseir growth."
coach Furgerson, on sterling
his son, said that he had the size
SAN MATEO, Calif. AP)- and ability to play several
Bay Meadows is cutting its win- positions and that he would
be a
COOKEVIII,E, Tenn.(API- ter harness racing it weting valuable arid versatile member
Guard Frank Jones poured in from six to five days a week, of the Murray squad.
32 points Thursday night to with SundaysMonday off, bePreviously signed to .Murray
spark Tennessee Tech to is 100- cause of a shortage_ of -ra- State __grants were Keith
E18 non-conference college bas- teable horses," the track anBuckingham, 6-2. 225-pound
ketball victory over Mercer.
Thursdas.
effensive
lineman
from
Tltecutdown came in_spite of Ilipkinsville; Randy
Tennessee Tech, now 6-2. led
Jones, 6-0,
almost all the game and wae letsiness being up 12 per cent
INS-pound running back. from
ahead 48-41 at halftime: Mer- from'a Sear ago during the Mayfield;
Mike McConnell, 5cer, which lost to the Golden first five days.
11. I95-pound running back from
Eagles earlier this season al- s"By -trying to -fill 54 races a AtiffitsVtiltGa.;' Bobbyttaig,
week, it would be necessary to 6-1, 205-pound
Mercer, is now 3-5.
linebacker front
Tony Dilwo added 15 points__miuce the quality of our racing Oaklawn. Ill.; Alvin Brooks,
6-1,
for the winners while Tam_s_v_neeessitate, some _horses 1110-peurtid rented:rack from
Schmidt
Schmidtdt had 12 and Bobby Par- being overraeed," said 1)r. Wil- Perkston Jr. College, Gulfport,
liam J. Ward, psesident and Miss.:
er 10.
and Jeff Braaten, 6-2,
Teko Wynder scored 17 points general manager of the Califor- 175-pound receiver from North
nia Horse Racing Association.
for Mercer.
Hardin.
Five technical fouls were
Against Mercer in thelast few minutes of the game
for protesting fouls and Coach
Bill Bibb and one player were
ejected.

Samford To Give Racers Tough Test

.

lanta's first such opportunity
this season. Atlanta's Myre also
had several strong saves, including a fine leg stop on Pete
Mahovlich with 713 left in the
game.
Atlanta outshot Montreal 3619 in the contest.
Penguins 6, North Stars 3
Pittsburgh rapped out 21
shots
and
scored
five
times-in the third period to run
their home-ice undefeated
string to nine games. Jean
Pronovost had two goals for the
winners, who outshot Minnesota
52-32. The North Stars have 1,
losses and three ties in the
their last 19 road games.
Islanders 5, Capitals 2
Dennis Potvin had two goals
and an assist for New York,
which outshot Washington 46-15.
It was the seventh straight loss
for the expansion Capitals and
dropped their record to 3-31-4.
Blues 2, Scouts 1
Chuck Lefley scored both St.
Louis goals, his 11th and 12th of
the season, as the Blues posted
their first road victory since
Dec. 12, Wilf Paiement got the
Kansas City goal.
Bruins 5, Kings 2
Phil Fsposito notched his 36th
and 37th goals of the campaign
within a four-minute span of
the second period for Boston.
The game was marred by an
assortment of fights that resuited in a total of 96 penalty
minutes being called.

Fans in Carbondale, have .grown acOn Friday night, the last game was over at
customed to watching shol& get batted down.
11:35 p.m. That sante team that played at that
And the man wholesbeentStt thelsaftine
time -played again at 10730 am, the next
is 6-11 All-American center Joe C.
morning and then at 4 p.in, that afternoon.
Merriweather itf Southern Illinois University.
I actually sat through seven games on
As a junior last season, the Saluki pivotnian
Saturday. Needless to say, it was a double
Atlanta's mistake came at
was the top draft choice of the Utah Stars of
611)1 nalion tournament.
5:05 of the final period. Monthe American Basketball Association. And in
My season's record for picking cage contreal's Murray Wilson, taking
case you forgot, the starting center this year
tests stands at 43-18 for a mark of .705.
advantage of a defensive lapse
for the Stars is 19-year old wonder Moses
Here are the picks for games this week:
by the Flames, ripped a slap
Malone,
CA1JAWAY COUNTY at Ballard Memorial
shot from 20 feet out past
Well, Thursday night at Carbondale, the
by seven, Fulton County at CARLISLE
goalie Phil Myre. The goal enSaluki fans saw 16 shots get batted down. But
COUNTY by nine, SYMSONIA at Cuba by
abled the Cimadiens to prethe man doing the batting was not
five, Sedalia at FARMINGTON by 11, Fulton
serve their 15-game unbeaten
Merriweather, it was 6-7 forward Dwayne
City at REIDLAND by 14, Heath at ST.
streak. The Flames are unbeatBarnett of Samford.
MARY by 14, South Fulton at HICKMAN
en in five games.
Sainford fell behind early in the game and
COUNTY by seven, TILGHMAN at Lone Oak
wound up losing 95-80 to the Salukis, who last
Elsewhere in the NEIL, Pittsby 10, Wingo at LOWES by five. Games for
month bombed highly-regarded Michigan by
burgh beat Minnesota 6-3, the
Saturday include Fulton County at HEATH by
20 points.New York Islanders topped
three, Obion Central at LONE OAK by 10.
Samford Will_bring a 1-9 record into their
Washington 5-2, St. Louis edged
Bardstown at MAYFIELD by nine and
contest against Murray State Saturday night.
Marshall County at TILGHMAN by 21.
Kansas City 2-1 and Boston
They have lost to such teams as Jacksonville,
trimmed Los Angeles 5-2.
Mississippi State ( who defeated SIU by 15
.lacques Richard got the lone
points last Friday) Tulane, Oregon State and
A great ballplayer that Murray State tried - goal for Atlanta with 20 seconds
New Mexico State
left in the second period. It was
to recruit last year, Ellis Files, died last week
Of I3arnett's 16 blocked shots, believe it or
Richard's 10th goal of the year
-Isee Angeles.
not, five -came at the expense of
and his seventh in the last sevFiles, who was just 20 years old, was atMerriweather. And neither the Saluki crowd._
en games.
tendingSouthwest College in Los Angeles and
nor the big man himself had ever seen
Richard blew a chance for
-at the time of his death, was Playing
anythiag like that before.
another goal earlier in the sec.
basketball on an outside court at Pepperdine
-Racer assistant coach Jim Calvin, who
ond stanza when Montreal netUniversity, the school where Racer Coach
scouted the game last night, said Samford is
minder Ken Dryden stopped
Fred Overton was an assistant before coming
a very agressive ballclub that plays a tough
him on a penalty shot - Atto Murray.
manto-nian defense and they like to run a lot
Files walked over toward some bleachers
on 'offense.
and sat down and moments later was gasping
The homestand will continue Monday as the
for breath. He was declared dead of a heart
Racers host Mississippi College before
attack upon arrival at a local hospital.
beginning league play a week from Saturday
At Aurora East(RI. High School last year,
at Morehead on the two-game swing through
Files was listed as one of the Top 100 players
the east or "Death Valley."
in the country and was a member of every
LEXINGTON, Ky. AP) - healthy, and said it was hard to
high school All-American publication.
Triple Crown winner Secretar- tell what her markings were
Before choosing to attend the junior college,
Basketball action begins anew for 1975
iat officially became a father but she may have three white
Files had narrowed his choices of schools to
tonight for the Calloway County Lakers as
for the first time at 10:05 p.m. stockings like Secretariat.
Murray State and Montana.
they play at Ballard Memorial.
Wednesday when stakes winner
The filly has a white star,
It's been a disappointing season for both
My Card gave birth to a filly at 'Scott said and,"like momma, a
clubs.
Walter M. Jefford Jr.'s Fara- little white on her nose."
Since I did not run the contest last week for
way F arm near heressesss
The halters started out *Muting their first
My Card is a daughter of Ace
three games,dropped then-next four, won one- '
people
The brown filly was lkirrU2se---Card who was also a stakes
Th
a:lefrtc'e
o wm
ir7ath
l ia
and then lost their last contest, bringing their
stwRee
ttdY
k.'s;--twu
weeks prematurely but was re- winner. My Card won the Sewill t'e
And those two people will really have to do
season
ported in good condition.
d -to 4-5. lima Stakes in 1964.
some work before they come up with the right
Ballard Memorial starte. out by winning
A night watchman called
Though a test mare, inanswer. But a good sports record book or a
their first contest of the season against
farm manager Harry Scott eligible to race, earlier gave
Brookport but since that time, the Bombers of
good memory might help.
when he heard a stirring in the birth to a Secretariat foal in
Here goes: Once,someone scored 100 points
Coach Torn Buchanan have lost nine conbarn and the filly was born by Minnesota, the Faraway filly is
--in a college basketball game,.1e played for
secutive games.
the time Scott arrived.
the big horse's first official
Furman University in 1954. Who was he?
It's been a bit of a layoff for high school
Scott speculated the filly foal.
If you think you have the right answer, call
bail, at least on the local scene.
might be the first thoroughbred
me after 5 p.m. Saturday at 753-6977 and you
Last W,I took off early and went home
tarn in the United States for
Tulsa has won the past six
nRwuidnysp to $2.50 of your choice on the menu
and caught a 16-team tournament at
the new year.
Misaouri Valley Conference
at
Eldorado, Ill,
He said the filly appears very baseball titles.
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By The Associated Press
Who says a 1-1 tie is boring?
Not Atlanta Flames' Coach
Bernie Geoffnon.
"It was a hell of,a game for
both the players and the fans,"
declared Geoffrion after his
Flames battled to a standoff
with Montreal Thursday night
in the National Hockey League.
"Both goalies played exceptionally well. Just one meet
lake cost us the win."

SPects Editor

Joe Tom Erwin
NISI„ Sports Publicity
Wesrurgerson,6-3, 190-pound
quarterback from Murray Ulitli
Schist', has signed an Ohio
Valley (seders:nee letter-ofintent
Musses_ Slide
UMV.
k1
.
2•
Fergeriaise esioseMurray
ffigh 'cite-Avon the Class A state
shampionship and compiled 4n
11-2 record last season, is tile
son (4 Murray State Coaell Bill
Fureerson arid. Mursay State
\Inuma Hazel Hood Furgerson.
twos ear starter for the

Tech Goes To 6-2
By Beating Mercer

Flames And Canadiens
Battle To 1-1 Deadlock

Fimeout With Brandon

Ellis Files Dead

Triple Crown Winner
Secretariat New Father
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- Cage Picks

If you're a
good driver,
ask me
how Much
you can save
by switching
to low cost
MFA car
insurance.
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Ronnie Ross
210 E. Main
Phone 753-0439
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Jabbar Scores Season-High 52
In Pacing Bucks Past Hawks

NEW RACER-Murray High quarterback Wes Furgerson sits
at the desk of his father, Murray State football coach Bill
Furgerson, and signs a scholarship to play football with the
Racers. Furgerson, a strong passer and runner and one of the best
punters in the state, directed the Tigers to a State Championship
last November.
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Now winter can be a whole new season
of fun and excitement Scout lets you inn
to all the places you've thought about but
could never get to
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By The Associated Press
Kareem Abdul-Jabbar, Milwaukee's towering inferno, says
he is beginning to feel more
comfortable. At the same time,
he is making opposing National
Basketball Association teams
feel most uncomfortable.
Abdul-Jabbar was . red-hot
Thursday night, firing in 52
points - the high in the NBB
this season - powering the
Bucks to a 116-111 victory over
the Atlanta Hawks.
"I feel more comfortable
now," said Abdul-Jabbar, who
missed the first 16 games of the
season with a broken hand and
an eye injury, and recently was
plagued with a strained back.
"Kareem's getting in the
groove with his hook shot,"
Milwaukee Coach Larry Costello said after Abdul-Jabhar
had tossed in 18 of 29 field goal
attempts and 16 of 20 free
throws. "He got hot and the
guys went to him, which is
good."
In other NBA games, the Detroit Pistons edged the New Orleans Jazz 99-95 and the New
York Knicks outlasted the
Phoenix Suns 117-113 in overtime.
In the American Basketball
Association, the Spirits of St.
!Alibi
routed the Vieginia
Squires 112-88, the San Antonio
Spurs whipped the San Diego
Conquistadors 120-104, and the
Memphis Sounds downed the
Utah Stars 95-88.
Abdul,labbar's 52 points surpassed the NBA's previous high
of 49 tlff-season, by Buffalo's
Bob McAdoo. But they fell
three short of his career high of
55

BOSTON I API - Suffolk
Downs reported today that the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts received more than 15.546
million 'as the state's shine
itestapientilAttuel wagering in a

ynao--

Taylor M6tors Inc.
301 South 4th

),

ph.7534372-

fit

nunardwagn ionnorenn

ended recently.
For 200 days of racing in
1974, the track said, the state
received a record of *13.188
compared with $12747
in 1973.

Tom Van Arsdale led Atlanta
with 20 points.
Pistons 99, Jazz 95
Despite Detroit's victory,
Coach Ray Scott was not satisfied with his team's play. "We
just didn't have a good performance," he said. "We have
to realize that we're now a
first-place team and learn to
play like it.The Pistons, leaders of the
NBA's Midwest Division, were
led by Bob Lanier's 36 points.
The expansionist Jazz, losers of
31 of 34 games including all 21
on the road, got 31 points from
Pete Maravich.
Knicks 117, Suns 113
Walt Frazier collected eight
of his game-high- 3? points' in
overtime, including the Knicks'
last four, as New York won for
only the third time in 10 games.
Frazier also had six assists, all
six of New York's steals and
seven rebounds. Earl Monroe

added /7 points and- a.mehigh eight assists for New
York.
Spirits 112, Squires 88
Marvin Barnes and Freddie
Lewis each scored 27 points
and Barnes grabbed a gamehigh 18 rebounds for St. Louis,
which snapped a three-game
losing streak. Lloyd Batts was
high for Virginia with 20 points.
Spurs 120, Q's 104
George Gervin's 26 points,
Rich Jones' 23 and Donnie
Freeman's 20 paced San Antonio's victory. Travis Grant
scored 214 points and Bo Lamar
25 for the Q's.
Sounds 95, Stars 88
Stew Johnson's 25 points led
a balanced Memphis attack
against Utah, which played
without standout rookie Moses
Malone, sidelined with a leg injury. The Stars' Ron Boone
scored 33 points, but only two
in the final period.

SPECIAL

LIVING COLOR PORTRAIT
By Sharp Studio
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Enjoy the warmth of an open fireplace, dine by candle
light on delicious continental & American
Food.
p
Professionally
ropiertors
prepared personally by the

Betty & Bill Elkins
Featuring Relish Trays, Homemade
Bean Soup and Homemade Bread with
every dinner.
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Gophers Almost Wanted
To Go Crawl In Hole
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
The way Bill Musselman
talked to them at halftime,
Minnesota's Gophess wanted to
crawl into a hole.
Bristling at their poor performance In the first half, Musselman told off his players and
got some action in the second
half.
The Gophers turned from
lambs to tigers and whipped
Wisconsin 61-46 in Big Ten basketball Thursday night.
"I talked to them about what
life was all about," Musselman
said about his hot blast at in;errnission. "If this was a nonleague game I wish Wisconsin
had won. They deserved it.
"We weren't ready to play.
They outrebounded us by four
in the first half. That shouldn't
be. I'm not running an intramural program."
While Minnesota was winning
its Big Ten opener, Michigan,
Purdue and Iowa also got off
winning in the conference race.
Michigan, the nation's No. 17
team, tripped Illinois 86-84 in
double overtime; No. 18 Purdue
stopped Michigan State 94-86
and Iowa defeated Northwestern 75-73.
In other games involving the
ranked teams, No. 7 Maryland
walloped Appalachian State 9650: San Francisco smashed No.
10 Providence 96-68 and No. 19
Memphis State turned back
Georgia State 102-76.

the

Southwest Elementary and
East split a pair of contests
played Thursday niglit on the
Southwest floor.
In the first contest, the East
eighth grade girls team won an
easy 38-19 win over Southwest
while in the nightcap, the Southwest eighth grade boys gained
revenge for the girls by ripping
East 48-31.
In the girls contest, East
jumped out to a quick lead in the
opening period and led 15-6 at
the quarter stop.
By halftime, the East girls
were leading 26-12.
East wrapped the game up in
the third period by outscoring
Southwest 8-0 to carry a 34-12
bulge into the final canto.
Rose Ross paced the scoring
attack for East with 18 points
while Shelia McKenzie tossed in
seven for Southwest.
The boys contest was cfoseror
the first period as Southwest
struggled to an 8-6 lead at the
close of the quarter.
But in the second frame,
For Correct

TIME and
TEMPERATURE
DAY or NIGHT

753-6363
DIAL Courtesy
ode
with

Freshman Mark Olberding
scored 20 points and helped
Minnesota dominate the backboards in the second half as the
Gophers beat Wisconsin. The
Badgers, playing without leading scorer and rebounder Dale
Koehler, who has an ankle injury, stayed with the taller
Gophers through the first half,
which ended in a 24-24 tie.
But Minnesota, 8-1, opened a
quick second-half lead and won
going away. Responding to
Musselman's halftime lecture,
the Gophers outrebounded the
Badgers after intermission, 2712.
Waymon Britt's jump shot
with 2:11 left in the second
overtime period lifted Michigan
past stubborn Illinois. Illinois
had two chances to tie the
score in the final two minutes,
but Rick Schmidt missed with
45 seconds left in the overtime
period and Nate Williams
missed another shot near the
buzzer.
The teams were tied at 72 at
the end of regulation play as Illinois came back from a 37-35
deficit at halftime. Michigan's
C. J. Kupec had to hit a basket
with 51 seconds left in regulation play to push the game
into overtime.
Freshmen Wayne Walls and
Walter Jordan combined for 52
points and 31 rebounds to lead
Purdue past Michigan State:'
The game was close only in the
opening minutes, but the Boil-

Southwest Splits Pair
Of Contests With East

od.

I
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Southwest outscored East 16-7
to claim a 24-13 lead at the end
of the half.
In the second half, the winners had a 24-18 margin to
account for the final difference
of 17 points.
Barry Guthrie led the winners
with 14 while Ricky Garland
added 11. For East, McCuiston
and Dedmon led the attack,
scoring 13 and 11 respectively.
Southwest's boys teams will
play at home at 6:30 p. m.
Monday against the seventh and
eighth grade boys from North.
East visits Murray Middle
School at 6:30 p.m. Monday for
a pair of boys games.
Eighth Girls
East
15 11 8- 4-48Southwest
6 6 0 7-19
East (38)—Ross 18, Overbuy
2, Johnson 4, Winchester 7,
Miller 5, Rudolph- 2.„ Jones, ,.
Hargrove, Adams, Turley,
McCuiston
Mahan,
and
McKenney.
Southwest iI94—Kemp 6.
McKenzie 7, C. Cooper 6,
Bailey, Hutson, Phillips, Potts,
Higgins, Pledger and T. Cooper.
Eighth Boys
East
6 7 9 12-31
—Southwest 8 16 9 15-48
East 31 i—McCuiston 13,
Cunningham 6, Dedmon 11,
Cohoon 1, Parrish, Sanders,
Outland and Von Schoech.
Southwest (48)—Guthrie 14.
Garland 11, Adams 9, S.
Lassiter 8, Carraway 1, Wilson
1, Erwin 4, Warren, Potts,
White and T. Lassiter.

Kentucky State Retains Lead
In Small College Cage Poll

C1111-ili ‘1 1.1 INA It 1- Ilill %)

SPORTS

ermakers' two talented freshmen ignited the team to a late
surge in the first half and continued their great play in the
second.
Larry 11400re's two free
throws in the closing seconds
clinched Iowa's victory over
Northwestern. The triumph
broke Iowa's four-game losing
streak and extended Northwestern's losing streak to
five.
Maryland settled down after
a ragged first half and ran
away from outgunned Appalachian State in the second. Owen
Brown scored 12 of his 16 points
in the second half to lead the
Terps to their eighth victory in
nine games.
Bill Cook scored 25 points as
Memphis State overcame a
cold start to bomb Georgia
State.

Sign Pair
CHICAGO (AP) — The Chicago White Sox announced the.
signing today of a pair of
rookies, pitcher Jim Otten and
outfielder Mike Ondina, to 1975
contracts.

by The Associated Press
Kentucky State basketball
Coach Lucias Mitchell is convinced Ins Thorobreds have the
breeding to be one of the _best
teams in the school's history.
Obviously, soilieone agrees,
since they have retained their
No. 1 ranking in The Associated
25-11 record - also tops in the
Press college division basketleague.
ball poll.
There were just two other
The Thorobreds. unbeaten in
games played in the WHA
25 straight regular season
Thursday night. Cleveland beat
games, received 14 first-place
Indianapolis 4-1 and Vancouver
votes and 319 points to remain
tripped Phoenix 3-2 in overtime.
No. 1. Their last loss was to
time.
1974 National Association of Intercollegiate Athletics ChamTENNIS
pion West Georgia in the playDALLAS — Cliff Richey and
off semifinals.
his sister, Nancy Gunter, com"I have my entire squad
bined for a first-round victory
back from last season," says
over Cliff Drysdale and VirMitchell. "We're big, we're exginia Wade '4, 3-6, 6-2 in the
perienced, fast, have an exopening of the second annual
cellent defense and handle
International Mixed Doubles rebounds extremely well, I
Tennis Championship,
could start any eleven and it
HOBART, Tasmania — Jan
wouldn't matter."
Di Louie, a 16-year-old Dallas
Kentucky State, 6-0, won the
schoolboy playing his third
Granite City Classic last weekmatch of the day, was elimi- end, beating St. Thomas, Minn.
hated - by Aultrafian veteran
62-50, Wisconsin-LaCrosse 66-65
Geoff Masters 6-3, 6-7, 6-3 in the and finally Ouchita Baptist 85Tasmanian Open Tennis Cham-17-11K-:
pionships.
Gardner-Webb, 11-0, was

Aeros Off And Running
Toward Another Crown
By The Associated Press
The Houston Aeros won the
World Hockey Association
championship last season and
they're off and running toward
another title this time around.
Larry Lund pumped in three
goals, two in the final period,
Thursday night to power Houston past the Michigan Stags 64.
It was the Aeros' fifth straight
victory and their 24th in the
past 31 games.
Lund, Larry Hale and Ted
Taylor scored to give Houston a
3-1 lead early in the second period, but the Stags rallied on
goals by Gary Veneruzso and
Alain Caron to tie 3-3 after two.
That was it for Michigan,
however, as Lund connected
twice and defensenum John
Schella once in the final stanza.
Lund now has 23 goals on the
year and Houston has 165 —
tops in the league. The Aeros
lead the West Division with a

steady at second place in the
poll, attracting five first-place
votes and 258 points from a nationwide panel of sports writers
and broadcasters after capturing their iiwn Holiday Tournament. The Bulldogs routed Oglethorpe 119-67 and then took
the title game, slamming Elon
93-64.
The University of Tennessee
at Chattanooga remained in the
No. 3 slot, claiming the C1100Chop Classic with a 113-89 victory over Alabama St. and a 9392 trimming of West Georgia.
The Moccasins earned three
first-place votes and 220 points.
New Orleans, idle last week,
was again in fourth place with
three first-place votes and 161
points, while inactive Jackson
State stayed in fifth place with
two first-place votes and 153
points.
Eastern Illino1s climbed from
seventh to sixth place in the
rankings with 137 points, followed by Old Dominion, 96; Morgan State, 82; Bentley, 60, and
sbewcomer Southern University..
50.
Rounding out the top fifteen
were, Assumption with 40
points; Cameron, 20; Arm-

ctrok SLATF-V441,044•11
15, and Alcorn. 10.

By The Associated Press
The Top Fifteen teams in the
sleekly Associated Press
with first-place votes in pareittheses, season records through
games of Saturday, Dec. 28,
and total points. Points tabulated in basis of 14-9-8-7-6 etc.:
1.Ky. St. 14
6-0 319
2.Gardner-Webb 15)11-0 258
3.UT-Chatt 3)
7-0 220
4.New Orleans 434 6-0 161
5.Jack-son St. t 21
7-1 153
6.E. Illinois
6-0 137
7.0Id Dominion
6-2
96
8.Morgan St.
6-2
82
9.Bentley
9-0
60
10.Southern U.
7-0
50
11.Assuniption
5-2
40
12.Cameron (1)
9-0
20
13.Arinstrong
6-2
17
14.Youngstown
7-0
15
15.Alcorn "
2-3
10

Bowsit40
AI,AMEDA, Calif. — Mickey
Iligham of Kansas City moved
into first place by eight pins
with a total pintall- of 5,697
after the opening round of
match play in the $60;000 Alameda Open Bowling Tournarnent.
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Central Shopping Center
9-9 Daily 1-6 Sunday

Girls

Ladies Dresses
Pant Suits

Fall
Dresses

Large Selection

Mena

Ladies

Assortment of s
Mens

Slacks

Pants
Up To

Up To

Sport Coats

oer
1973 Oldsmobile 98 Luxury Sedan, all power and air.
1973 Oldsmobile 88, 4 door, power and air.

Boys Long Sleeve
Hands Off

1968 Oldsmobile 88, 4 door, power and air.
1973 Pontiac Grand Prix, all power and air, green with
vinyl roof.

Knit
Shirts

1973 Pontiac Grand Prix, power and air, white on white.
1972 Pontiac Catalina,4 door, power and air, new tires.
1971 Cadillac Sedan DeVille, all power arid air, 35,000
miles. Murray car

Reg. 4.57

190 Chevrolet Impala,4 door, hardtop, power and air.

Girls and Infants

Complete Selection

Relieves
Stuffy.Nose•
Reduces
Fever•
Chewable
Orange
Flavored

BAYER
CHILDREN'S COLD TABLETS

1967 Chevrolet,4 door hardtop,power and air.
tsiti iiric;.487er ionthb42:d6-oe..
Bottle of 30 tablet«

1969 Plymouth. 2 door, power and air
1963 V. W.
1963 Dodge Pick up

Sanderl-Purdom
Street

-Shot Gun Shells
(Slugs, 00, 1, 2, 4,8 Shot)

Values to 4.77

tI4 ,

2Tables Drastically Reduced
Clearance Merchandise
Bargains You Can't Afford To Miss
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PROGRAM INFORMATION

Sports

wilms-fern

Monday
Night Movies

SATURDAY SPORTS
12:00 Noon - Channel 6'
College Basketball: Notre
7:00 - Channel 6 - "The
Dame vs. Maryland
Specialists", a drama
7
Jan.
Tues.
Friday, Jan. 3
3
Channel
p.m.
1:30
Spoken
centering around the work
8.10 am -Easy Listening music 10 00-Mu5ic and the
Pro Bowlers Tour: A.R.C.
Word
10-00-Raclio Netherland Dutch
of an epidemic-control
10-30-Listen to LIM: "You Can
Composers
Open
Alameda
center. Runs 90 min.
Have Self Confidence"
10-30-Education Speaks
6 Channel
p.m.
2:00
Lunch
Noon-Bach's
8:30 - Channel 6 iinoon-Masterworks Hour (M
Basketball:
3-35-Here's to Veterans
College
F1
"Target Risk", a drama
6.00-Firing Line with William F
3-35--Agriculture U.S.A.
Florida
vs.
St.
Mississippi
Buckley
involving a gem courier, a
6'00-Options (S MW-F)
of Listen
3:00 p.m. - Channel 3 7:00-From the Record Library-- 7.30-,The Sound
jewel robbery and a
8•00-Musica Helvetica
Hula Bowl: East vs. West in
-(M-W-F1
kidnapping. Runs 90 min.
Wed. Jan. II
Forum:
9'00- C om poser's
Honolulu
10.00-Serenade in Blue
10:30 - Channel 12 Richard Moryl
10.30-Jazz Revisited
4:00 p.m. - Channel 12 Sat. Jan. 4
Pretty Peggy".
"Scream,
Red
8:00-9730 a.m.-Easy Listening 12 30-Powerline
Women's Pro Bowling:
This suspense story stars
9:00 p.m.-Wolfman Jack
•
music
Crown Classic
Thurs. Jan. 9
—3:311.Enicuisin
Bette Davis and Ted
Stirea-T11 Read-That
10:30 p.m.- Channel 29 10-1-World of Music
Bessell as mother and son.
Again
1 -00-Metropolitan Opera live
Basketball:
College
Runs 90 min.
from New York City. 10- 30-Lawrence Welk
Kentucky
143uisiana St vs
,V-11144044,441,--M--41.494ir4" 113:4SUniteCl_
--'
11:05 - Channel 29 spective
(Rossini)
SPORTS
SUNDAY
"Man on the Run". Burgess
4:05-All Things Considered 12,30-Concert Canadien
12
-Channel
Noon
Night
12:00
6:00-Earplay '75: "The
already in progress
an
plays
Meredith
Bathers"
CBS Sports .Spectacular:
1130-Men and Molecules
American in Manila who
7-00-City Counclt Meeting live
6:00-Sensing the News
auto
racing;
Boxing;
from City Hall in downtown
takes the law into his own
6-10-Ky Farm Bureau
Murray
women's golf
7:15-Live play-by-play of Racer
hands
9 00-Washington Debates for the
Basketball with Samford
p.m. - Channel 3 1:00
'70's
9.15-The Young Career: Phyllis
Men's
Superstars:
10
Jan.
Fri.
Bryn-Julson
8.10 00 am.-Easy Listening
qualifying round
Sun. Jan. S
Music
8 CO a.m.-Changed Lives
2:00 p.m.- Channel 12 10.00-Radio Netherland Dutch
a 30-Clear Creek Country
Composers
NBA Basketball: Bulls vs.
8 - 413-God's News Behind the
10:30-Education Speaks
News
Bucks
Hour
11-noon-Masterworks
9-1-Weekend Allegro
3:00 p.m. - Channel 6 (M1F)
1:00--Folk Music and Bernstein:
NHL Hockey: Blues vs.
Old Timey to Bluegrass (part 3:35-Agriculture U.S.A.
-Options
6'00
7:30-Channel 3 - "Let's
I)
Sabres
Library
2-30-Concert of the Week: 7,03-From the Record.F0,1'11,11.
Switch". In this comedy the
3
Channel
-Composer's
p.m.
3:30
9,00
Nicolae
by
Songs
Recital of
women's
William Penn
Bretan (1887.1968)
Wide World of Sports: Ali- editor of a
Sat. Jan. 11
magazine switches roles
- 4-00-All Things Considered
Championship
Foreman
Music
Listening
-Easy
30
.
8:00.9
(every clay of the week)
with a suburban housewife.
9:30-Focus on Health
fight
4:30-Voices in the Wind
and
Feldon
Barbara
10-1-World of Music
6 - 00-Options
SPORTS
FRIDAY
live
Opera
-Metropolitan
1:00
Mon. Jan. 6
Barbara Eden star. Runs 90
3:30 p.m. - Channel 3 from - New York .. City:
8-10-a.m.-Easy Listening Music
min.
"Madame Butterfly" , (Puc(M-F)
I.S.C. Game of the Week
cini
7:30 - Channel 6'"The
10:00-Roger Carroll
Weather
NOTE:
I
SPECIAL
10:30-Overseas Mission
Dream Makers". A college
forecasts are provided along
1.3-Midday Classics IM-F)
the
leaves
professor
with general information from
3:00--Children's Story Hour IMthe National Weather Service
F)
campus to enter the
in the public interest from
3:30-Holiday World of Travel
recording industry. Stars
WKMS.FM and the Bank of
)M-F)
Murray: 9:00 a.m., 10:30 a.m ,
James Franciscus, Diane
5:45-WKMS.FM Evening News
7:00p.m.,
1:00p.m.,5:30p.m.,
(M-Fl
Baker. Runs 90 min.
7,33 p.m., 9:00 p.m. and 10:30
9:03-Folk Festival U.S.A.: Sing
10:30 - Channel 12 Out!
7:00-Channel 29- Mone
"Banacek", the pilot film
to be announced
that name
8:00 - Channel 6 - "The for the series by
Ge6ege Peppard stars'.
Log of the Black Pearl". A
Runs 2 hrs.
mystery involving a sunken
11:05 - Channel 29 treasure. Runs 2 hrs.
about a
10:30- Channel 3 - "The "Gorgo", a thriller
towering beast which tears
Honeymoon
Machine".
O. .
London apart.
Consumerism, Kentucky vironment and human rights:
..
Steve McQueen and Paula
%
:.,,
public affairs, foreign reports, magazine programs, analyzing
Prentice star in this
theater, and the evolution of foreign countries of U. S. news;
ti
comedy.
man are only a few of the new and a special film report on
.t
10:30 - Channel 6 topics Kentucky Educational global issues. "Bill Moyers' "Rough Night In Jericho",
4
for its Foreign Report" airs each
plans
KETi
i
Television
1'
a western tale of frontier
,.
Thursday at 7 p. m. CST on
viewers in 1975.
life. Stars Dean Martin,
These programs, some of KET.
George Peppard. Jean
7:30 - Channel 3 - "The
Hal Holbrook is the host for
which will be repeated during
Simmons
Missing Are Deadly" A
the week, include -Consumer "Theater in America," 17
suspense story of an
e' Survival Kit," "Kentucky memorable productions
epidemic that may result
Night," "Bill Moyers' Foreign selected from the innovative
:
S
because of a contaminated
Report," "Theater in America" work in both classic and con"How
3
Channel
6:30 animal being stolen from a
temporary theater. Productions
and the -Ascent of Man."
the
Won"
Was
West
lab. Runs 90 min.
Other new series on KET's include "Zalmen or The The
;
10:30-Channel 12- "The
spring schedule are -The Madness of God," "The Year of story of frontier life
one
of
eyes
the
through
Split-, a crime drama of a
Japanese Fiim," "World the Dragon," "Feasting with
;
Runs
cast.
All-star
family
heist planned to take place
Press," -Romantic Rebellion," Panthers," "The Widowing of
4
1
during a football game at
"Human Relations and school Mrs. Holroy•d," and "The 3 hrs.
io
•
"The
3
Channel
10:15
in
Los Angeles Coliseum.
"Theater
Discipline," "Dimensions in Seagull."
$
Law and the Lady". Greer Stars Julie Harris, Diahann
"Career America" is shown each
and
Cultures"
0
Michael
and
Garson
•
Carroll, Ernest Borgnine,
Education for Elementary Wednesday evening at 8 p. m.
Wilding star in this Gene Hackman, Runs 1 hr.
'd' School."
CST.
hrs
2
Runs
comedy.
45 min.
"The Ascent of Man" deals
"Consumer Survival Kit"
•
11:00 - Channel 29 11:06 - Channel 29 - "A
some with actual places where
consumers
offers
drama
in
a
"Impact",
•
inand
Gift for Heidi", the story of
cultural
solutions, not more problems. It evolutionary,
0
to
tries
wife
man's
a
which
The
place.
toOk
a
steps
young girl in the Swiss
; • begins Jan. 5 and a new subject tellectual
murder him. Brian Donlevy Alps.
and solution is introduced each late Dr. Jacob Bronowski takes
.
stars
scientific
the
at
CST,
m.
a personal look
Thursday at 4:30 p.
•••• with repeats on Sundays at 5:30 evolution of man, development
afTuesday
and
CST
m.
p.
of agriculture and domes,•
t▪ ernoons at 2:30 p. m. CST.
tication of plant and animal life.
per- Bronowski and two film crews
Several television
• _ sonalities join host Lary set out in March, 1971, on an 11which
excursion,
'Lawman to show consumers month
how they can solve problems in covered 27 countries-from
10:30 - Channel 12 Now one of America's top
the marketplace and' save Afghanistan to the Vatican and
"Machine Gun McCain",
from Easter Island to Iceland. spectator sports, basketball is the story of
money.
syndicate
"Kentucky Night," each "The Ascent of Man" airs each much more scientific than at activities in Las Vegas.
•
the turn of the century, and the
Monday at 7 p. m. CST, includes Thursday at 7:30 p. m. CST.
$
rules much more sophisticated. Stars Peter Falk and John
documentaries, personal in$
Understanding and enforcing Cassavetes Runs 2 hrs
OAKLAND YOUTH
•
terviews, panel discussions
_11:05 - Channel 29 WIN SILVER MEDAL
the rules of the
dealing with current events,
I
OAKLAND, Calif. (API-The subject of an hour-long special "Return to Yesterday", a
distinguished Kentuckians and
romantic drama of a
65-member Oakland Symphony
4 ! an overall in-depth look at some Youth Orchestra has. returned on Kentucky Educational Hollywood star goes
with a
problems and people of Ken- home from West Berlin, where Television (KET), Monday, small-town
repertory group
January 13 at 0 p.te. (CST).
tucky.
it won a silver medal at the
The show begins with a 27- in this drama.
On alternate Monday nights, Herbert von Karajan Festival
•
minute film, • -"Basketball
KET presents "Comment on of Youth Orchestras.
It is believed to be the first Today," which explains the
Kentucky" with host Al Smith.
rules of the game, defining and
sr Also scheduled is coverage of time that any American youth
won a prize in giving- examples of ach in-'
legislative hearings, programs orchestra .had
"1
International competition
fraction. "Basketball Today" is
from Kentucky universities,
The second prize winner was followed by a live phone-in,
speCial events td,_jnter_est_
zgtriaisistki."- en
thjstr
Wri
; 4-gt
Firtir
among the IC groups
Magazine" and a monthly peting; the only one racially questions to a panerR Kent&
10:30 - Channel 12 School
Athletic
analysis of Kentucky's new integrated, with more than 20 High'
Association I KHSA4 I mem- "Jailhouse Rock", an Elvis
penal code, which goes_ into per Lent of its players from
Presley
musical drama.
effect Jan. 1. The penal - Code minority groups; the only one bers. The panel includes Billy
Runs 2 hrs.
of
Wise,
of
commissioner
assistant
proportion
substantial
a
with
shown
is
and
27
Jan.
airs
series
11 .05 - Channel 29
women, 60 per cent. No the KHSAA; Bobby Flynn
every fourth Monday night.
was pert of former senator and now. the "Frankenstein Meets the
Foreign government subsidy
-Hitt Moyers
Lon Chaney
the $40,000 raised for the tour
- Wolf Man
assigning secretary for
Report," a series of 21 one-hour (*Wester Denis de
2.-..playa the-title role in this
programs, is devoted: to us- State Hayward teacher, imIj:Five-Imam inedffittely axed traditions to schoolteacher_araLeati ofllciaL
"--"" Channt4 I Viewers may call KF.T collect ...-4271
of programs are projected: fill the places of 30,graduating
at 1606) 213-0666 on Monday, "Blackmail". Edward r;
. interviews with world leaders', high school seniors.
is cast as an
Robinson
January 13, at 8 p.m. rasTi.
e international journalists The Russian orchestra, whose Questions
concerning the film innocent man who escapes
a
at
studied
had
members
most
month's
the
discussing
p
or an interpretation of a rule _to try to find the man who
important "newt events; issue conservatory since age 6, won
be answered promptly.
framed hin Runs 90 min
will
the gold medal
forums on the' economy, en-

Tuesday

TV GUIDE SATURDAY EVENING, JANUARY 4,1975 SCHEDULE

; Several New Series
; Highlight KET Schedule

Wednesday

KET Presents

r

Basketball Special

I-

WSM-4

WLAC-5

WNGE-2

WDXR-29

.

7:00 Answer
7:313 Jubilee
11:30 Devotion
9:16 C. Hamilton
9:30 Herald
10:00 C. CIMMUIP
10:30 Chlichen's
11100 Aelele4
11:30 Mem/Pres
12:00 Review
1:30 Sen. Report
1:46 KipiMger
*00 Gold. Seining
3:00 Hockey
5:30 News
6:00 News log
6:30 VV. Denny

9-00 C. Cleanup
6:30 Weeder
7:00 Dimension
7,30 Hamm
ROO My Martian
:30 4404..,:. 04,4
3
4:00 Limp/Fein
11T30 Look/Cho
10:00 Camera 3
10:30 Face Nation
11;00 Fi44
11:30 This Life
12:00 Spans
ZOO Basketball
8:0060 Minutes
6:00 PA. por44,
lF:jw 4404-. N/4„,
7:30 KOjak
8:30 Album
4
9:308.0441444,
10:00 mg..
10:20 Sports
'10:46 Vleginien
12:16 News

..... 644CMud
1:3°
,,
sr as C. Caffein
10:00 News Beet
10:30 Weekend

7:20 Farm
6:00 Sunrise
9:30 Chaplain
6:00 ommpet 644,..
2:0°31°rY
7:00 Your Church
,
7:30 Gosp. Hr.
9-30 y44
7:00 Howe Womb.
1
,
4/H44
7:30 Discovery
7:33 Heaven's Ads- 11:30 Discovery
9:00 This life
7:30 J. Swerirel
9:00 God Is Reel
5:00 Amaz Grace
8:00 C. Tipton
5:300, Roberts
WOO Herald
0:30 Faith
MN 3 Stooges
1110 J. Rebieno
9:30 Dkleedelelle
920 acid
10:00 Taman
. *.
)
lic
Humbert
R.
30
Good News
9:00
/0,00 Nod*
11:00 iggimmt
10:00 Goober .
10:30 Bap. Chords
9-300, Roberts
10:30 Make liVisk
12:00 J. Dew
10:30 WIWI'S,"
-...., 12:00 sNsi, strigi.........11:30 New,041111.--......10:09 T967 44 Sul 91,00 Urben Lew1.1400 Lena
12:00 Soul City
1130 4444,/pms
Nation
Face
10:30
30
1:00
Miracles
Humariter
11:
12.30 TBA
11:00 Faith Today 1200 Sports
12:00 Direction
1:30 Sis. Lucy
12-30 Isms
2:00 chisom
1:00 Sultana-an
_11:30 inotatn____I;oo Sport.
-..-2i30 TBA
'ITN Superstars4.00 12 High
12:00 Classics
1:30 Tennis
0:00 s. mope
3:00 L. Welk
230 Sportsman
2:00 Chicago
4:30 TEA
4:00 Movie
3:30 Wrld, Sports
6.30 poi, sew
5:0060 Minutes
5:00 Remount
6:00 Wild King.
600 Caleb, Tennis 6:00 Littb Fleelt.
6:00 News
6:30 News
530 Lassie
:30 Pieel Wel Weirrill:30 Apples Way 11:00 News
0
6:30 Evil Touch
li:30 C. Carnet'
2:00 LNesp444
ROO Wild King.
7:30 Kola
6:30 Football
10:00 Mils. Imp.
6:30 Meat Was Won 8:00 N.yr.44
9:30 Monis
7:00 10lY 19144
"
4
11:00 Gimp. Guitar 9:30 Whet's Line
*30 Neseebt
,Bowl
9:30 Sues
9:130 Weather
10:00 News
10:00 News
5:3090 MM.
9:06 FTL Club
1136 Imum
.
-- 1200 Help Line
, 10:15 LBO & Lady 11:00 Throe
10:30 Wild Bunch

...

DAYTIME TV SCHEDULE MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY
WSIL-3
WDXR-29
KfVS-I 2
.
6:00 Sunrise
Zoo
11:12
•0
Fe•hexe
1.46
Rene
6:54 Pas. Sperm
6:30 Break. Show
.unni
.
-0:30.11
1:56 News
7:00 Today
7:00 News
*act Not Women 2'00 Reed Form&
9:00 Mime Toot
WOO Capt. King:
9-30 B.Fr.411
2:26 Local MOM
8:
-CC -1664a.4"
9
2:30 Galt GwwWi.
10:00 Toro Hell
1/41
33 Win."a
10100 H1911 roPers 9-30 Gambit
Bridy
10:30
3:00 Lucy
Bunk
10:30 Hol, Squar 10,00 Now nee
3:30 Omer Brie/
Pamword
11:00
11:00 Jackpot
:30 Lg.. Lim
10
4:30 Berrien
31:30 24.0. 644.
11:30 Coin. Som. 10:66 mg.,
12:00 All Children 5:00 Lone Ranger
44
11:000.
12:00 Mid. Mag.
6:30 0
"
12:30 Mike Deb
1 0
0
:
12:30 Romper
12:00 Farm Pic,
6:46 Contact
1:00 Pyramid
12.46 Under
12:06 Noonday Newt 1.30 shociomn
6:00 Rifler:um
1.00 Dori Lime
12:30 World Turn
2:00 001, Heap.
1 30 Doctors
1:00 Guid, Light
2:30 One Life
2:00 Another Rid. 1:30 Edge Night
3:00 Monsy Maas
3:30 Thee"
2'36 SI"M44 4644• *00 Mach Game
3140 Tattletales
3:00 Sc'"wwW1 "
a
4:30 Soul Train
I
3:30 Gilligan
3:90.140mM
4 DO Green Ames 4,0084444,444
4 30 Bonanza
430 Sweet
5 30 News
5:00 Tall Truth
6.00 News San
530 f.e.,„..
6:30 Buck Owens
7:00 Gunman
'ROO Meade
R30 Rhoda
*00 Mect. Center
.
_10:00 12 Reports

Daytime Schedule Does Not Change
WSM-4

WLAC-5

WNGE-2

.WPSD-6

6:00 C. Journal
6:00 R. Emery
6.15 C. Tipton
7:00 Today M.
6:46 News
7:26 lame Today
7:30 Today M.
7:00 SWINI
7,55 Dorian
RES Scan. Todey
ROO Capt. Ken
11:MI Today Ste.
ROO Joker's Wild
9:00 Name/Tune
*30 Gambit
9:30 Winning Strk.
10,00 Now See It
10,00 High Rollers
10:30 Love Lifs
10:30 Hol. Squares
11:00 Restless
11:00 Jackpot
11,30 Smirch Tom. 11:33 C.M. Sere.
12:00 Sing. Conk
12:00 Noon Show
12:215 News
1:00 Days/Lisa.
12:30 World Turns 1:30 Doctors
1:00 Guiding LiaM 2:00 Anoth. World
9i39 Edge Mien -1
30 Survhis Mar
2:00 Price Right
3:00 Somerset
3:30 Flintoones
2:30 Match Game
3:00 Tattletales
I 4:00 Bawer
3:30 Gonor Pyle
4:30 Lucy
4:00 Big Show
5 00 Family Aft
5:25 Weigher
5 30 New,
6:30 News
6.00 News
6:00 News

6:30 R. Ferrell
7:00 Bozo
5:00 New 2cm
8:30 Green Acres
9:00 Movie
11:00 Pesevend
11:30 Jeannie
12:00 All Children
12:30 Men Deal
1:00 Pyramid
1:30 Showdown
2:00 Gen. Heap.
2:30 One Life
3:00 A. Griffith
3:30 N. Dough.
4:30 Dateline
6:00 Nem — ..:
6:30 Dateline
6:00 Conoentietion
•

TV GUIDE MONDAY EVENING, JANUARY 6, 1975 SCHEDULE
KFVS-12

WPSD-4S

WSIL-3

WNGE-2

WDXR-29

1 5:30 C. Pete
16:053 Stoops
9-310 News
7:00J. Conlon
8:00 Ceremonies
10:00 News
10-30 Work' EM,

6:30 Hot Spumes
7:00 J. Cousteau
8.03 Ceremonies
10,00 TBA

6:30 News
630 idimidr: imp.
7:30 Mike Douglas
9,05 PT L Club
11 -00 Movie

-4

6 30 TM Truth
7193 Gunsmoka
8:00 Maude
. 8:30 Rhoda
' 9:00 Med. Cleo
, 10:00 News
10:30 Reports
11:00 Pimple
. 11:30 Movie

TV GUIDE TUESDAY EVENING, JANUARY 7, 1975 SCHEDULE
_
wNGE-2
- -- %%AC-5
WDXR-29
WSIL-3
KFVS-1 2

WPSD-11

6:30 Nam,Tune
7:00 Good Times
7:30 MASH
5:00 Hawaii 5-0
9:00 B. Jonas
10:00 12 Reports
10:30 lienank
1230 News

6,30 Make Dail
7:00 Adam 12
7:30 Dream Melee
9:00 Polio, Story
10:00 News Beet
10,30 Tonight
12:00 Tomorrow

5:30 C. Pete
II:00 Cisco Kid
*30 New.
7:00 Movie Switch
900 M. Welby
1000 News
110:30 World Ent

6:30 Trees. Hunt
7:00 Hafer/ Days
7:30 Switch
9:00 M. Welby
10:00 Movie

.
5:30 News
6:30 Star Trak
7:30 Mike Douglas
9:00 beellfee
9:016 PT L Club
11:00 Theater

WSM-4

WLAC-5
4

k
0:30 Buck Owens
7:00 Gunanolis
9-00 Moulds
9-30 Rhoda
0:00 Med. Cant
10:00 12 Reports
10:30 Scream
12:30 Nen

630 Pop Goes
7'00 Sitscialists
10:00 News Beet
10:30 Tonight
12:00 Tomorrow

1

I

WSIL-3

KR/S-12

.WPSD-6

Night Movies

Sunday Night Movies

WNGE-2

WOXR-29

TV GUIDE SUNDAY EVENING, JANUARY 5, 1975 SCHEDULE

Night Movies

Saturday
Night Movies

,

WSM-4
WLAC-5
AN. No..................M
ear
6:00
11k310 tansies
6:00 Sunrise
*30 Oen 10.
900 Debase 36.
'
, 7:00 Yogi's Gang
6:46 Weather
6:30 to
7:00 Corn. Cant.
6:30 Neon
7:00 Ye0
7 00 Addams
I 7:26 Schootions 10:00 Pointuff
7:30 Scooby Deo 7400 Addams __.. _-INN
&
Rugs
Buy
7:30
0.30 Linelle
1633
7 30 Chopper
Bugs Bunny
Willy
7:30
°° s0000yS"sd
7:30
j.snnii
•00
8:00 Kung PROM
11:00 Miamian
800 Emergency
8:00 Hong Kong
ROO Ernerganat - •r,
too Jeinnes
0:30 Portridle
:30 Gilligan
0
11.30 Interstate
8:30 Run Joe
8:30 Gilligan
*30 Run Joe
9:00 Dinosaurs
Devlin
30 Partridge
9:00
11:
Baptist
12:00
Land Lost
9:00 Land/Lost
9:00 Owlin
Cinema12:9:00
9:30 Sbasam
9:30 Korg
30
9:30 iron
10:00 Globetrotters 9:30 Sigmund
SuperfrMnds
00
:
10
Adana
Major
2:00
tesperteionda
Pink Panth 149:04 Sh°11171
:21081P"und
1103
10:00
10:30 Hudson Bros. 10:00 P. Panther
uf Tiiivn
wizt
30 r
00
11 1:::00
122
10:00 G le betrotters LIkLI15114600NNN4 4
n. Rang.
ureman
00 R
4:30
10:30 Star Trek
I...
Nod
1.,30.
10:30 &Mr Trek
11:00 U.S. Archie
11:00 Anson
0•71
'''"" ThomB4
11:00 Moons
11:00 US. Archla
11:30 Fat Albert
600 H. Thom's.
44.
11:30 44,, ,
11:30 Go/
1:30 Pro Bowlers
11:30 Fat Albert
11:30 Got
Comm
Town
Dien
J.
6.30
12:00
12:00 Beskiettoll
12:30 Mon
Bowl
Hub
3:00
12:00 Film Fest.
12:00 Mayberry
6:00 Wrestling
1:00 Gentle Ban
200 Baakiettiall
1:30 G44,44
6:00 T. Armstrong
1:00 Damon-Pythias 1:00 2nevei
1:00 Sports
4:00RFD.TV
Tin"'
"0
ilowNW
Pro
Wild
Lem
6:30
30
1:
Written
it's
2:313
4:00 Wilburn
8:30 Ammer*
2:00 Breve One
&se Nei...„,
..
4.30 Atop Fence
Good No
3:00
7:00 Tony-Cleopatra 4,30 P. 44....4
*30 Pop Goes
9:00 Weather
p - oo Montego
4:001.14e*
TBA
Crown
10:00
3:30 Red
1:00 P. Wagoner
5:30 News
Tony-CliopsIns
5:30 Nash. Music
6:00 News
30 ite"Him
5:00
6
.i. Cone. 1033 6.4k4t6411
Rock
:00kie
113°
9
7:00
8:00 News Beet
Nimes
10:00
Conc.
Rock
12:00
11:30 News
MOO
7:00 All/Femity
6:30 Accent
10:30 Honeymoon 12:30 E. Touch
1:30 Newt
111:30 B. Goldsboro
9j99 H, Hew
7:33 P. Sands
7:00 Emergence
Scans/ixIN
/
.
7:00 Emergent
6:00 M.T. Moore
8:00 Log/Peert
.
7:00All/Fa'
P. Sand
9-00 Motel
8:30 B. Newham
,
10:00 News Boat
7'3°
Moors
M.T.
10:25 Scene/Ten
-ROO C. Burnett
10 30 Rough NO 9:00
8:309. Newham
10:65 Them*
10:00 News
9:00 C. Burnett
10:30 R. Burr
10:00 News
11:30 Therm
19:30 Virginian
1:00 Late Show
12:00 With Ping
WSIL-3

KFVS-12

WPSD-6

7:00 Born Frei
600 Noy,.
10:00 Some/Ten
10:30 Tonight SR

12:00 Tomorrow

WS/N-4
Ns,

03101411Truti
-'CO Ond Tama

7:311615.1
9:00 Minn 60

9:009,Jones
1000 News

7:00 Adorn

12
7:30 Movie
900 Police Story
10:00 Scene/Ten
10:30 Tonight Oh.

MOO Teiroormw

10:30 R. Burr,
11:30 Movie
i

Thursday

_

-

'

TV GUIDE WEDNESDAY EVENING, JANUARY 8, 1975 SCHEDULE

Night Movies

16/PSD-h

KFVS-I 2

6:30 Nash. Music
7:00 House Prairie.
8-00 L. Tanner
9.00 Ernie Ford
10:00 News Beet
10 30 Tonight
12:00 Tomorrow

6:30 Price Right
7:00 Antonio
5:300.8. Theatre
10:0012 Reports
10:30 TM SPItt
12.30 News

WSIL-3
6:00 C. Pete
6:30 News
7:00 That's Mime
7:30 Miming Deed
9.00 Gin Christie
1000 News
1030 World Ent.

WNGE-2

WDXR-29

6.313 Name Tune
7:00 Thet's Mon
7- 30 Terror
9 00 Get Christie
10:00 Moves

5:30 News
6:30 Miedon

Imp
7:30 Mika Douglas
ROO Weather
9:06 FT L Club
11 00 Theater

WLAC-5
6:30 TM Truth
7:00 Antonio
5:30 G.E. Theatre
10:00 News
10:30 R. Burr
11.30 Movie

WSM-4
7:03 House/Prairie
8:00 Lucas Tanner
9:00 Petrooelii
10-00 Scene/Ten
10.30 Tonight Sh
12 00 Tomorrow

r

Friday

Night Movies

•

"tr

TV GUIDE THURSDAY EVENING, JANUARY 9, 1975 SCHEDULE
KFVS-12

WPSD-6
6:30 P. Moon.
7-0001 women
10:00 News Bee
1030 Tonight
12 00 Tomorrow
•-. t k.

..

WSIL -3

WDXR-29

'

WNGE-2

, 6:30 Sale Cant.
*30 News
5:30 C. Pete
6:30 Wild Attire.
9-30 phik.134.04, 7:00 Adv. America
6,00 Cisco Kid
7 00 Rikki-Tikki
8 00 Si, Sen. Free.
Weather
7156
News
6:30
7. 30 Wattons
9.00 Harry 0
7:00 Adv. America
, 8.30 Ben Frank.
10:00 Movie
,
Fran.
San.
Sts.
800
•
10.00 12 Reports
1630 Mech. SkCain 9:00 Harry 0
: 10:00 Naive .
tr -1
I 1?.3i

WLAC-5
6:30 Tell Truth
7:00 Rikkl-Tikkl
7:30 Ben Frank,
5:30 Movie
.
10:00 News - •
11:30 Movie

WSM-4
7:00 Sierra
8:00 In:onside
9:00 Morin' On
1000 ScenefTien
10:30 Tonight lik.
12:00 Tomorrow

TV GUIDE FRIDAY EVEN NG, JANUARY 10,1975 SCHEDULE
WPSD-1)

KI-VS-17
4

WSIL-3

WDXR-29

5 30 Pawn
5 30 C. Firm
6.30 Hol. Spumes 6 30 Tree. Hunt
'8,30 SWIM Melt,
Ikee 3aeons*
CV St0e,eerry
7:00 Monte Cern
17.30 Mike Donne
Mom
4:30
Reports
CBS
9:00
,
Sinus
9:00 F.
-st 9:0011hellbet .......
Twoo..72 aspen, - }-7,00.aNsak3te9
10 00 fleak Vest
9-06 P11 Club
5-006 Mil. Men
10 30 Jail Rock
10 30 Tonight
11 -00 Crest. Feat.
Lak•
Emile
900
12 30 News
12 00 Mid Spec
10 30 World Ent
Black Mill
1200.

WNGE-2
WLAC-5 ,
4
6 30 Hot Swamies
1.30 Tell Truth
7.00 Mahe Suakin. 7:00 Stowaway
6 00 6 Mil Men
9 00 Special
0,01/0.Adione_...
10.00 News
10:90 Movie ,
10 30 R Burr
11 30 Movie

WSM-4
7 00 Sanford
7.30 Chico
8.00 Rockford
9,00 PM. Wernert
10.00 Scene Ten
10 30 Tonight Sh.
12 00 Tomorrow

THE MURRAY,Ky., LEDGER & TIMES

Baptist

4

Scotts Grove
Worship Service
11,00•.m.
Evening worship
7:30Pm

I.LLLt1:
1

First Garret
Morning Worship
10:45 a m
Evening Worship
6'30p m

141

lthse
'rook

West Fork
Morning Worship
Sunday Evening
Wednesday Evening

51

North side
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

onr
dude
lix
isboro
prey

11:00 a.m
6:00p.m
7:00p.m

11 00a m
7:00p.m

Poplar Springs
Morning Worship
11 00a.rn
Evening Worship
6 30p m

Locust Grove Church
11:00am
•
Morning Worship
7.00p m
Evening Worship

Hr.
very

Memorial Baptist
WorshiPEvening Worship
7:00p rn

Written
▪ Lem
Inner
ts

New Mt. Carmel Missionary
-venorning Worship
3/150 a
Evening Worship
7:00p.m.

e

Elm Greve
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

11:00•.m.
7:00p.m.

mmL

Sugar Creek
11:00a.m.
Morning Worship
7:15p.m.
Evening Worship

4-4

Owens Chapel
11:00am
Morning WOrship
530p m.
Evening Worship

144"f

Sts.
Today

Morn Horeb Freewill Baptist
9.30a.m.
SullekeY'Sch101
11:00p.m.
Worship

r

, Today
y Sh.
i/Tune
Strk.
I Rohm
Silures
:pot
b. Swp.
in Shaw
FLA",
ens
Is. World
re Mar
met
nonage
ar

Lone Oak Primitive
1st Sunday
7:00p.m.
4111Sunday
10•30a.m.

Children learn as much from our esstatpk., a.

Goshen Methodist
Worship Service at 11 00 a m 1III &
3rd Sundays, 930 arn 2nd & Ith
Sundays, Bible Study 6:30 P.m
Lynn Grove
Worship Service at 9.30 a.m. 1st &
3rd Sundays, 11.00 a.m. 2nd & ith
Sunday%

Plesant Valley
11:00a.M.
Morning Worship
6:00 0.m.
Evening Worship
.
.
Second
11:00a m_
Morning Worship
3 00p m
Evening Worship

from our word*. If our faith in God In mon&
then their faith will be rens as weiL

Cole's Creep Ground
-Worship Service

stria

Let God help

First Assembly Of God
Church School
10 00 am
Worship Service
11.00a.m.

Dexter-Hardin United
Worship Service
101108.
mein.
151 & 2nd
Itt.
Sunday
1st & 3rd &

10.00a.m.
11 -038.m.

Coldwater
Warning vVorship
„
Evening Worship

10- 50a.m.
6 03p.m. ,

Mt. Hebiren
1st
Service 10 00 a m
Sunday-11,00 a.m. 3-4 Sunday
lot
Sunday School 11,00 a m
iunday-10:00 a.m. Ind, 3rd & It.
Sunday

Worship

Mt. Carmel
Worship Servicei10:013 •.m. 2nd
Sunday: 11:03 awe 4th Sunday
Sunday School 1000 a m. 1st, 3'd&
4111 Sunday: 11:00 a.m 2nd Sunday

Presbyterian

-

Liberi-y Cumberland
Sunday School 1000 a.m.s Worship
Service 9:00 a.m. every Other
Sunday
North Pleasant Greve
94.45 ism.
Sunday School
11:00o.m.
Worship Service

Waymrs Chapel
AMIE Church
Morning Services
10:115a.M.
"reeks °MIMI UMW
9:30 CM.
ist 43rd SundaY
7:00p.m.
Evening
11:00 a.m.
2nd &AM Sunday
PM evening worship

Oak Offrill
10:00a.m.
Sunday School'
11 a.m., 7 p.m.
Worship Service!

rtwo.44104.4or

ciscacti so you

f
Mar 10

.
.
i,
1
., ...c

seariei Vaned
11.0311.M
hos 3rcl Sunday
1:3041.m.
2nd &Ins Sunday
6:00p.m.
Everting

Mount Plesant
11,00 a.m.
Morning Worship
7:00p.m.
Evening Worship
First Presbyterian
9:308.m.
Church School
10:458.m.
Worship Service

South Pleasant Grove
10 00 a rn.
Sunday School
Morning Worship
11 00 a in.
Evening
7 00 Fa. rn,

This page made possible by the following supporting firms:

Storey's Chapel United
Morning Worship
945• m.
10.45 a rn":
Sunday School

42)ellt

1102 Mosher

Frei
a
otTen
gM St,
orrow

Al..L. WORK suAnwerrassa

Dunn Furniture, TV &

The J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home

erliance
sboppi.gA
c pp

"The Store For Men"
Open 9-9 Mon. thru Sat.
Sunday.in Church
Bel-Air Shopping Center
753-0550

1,.....q

SALES ANDSERVICE
Whiripeol-Moterra

Ewing Tire Service

it.
NJIL (

Prh. 7534°37
Yew CoMplate Tire Service Cente
POr rassenger.Truck & Friel Tires

IMI-Air Shopping Center

TOM ANDREWS-YOUR HOST
We ere running specials Daily, Mon. Mill Thurs.
Fri., Sal., Seal. -T-bone Steak Special

as.
7\wackawin

gt1030

God Still Speaks to those

WM. E. DODSON, OWNER

191

Top faisallty Used Cars
Phone 711-64411

i)
.....1..,il

Vf4l/f/dir
beauty salon

.,'..S1'
7
'

"For The Woman Who Cares"
Chestnut St.
753-3142

Wallace's
Book Store

RELIGIOUS
BOOKS"

Serving Murray State University
1413 Olive Blvd.

7517334

Carroll Tire Service

. r.1114
YOUR Uhl-ROYAL TIRE DEALER

POITOM

`;,. s
.....Viria

North lths St

753-2731

Not God

RCA VICTOR-PRIGIDAIREMAYTAG

453 Maple

Residentlal-Commorchal.Farm-beilding Lets one
Lake Properly.11faying-S401111.- Leasing
tel Sycamore

Phone 7134713

Chevron
Standard Oil Products
%.
Pouqe Ave
ion,, phone 753 8295 753-4652
11100111

Co-Operative Corp.

Five Points

Phone 753-5411

753-7/M2

WAYNE & CATHY PERRIN-OWNERS
-IiiiiNts.ltecerds..14Wsk-lkoks
-Chord+ Supplies-CUM-

Rt..

7314111--"Eg.Lake State Park

So 12111& Story
7116415

.„------

Shirley's Florist &
Garden Center
ri,A4rs'io-J.,71 Occasions

COMPLIMENTS

Corvette Lanes Inc:

Morris Mobil*
- --

--' - -.- , LiNso AT-i4i-se----07L-z°:Y2y111

•
Murray,X es. bonten. Ky.

1415 main Street

:
011VP1161 111421"JAS. D. CLOPTESI
maM
pt. u
st rraylkuto

Freed Cothans Co, Inc.
HEATINOSHEET METAL-AIR CONDITIONING
Phone 733-4531
at

eth

chestnut

' .Weynio

Derno4 Outboard Marine

y...,

Johnson Meters Dealer
Sales Service-Parts

Boats & Boating Supplies
Hwy f4 E

[

.1..7-)1.

Tom
753-3404

Railroad Ave

Rest

WE DELIVER

,

,---

N. 12th Ext

..:--•

7534113 I

College Cleaners

Complim ents

F"-ISHER • PRICE
;..,- .-.A::: 7,61131,-;..t.17.;.7..-...:7-27-.::: 72.

CIOYS
M

CLEAMING...:"." -- -

._=-- .-7.1
:...P..9LIV
iv*
lint

Ky.

siva.- -.----

'

Meat 753-3852

SOO N. eth 753 3211 753-8144

Murray Upholstery Shop

Pa

;1713 "36
Rebuilt Engiimi-Radiators Repaired
A COMPLETE PARTS DEPARTMENT

..,..,,

i
-F-

nor down in value.
Stokes Tractor 4 hvvplement Co.

ROSES .
MASSEY FERGUSON SALES AND SERVICE
Murray's Mast Complete Department Store _
Central Sheppinqp Center
ysi..3734
7534173
-

Modernly.* your furniture with new
upholstery

Smiles never go up in price

753-4474

Ili

Made Fresh Using The

Dan Boai.Owner

HOUSa KalaiS-LaildSCapilla

Ph. 527.8372

THIS FOOD IS NOT FROZEN
Quality By

Lace.-rivi.iair, 's

&

Chestnut St
7S3-121S

Used cars • Minor Repairs
Dean tire Distributor - Wholesale • Retail
I53.5861
6th 8, Main
Verble Taylor • 753.3548
6
738
C E Cain, Jr - 757.

Tom's Pizza Palace

Farmers Grain
Seed Co.

"TME EXTRAORDINARY BANK"
Member FDIC
.

MS Main
783-3131

entire forriiiy

rk in •

cree et tree

Kentucky fried Chicken p.o..Bank of Murray, Ky.

aria Desserts

Shop for the

753-1717
MinVilifTliy.

Ph 4711745

"IT'S FINGER LICKIN' GOOD"
Try Our Delicious Beef and Ham Sandwiches
Sycamore at 11M
Call in Orders 7534101

Phone
753-8777

Bel Air
Shopping Center
Open 9.9 Mon -Sat
1-4 Sun.

Paschall Truck Lines

*NOUSE BOAT RENTALS *

Relishm-Sidiede-Moats
A Choice Selection of
Vegetables
Fast Service-Dom Sundays
Pewee 7S3-1111
Hwy. 441 Plar1/1

TN.,

Cain's Union 76 Service

COMPLIMENTS

J.W. WILHAM-MGR.

Phone 7534714

Richard Orr Dist. Co.

West Kentucky Rural Electric

Palace Cafe

Konlake Marina

The Christian Book Center

w▪ ide
rin' On
onefTen
inght Sh_
imorrow

iord
so
kford
Women
ine Ten
night Sh.
morrow

751-3$80

GR Al N DIVISION
Highest Cash Prices for Corn, Wheat & Soybeans
Nark,era WT1
t W oveviii
Phone 7534220

w

Colonial House
Smorgasbord

A-4

Crre
.917 Coldwater Rd.

"Every Day You Delay Lets Sues Hare
Their Way."
751-391
100 So 13511 St.

5
.

111111 Chestnut St.

Vt-4

"WHEN YOU NEED FLOWERSTHINK OF OURS"

Guy Spann
Realty

Ward-Elkins

Murray Warehouse Corp., Inc.

KELLEY'S TERMITE & PEST
CONTROL

Prayer Changes Us,

A-4 -

•

'.;T:iiikirt
. ,:..rt
..c,'•;
, ici ks.
• . './.,
•1,..

711.141/
11115 Pogue-Ve twee IL oh s. ma-Pawn

we/Prairie
a Tanner
Donk
einisiTen
night Sti.
.Tet row

Juanita's Flowers, Inc.

.,e

751.2975

Lassiter Auto Sales
-

112

Story
a/Ten
ght Sh.

a s 4cMo

, It-,•)

Air Conditioning-Heating-Commercial Refrigeration
SERVICE THROUGH KNOWLEDGE
FAST•FREE•HOT DELIVERY
MI W.Mikis
Phone 7134151
102 Chestnut
AIL__
"BIBLES &

Life is a one way street,
we are not coming back

Perkins Pancake and
Steak House

day
,
eo
.
r ynes
Evii
.
p.m
c .t.
... tili..%
-10a.
o.1,
.4I,
4tl andN0
p
rThiaafh
1a
l iz
y
'
cli6
ta
A
Worlds
lt
°
i
ill:
.
locally owned cad operated.
-JOIN US AFTER CHURCH"THE PLENTIFUL PLATE PLACE"

Randy Thornton
Service Co.

Murray Livestock Co.
SALE EVERY SATURDAY AT 1 P.M.-PH. 753-5334
Hogs bougM daily
le Each 3rd Friday Night
Horse Sale

Na. 12111 Frt.441- Call in Orders to 753-4419

Five Points

Pin.

who take time to listen,

Grecian Steak House

Motors
Cain & Trees Motor Sales
i4.....44.iat.aw-0,...0.-.1.40

THE DOCTOR
1111PeCiAUST IN 794K CARE OF VW GAMS
yup4K-VINII AND ENGINE WORK A 11114SCLALTV
No. ari at
Norm Inimire
DOH Parma
Murray,711134104111
71111-014111

7517144

see Coloarater ad.

He who has never failed
has never tried

Storey's Food Giant

753-2411

Uncle Jeffs

morarri KY.

it

Sundays,

Friendship
Sunday School
Morning Worship

awlit
110
0,
:00
30
.
8.
SchColaMeCh
2rI
m:
SuroaK
yirts"
. Morning Worehip
Evening Worship 7:00p.m. Sunday
& Wednesday

Church of Jesus Christ
Of Latter Day Saints
10 00 a. m
Sunday School
St. Leo Catholic Church
Sunday Mass barn., 1) a.m.. 1:30 p
on
m_ Saturday Mass 6:30 P
Christian Science Services
Farmer Ave. and 17th St., Murray,
Ky., Sundays 11.00 a.m. Testimony
meeting second Wednesday 8 p.m.
Jehovah's Witnesses
107306. m
Watchtower
930 a.rn
Bible Lecture
Wyman Chapel A.M.E.
11am 7 p.m.
Worship Services
St. John's Episcopal
9:15
Church School
10:30a.m.
Worship Hour
Immanuel Lutheran
SCKOol
9,15a.M.
Morning Worship
10,30 a.m
,
Seventh Day Adventist
10:00a.m.
Sabbath School
9:30..m.
Worship Service

First Methodist
5 .151 10 loam

Russells Chard United
10 00. rn
Sunday School
11 00 a m
Morning Worship

New Clammed
10:008.m. •
Morning Service
Evening Worship

First Assembly Of God
Church School
10 OD
Worship Service
11,00

Astro Car Wash

-4

Worship

t

ly Aff.

-4

different gifts, but Hr left it to or to nurture

Sunday

Old Salem Baptist Mission
10:008.m
Sunday Schaal
11100a.m.
Worship Sery ice
5.00P•M.
Vesper Service

Temple Hill United
10 00a rn
Morning Worship
II 00 a rn
Sunday School

Seventh & Poplar
10.40a m
Worship Service
6:00
Evening Worship

ghee each of our children different talents and

Calvary Temple
Schoo:
10:00a rn
----Vitership Services Ile.m.,7:30p m

Salem Baptist
Morning Worship
11 00 a.m.
Evening Worship
7 15p.m.

lange

your children - 'chat are you teaching them?

United, New Concord
10:00a on
Sunday School
1033rShiP Services
11
7P-m.

Sunday

Union Grove
Morning Worship
10 50a m
Evening Worship
6 30p m

What word. snit tifYlliv. are you passing on to

Gad

Coldwater United
Worship Service 11 00 am ist
2nd Sunday 10 00 a m 3rd & 4111
Sunday School 10 00 a m 151 & ?ncl
11 00 am
3rd & 4th
Sunday

10 30a m
6 00p m

West Murray
1050 a.m.
Morning Worship
600p.m.
Evening Worship

are also a teacher.

and cultivate these talents.

Cherry Corner
Morning Worship
11.00cm
Evening Worship
7 00p.m

irksey United
Morning Worship
11.00a m
7 00p m
Evening Worship

Green Plain
10:45a.m.
Morning Worship
7:00p.m.
Evening Worship

being taught If you are a parent or a grand-parent, you

, United, 315 Iran Ave
Sunday School
10:00 am
Evening Worship
700p.m

Flint baptist
Morning Worship
_11:00
Evening Worship
6:45 p.m,

an
Mien
lx
n.

University
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

lime are little mind- hearing words. reeriving inipreasions,

Pentecostal

Kirksey Baptist
Morning Worship
11:00am
Evening Worship
7:30p.m

terns

.444004 WE TEACH

Alma Heights
Morning Worship
11 006.m.
Evening Worship
7 30p.m

Blood River
Morning Worship
1100 am
Evening Worship
630p.m

Independence United
10 00a in
Sunday SC h001
II 00a rn
Morning WOrShiP

New Providence
11,00a m
Morning ~Ship
Evening Worship
6 30p m

Nazarene
Murray church
10001 m
Sunday School
1100a.rn
Worship Service

7 p rn

Church Of Christ

Chestnut Street General
10.03 am
Sunday School
11:00am
Morning Worship

Hazel Baptist
Morning Worship
11:00a.m
Evening Worship
7:30p.rn

Good Shepherd United
10 30 a rn
Worship Service
11 00a in
Sunday School

Murray Christian
Worship Services 10 45 am ,7pm

Locust Grows
11:00a.rn
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
700P in

Grace Baptist
Morning Worship
10:45am
Evening Worship
7:00pm

1-4

First Christian
Worship Services 10 45 a rn

It 00a or
7.00p m

Feitts Baptist
11:00am
kAorning Worship
4g30p.m_
Evening Worship

Sinking Springs
Morning Worship
11:008.m
Evening Worship
.45

re

Martin's Clnapel United
9 30 a m
Worship Service
10 30a rn
Sunday School

111

Christian
Coldwater
Morning Services
Evening Services

Spring Creek
11.00a m
MOrning Worship
Evening WorShip
17 00 p m

Wry

Palestine United
Worship Service III m. 151 Sundai.
10 00 a m 3rd Sunday. SO.C144
SChoOt 10 CO a m. 2nd h 4th

111
\. es,

Emmanuel Missionary
Morning Worship
11 00a m
Evening Worship
6 30p m

440

Methodist

AN INVESTMENT IN YOUR FUTURE

ndustrial Road

Phone 753.13141

Take Time For God

A Camelot* Car Upholstery Center
. ---.
753-0465
Ill Souffle/II

„ University...Gulf Service

J.T. Todd,- Used Cars, Inc.
•

L. D Workman Mgr
& Accessories
Tires
Open 6 a.m../ p.m.-Closed Sunday

Batteries

121 & 101151.

.

, 753.57t2

Route 4, Bon 114
M0fr

A, Ky

Phone

753.443S
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Ford Holds Meetings On CIA
Domestic Spying Activities

Big Quarter Pound

WASHINGTON t. API - President Ford surrunoned CIA Director William Colby, Defense
Secretary James R.Schlesinger
and Secretary of State Henry
A. Kissinger to the White House
today for separate meetings on
'charges that the CIA engaged
in illegal domestic intelligence
activities.
The meetings were disclosed
by administration sources as
Ford returned to his office
after a 12-day Rocky Mountain
skiing vacation.
The Oval Offfee meetings
raised the possibility that Ford
soon would be making a statement on a 50-page report submitted by Colby after published
allegations that the CIA maintained files on 10,000 US. citizens.
Colby succeeded Schlesinger
as CIA director.
Flying back to Washington
from Colorado Thursday night,
White House Press Secretary
Ron Nessen said he expects
Ford's statement on the CIA to
come by the middle of next
week.
Ford also is planning to sign
the trade bill today, a measure
he says is needed to help avert
an international economic disaster.
The bill empowers the President to negotiate mutual trade
concessions with other nations
and provides special assistance
to U.S. industries and communities-threatened by imports.
The measure also permits
trade concessions to Communist countries that allow free
emigration of Jews and other
minorities.
The President also was meet-

Special
--- At Lindy's 19( Hamburger
Buy 1 Quarter Pounder
at Regular Price-79c
and

Receive 1 FREE
Using

100 .
0 Pure Ground Beef

LindY.'s
1201 Ches nut

Offer Good Fri., Sat., Sun.-Jan. 3, 4, 5 ....-

Thanks for
corning
to ••

1/1 1\I Is
LOOK AT
THAT!

DONT 10V EVER WORRY ABOUT
THAT 571/00 BEAGLE CHARLIE
BROWN.'JUST LOOK AT WM'
14E'5 COVEKED diTi4 5NOiell!

XN'T YOUEl:ER ,JORR4
'SZEWT HI M7

-

Ti'I'M FINE, ESUT
SOMEONE COULD 5LIP ME A
TOASTED EN6LISit MUFFIN
UJANTED

ing with Interior Secretary Rogers C. B. Morton and Federal
Energy Administrator Frank G.
Zarb.
Ford has called a conference
Saturday of key economic advisers and Vice President Nelson A. Rockefeller.
Rockefeller was promised a
major role in shaping administration policy, but he was conspicuously absent from meetings that Ford held in Vail,
Colo., last weekend with top
government officials.
White House officials said
Rockefeller did not join the
Vail conferences because he

had long ago scheduled a
Christmas vacation in Puerto
Rico.
Nessen acknowledged that
Ford returned to the capital
2 Notice
"favoring his right leg a little
bit" after skiing in Vail oh all
but one day of his holiday SUICIDE. FEEL this is only stLyEa COINS and other old
way out? Call NEEDLINE 753there.
money. Call 753-4616.
6333.
The press secretary said
Ford "did not injure himself
GOOD MECHANICALLY sound
out there at all," but that his
used car for $100. Call 753-9339.
right knee, injured when he
IT
IS
with
deep
gratitude
that
I
played college football, had stifwish to individually thank all USED SHEET metal roofing.
fened up because of the outdoor
Also used TV tower and
exercise. Nessen said the knee .who have been so kind,
patient, and encouraging in
rotary. 436-2306 or 753-8133
troubles Ford periodically after
their
special
services
and
care
tennis and golf but that it refor me during my illness. Dr.
quires no special treatment.
Lowry, Dr. Jones, and all the 15. Articles For Sale
nurses have been wonderful.
Also to my many friends,
relatives, and family for your PRECUT, PICTURE frames,
ready to assemble, assorted
prayers, cards, visits, gifts,
sizes. Murray Lumber Co.
and every expression of help
and concern.
May God bless each of you.
tucky landowners in recent
LADIES' THREE piece slack
Velma Miller
sets, $10.00 each. Other tops,
weeks and have examined
$3.00 each. Size 12, 753-1733.
court records.
Dilbeck said Thursday that
5. Lost And Found
he and Agnew were unable to
close a deal Involving the pur-VUFrOM MATTRESSIM- for
chase of a 1,600-acre tract on LOST-BROWN suit coat with
home, boat, or trailers.
bet brown trips on_poekets. ......ApeCialty on antique beds.
Lake Barldey, but have reLost at Moose Lodge or
ceived a 60-day renewal of their
Factory prices. West KenPalace, Tuesday, December
option to buy it.
tucky Mattress arid Furniture
31. If found call 753-6854 or 753Agnew ancLpilbeck have atCo., 1136 South 3rd Street,
9885. Reward offered.
tempted to secure financing
Paducah, Kentucky. Phone
from Mideast Oil interests for
443-7323.
the project, which would in- LOST-BURGENDY
billfold
volve development of homes
containing license, etc. near
Frigidaire
13th & Main. Reward. 753-8582 21" COLOR TV.
and high-rise apartments.
portable dishwasher,.,$35.
o753-35.
StaiiifardThizitypewriter with long carriage,
6 Help Wanted
$65. 753-1566.

Agnew Dealings Have
Violated No State Law
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) Former Vice President Spiro
Agnew's Kentucky land dealings apparently have violated
no state laws, according to the
Kentucky Real Estate Commtssion,
"We don't see any violation,"
commission member Robert
Enos said Thursday, though he
said the case remains open until the commission inspects an
agreement between Agnew and
Evansville, Ind., businessman
Walter J. Dilbeck.
Agnew and Dilbeck have secured an option-to buy "certgin
land in the Barkley Lake area"
of Western Kentucky, according
to a statement by commission
chairman George L. Cave.
Commissioner Enos, of Covington, instigated the inquiry
last month after a Northern
Kentucky real estate agent
questioned whether Agnew and
Dilbeck were working as real
estate agents without licenses.
2 Not ce
Cave- said the commission
will have "no final opinion if a
-violation of Kentueky revised
statutes has occurred" until it
receives a formal copy of the
agreement between the two.
The contract with Dilbeck reportedly gives Agnew $100,000 a
year and a share of any-business the two secure.
Enos said commission representatives have interviewed Agnew. Dilbeck and several Ken-

N

Waitress
Wanted
Apply in Person

-lB5All
,TO
LEAVE 170N
1414 DEOK

6ENERA15AIO TO LEAVE
/kg REPORT

4tufs.

Tom's Pizza

r.•

Federal State
Market Report

1 HEAR
SLUGGO
TOOK IRMA
To THE
MOVIES

Federal State Market News
Service
Wednesday January 1,
Mayfield, Ky.
Farmers Livestock Market:
Livestock weighed on arrival.
Compared to two weeks ago:
Slaughter cows & Bulls 1.00-1.50
higher, Feeders 1.00-2.00
higher.
Slaughter Cows: Utility 19.5021.50, Cutter 16.50-19.50, Canner
13.00-16.50.
Slaughter Bulls: Yield Grade
1-2 1100-1600 lbs. indicating 78-80
carcass boning per cent 21.5024.50.
Slaughter Calves: Choice 350450 lbs. 23.00-26.00, 450-600 lbs.
26.00-30.00.
Feeder Steers: Choice 300-500
lbs. 21.00-23.00,500-700 lbs. 23.0027.00, Good 300-500 lbs. 18.0021.00, 500-700 lbs. 20.00-23.00.
Feeder Heifers: Choice 300500 lbs. 19.00-22.00, 500-700 lbs.
20.00-23.00, Good 300-500 lbs.
16.00-19.00, 500-700 lbs. 17.0020.00.

COME IN HERE --I HAVE A BONE
TO PICK WITH YOU

THE PHANTOM

S0SAcorf..4.4.-A01..

DR.6RAHAM,THE6E PEOPLE
REFUSE TO ENTER THE CAVE
ER... MAYBE THEY KNOwsi BEST.

Hwy. 641 N

111Ij
YOU'RE
miBSOL.t.reEt_Y
RIGHT

HE MUST THINK
.1, LIVE L_LKE
GOPHER!

a

)0U SOLVED -111 CASE,SO ')OU
CAN Re-TUR14 It) THE FORCE, To
SAI.E PAPER MORK, YOU'LL START
AT THE iliOTRZW AIN- AS A
DETECTING,5TH CLASS-

11J-90cd

CAN
flE CAN
I LIVE
START
AGAIN
AGAIN
AS
22 50
AN
A
APPRENTICE
wer-Ke
PDUcE Pup

1-5

CAN
I Uve
ON
ONE
DOG
&soxr
A
CAY e

FIREWO
deliver_
- 75

REMOVE
spots; f
with Blu
shampo
Auto, hi
Gift Sho

1974 135 MASSEY Ferguson
with 8 hours. Bought New in
June. Phone 489-2425.

FOUR SE
window
Located
Benton.

A GOOD buy...Give it a try.
Blue Lustre, America's
favorite carpet shampoo. Big
K, Betatre Shopping Center.

FIRE WI
Willcu
Call 75

Help Wanted
Male and Female

16.

Home futrushin4s

Personal interviews

only

Pogliais Pizza

26. TV
FOAM LATEX mattress and
box springs. $45. Also studio
couch $25. Call 753-3207

1973 CB
Messent
tenna, I

5 10 Main

Setureley, jen. 4
Sag offtet open 11,30
show starts Poo
he Okrvies Ste,
-1-11-4E

Help Wanted

"

XI"A

Get your

VREE ticket

•

It

•
ADVERTISING
-.- DEADLINES
All display ads, classified
display
and
regular
display, must be submitted
by 12 noon, the day before
publication.
All reader classifieds
must be submitted by 4
p.m. the day before
publication.

Crossword Puzzler

NONSENSE. WE CAME
10 EYPLCRE TI415 AREA.
IF YOUVE AFRA1P,JONE5.
I'LL 60 IN ALONE.

Ill

WHEAT
posts fo

after 4:00 p m

•
•
Kidshow •

Ti4ANK5

Ke

Answer to Yesterday a Puzzle
5 Mountains of
wa(A FiNtr
Europe
NAM MAO U000
6 Chinese
Pagoda
YA
OMUMMEGU
7 Debars
AA.
29M OSMN
8 Delineates
MU =IN MUD
9 Japanese
'IM74 MUM &PAWN
abor Igoe
OD MMM MOO NM
10 small
children
MUOMM Mgrj ONW
11 Let it stand
UNUM
U00 MA
19 Clay earth
EtiqU70 NOW1M
2/ COOMICtiOn
-1AUFOOMUEM DUO
23 Mediterranean
use
0900 UNMO OUW
vessel
n Negative
24 Greek letter
MMM011 PIMOO Nog
23 Certain
25 Goddess 01 34 Heavenly
14 Border on
3
24 Let go
oelow3
body
45 Withered
28 Obsor vas
26 Meadow
37 Missive
46'Grain 4:111
32 Hasten
27
Coloniting
33 Apportions
47 Danish island
39 Corners
29 Dine
41 Compass
48 Metal
35 Mature
30 The self
point
fastener
38 Spoken
Weight
of
In31
43 Dialect of
49 Food I sh
38 One wno
i.che
leaves a win
Vedic Aryan 52 Inlet
40 Heraldry
1 2 3 4 -v",
'
C-,„>
"., 15 6 7
;
,
,iill
9
10 1
grafted
42 Indefinite ar13
:.e.
I,
11.1
ticle
:•:*
43 Light shade
"I?
le
of color
13
• err
.:v9641Miauswastkjr...-.stnanirati
50 Encourage
••••.. 23
.:..S.A.".2.10
51 Man S name
"22
:1:1
•2:241:42Cs:
53 Daughter of
• . 1
1256
7
Laban
•Y
54 Entice
37
34 "-.30
'
55 Insect egg
58 Silkworm
lir 39
37 <1.1,ir 38
57 Roman road 36
68 Aeriforrn
fluid
42
41
••
59 Traded for
43 All 45
47 48 4
. moan,
••••• 48
:*
DOWN
Va3-•
5.-,
"
*Wye
fit-1;•
Law,pen 34
.!':.:55
37
,. 4 Salt,
..1i7r"•
-)r.
ACROSS
1 Dregs
5 Devbured
8 Makes lace
12 Girls name
13 Negligent
14 Disturtiance
15 Girl's name
18 Moccasin
17 Poker stake
18 Gastropod
mollusks
-20 Flowering

re 1r lor. Ilelled Fr ter. Freely& •

AN OHIO OIL CO. often
MINTY OF MONEY plus cosi
bonuses, fringe benefits to
mature individual in Murray
area. Regardless of ix•
peerless', airmail G. IL Read,
Pres., American Lubricants
Co., Box 696, Dayton, Obio
45401.

THIS AREA now available for
sales and service of Electrolux. For full details write or
apply, Ill South 6th St.
Paducah, Ky. Phone 443-6460.

LmainExPerilme

Sinai Engine
Mechanic Wanted

Contact

kw* Tidwell at Worm
Supply Co. No Maas
Calls Please. 201I E.

GOLD EARLY American couch
and chair, $125. Chrome table
and chairs, $30. Portable black
and white TV, $75. Call 7533570.
SOLID WOOD chest and
dresser, painted in bright
colors for child's room. Three
drawer night table. Metal typing stand; Call 753-2677 after 5 p. M.
SOFA AND chair, green, good
condition.$50.013.-Call 753-9339.

_
_

BEDROOM
SUITE
with'
mattress
and
springs.
Refrigerator and dinette set.
Misc. 753-2500.
HeillIE-A-BED. Will sell
Call 753-9630.

17. Vacuum Cleaners
EXTENDED CHRISTMAS Sale
through January 1975. New
Kirby Vacuums, $199.95,
Saving on $60. Never priced
this low before. Pay in 90 days,
same as cash. Call Kirby Sales
& Service, 500 Maple Street,
753-0359.

_

WANTED-SOMEGNE to type
thesis. Experienced typist 19. Farm Equipment
only. Must be perfect.
Credentials required. 753-3570. SHCATED FENCE posts. Also
treated barn poles and lumWANTED
ber. 5 x 5s and long lengths.
Poplar Bluff Treating Co.,
Sales personnel for lathes' apHighway 60 West, 314-998-2555
parrel store. Please send
ow 314-785-0700,
resume to P. 0. Box 32K
Murray, Ky., giving age,
marital status, experience
20. Sports Equipment
and references.

12. Insurance

Call..

Rou I

NEW CHIEF Special 3". New
Colt betective Special 2". Call
753-8964. ..
USED DUCK decoys for sale
Call 753-3570.

?

Fire, Fire!
Insure The Full Value Of
Home Of Business

urdom & Thurma
407 Maple
Mobile _itemeinsurance
residences or year
round
Wilson Insurance
202 5.40$,
Pk.7S3-321.1

Hoi

Musical

$65.00. Call 753-3570.
BALDWIN
PIANOS
and
organs. Rent to purchase plan
Lonardo Piano Company,
across from Post Office,
Paris, Tennessee, and the
Antique Mall, 4th & Sycamore
Murray, Ky-.

Seasonal

PIANO TUNING, repair and
rebuilding, prompt service.
Rebuilt pianos for sale. Ben
Dyer ,753-8911

- -
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23. Exterminating

26. TV Radio

31. Want To Rent

1.1=112W
49.

REGENCY 8 channel HI-LO
Scanner. Police, fire, and THREE SISTERS need rental
ambulance services. 753-5219 home near Murray State right
after 5 p. m.
away. Call collect after 7 p.m.
502-451-5726.
21" BLACK AND white Zenith
TV. Excellent condition. Sell
32. Apartments For Rent
for best offer. 753-3570.

Free
Termite
Inspection
'Avoid Costly
Home Repairs

Kelley's Termite
& Pest Control
100 South 13th Street
Flies, Roaches,
Silver Fish &Shrubs
Phone 753-3914
Mtn •Cit

CB RADIO, Puna 23 channels,
$125. Phone 489-2487 after 5
P.m.

27. Mobile Home Sales
NEAR KENTUCKY Lake, one
54 i• 10'custom built trailer
with large lot, 100 x 600 ft.
$4200. Terms if needed. Call
436-2427.

eeeem

Used Cars & Trucks

51. Services Offered

51. Services Offered

1966 BUICK SKYLARK, two ELECTROLUX SALES &
/Oft
Ifk
door. 59,000 miles. Phone 753Service. Write C. M. Sanders,
A & B Asphalt
8744.
Box 213 Murray or call 1-382Paving
2468, Farmington.
MO PONTIAC GRAND Prix,
*Driveways
automatic, power and air. SMALL DOZER jobs Phone
*Parking Areas
Good condition. $1050. Call 474- 753-7370 after 8 p.
• *Machine Laid
2318.
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN20 Years Experience
Prompt, efficient service. No
1970 SCOUT four wheel drive,
Free Estimate
job too small. Call Ernest
60,000 miles. Best offer. 7531-2474119
White. 753-0605.
9366.
Dwf MO,

TWO BEDROOM apartment,
furnished or unfurnished.
Available now. Located
Embassy Apartments. 7534140 or 753-9331.

1973 VOLKSWAGEN, 16,000
miles. Gas saver. $2000. Call
753-0690.

WANTED-ELDERLY tenant.
All new apartment-stove,
refrigerator, and water furnished. Rent will equal 14 of
income or less. Only four
available. For further information, 753-8668.

Authorized Buick Dealer
for Calloway and

1970 DATSIA pickup for saleor will trade for compact car.
Call 753-1431.

Marshall

County

,

bi

r
*

UPHOLSTERING, ANY type.
Specializing in furniture, cars,
and. boats. Free estimates.
Ron Collie Upholstery Shop,
Dexter, Ky., Highway 1346.
437-4423.

1973 12 x 65 IMPERIAL Manor,
Lampkins Buick
two bedroom with den. Central
DOES YOUR home need repair,
iii efiaree lot. ReiTY171-ESE arr CATALOGUE5, ARE "ThEY
BEDROOM furnished
ONE
302 N. Main
remodeling, additions,
to move in. Assume mortgage.
"To GO Otz SIA
(
/
1
4 MR. ROCKEFELLER?
apartment. All electric heat
Saap-A-KAMA
_
roofing? Call 436-2514.
690 monthly. Phone 763-9673
and air. Close to university,
man,
Trail
down,
Star,
Fold
after 6 p. m.
real nice. Call 753-4478 or 753unique Good used trailers, 's
46. Homes For Sale
34. Houses For Rent
54. Free Column
6199.
24 Miscellaneous
mile east of 68 and 641 in1971 MOBILE HOME, 12 x 40,
tersection.
Draffinville;
airall electric, with
BUSHHOGGING, PLOWING, THREE LOVABLE KITTENS
FURNISHED APARTMENT.
Phone 527-7807.
WHEAT STRAW and Locust
conditioner. Call 753-8780.
landscaping, gravel hauling.
GOOD FRAME three bedroom
to be given away. About eight
Bedroom, living room, bath, HOUSE-TWO bedrooms.
posts for sale Call 489-2152.
Myrtle Brenneman. Call 436home on over one acre east of
Stove, refrigerator, washer,
weeks old. Call 753-8388 after 6
and kitchen. Private entrance
2540.
29. Mobile Home Rentals and driveway. Utilities fur- dryer, arid drapes furnished. Murray on paved road. For 51. Services Offered
P. m.
FIREWOOD FOR sale We
only $12,000 offers a good place
$150 per month. 214 Woodlawn.
nished. Electric heat. Phone
de1iver-S12.00_per_rirk CoIl
for thaLlisst home and start JOHN HUTCHENS' Plumbing
-Call 7534265:
-ON WATERFIRONT--lotrelest 79'
•
after 5).2-5619.
75Y-6555.
your Jnvestment. Moffitt
and Electric Repair Service.
trailer. $50 per month. Call
Realty, 304 Main, 753-3597 or
No jobs too small. 436-5642
436-2427.
REMOVE CARPET paths and
SMALL FURNISHED apartevenings 753-5068.
before 8 a.m, or after 5 p.m.
house
ment. Utilities paid. Call 753- FOUR BEDROOM
spots; fluff beaten down nap
located four miles from
with Blue Lustre. Rent electric 10 x 52 TWO BEDROOM. Large
3106.
MUST SELL: Now is your PAINTING AND wallpapering.
private lot. $65.00 per month.
Murray on Lynn Grove Highshampooer, 61.00. Western
chance to get a lovely home at
Free estimates. Reasonable
way. Call 753-7791.
bedroom,
DUPLEX-TWO
Auto, home of "Wishing Well Call 489-2304.
a good price located in an
rates. Ca11,7c3-8333 or 753-7671.
newly decorated. Stove,
Gift Shop."
excellent area. Brick three
TRAILERS FOR rent. Call 753-,
refrigerator, disposal, carbedroom home with living1551.
CARPENTRY
WORK.
port, air-conditioned, electric 37. Livestock
Supplies
FOUR SETS of new unpainted
dining room combination,
Remodeling, room additions,
heat, close to shopping center.
window shutters 24" x 48"
spacious kitchen, utility,
Phone 753-3642
Mobile
bedroom
NEW
TWO
any type of home imCall 753-0291.
Located Tress lumber Co.,
carport, well-landscaped lot.
HAY, 800 bales. Also Santa
home, carpet, all electric.
provements. Free estimates.
Benton.
Call
us
now at Moffitt Realty,
Gertudis. bull. Call 489-2402.
Water furnished, $50.00
436-5840.
MURRAY MANOR - all new,
.
304 Main, 753-3597.
deposit. $125.00 per month.
FIREWOOD,OAK and hickory.
all electric, unfurnished. One
MALE HOG. 492-8790 after 6 p.
Phone 753-2377 or 753-8921.
GRAVEL
HAULING,
Will cut to please. Will deliver.
bedroom apartments from $99,
m.
driveways, storage sheds,
FOUR BEDROOM brick with
Call 753-7839.
two bedroom from $115. On
FOX MEADOWS and Coach
small cabins, concrete work,
double garage on large lot.
Duiguid Road, just off 641
Estates Mobile Home Parks.
general contracting. Call 43638 Pets Supplies
Approximately 2500 sq. ft. Two
North. 753-8668.
26. TV-Radio
Spaces and homes for families
5330.
baths, carpeting, central heat
only. Small Parks, Superior
One Group
and air, large utility, private
TWO
BEDROOM
One Group
duplex AKC MINIATURE Dachshund
I
1973 CB RADIO-Johnson 250
accomodations, exclusive
patio with gas grill. 1705 WILL TAKE care of your inapartment. Call 753-7850.
puppies,
Messenger, desk mike, an(two
red
males,
one
residential area. South 16th
fants
in
my
house.
Close
to
Johnson Blvd. For apblack and tan male), $50 each.
tenna, 110 ft. coax. 489-2597.
Street. Phone 753-3855.
university. Call 753-0794.
Values Up to $10000
pointment, call 753-7939.
Siamese cats, $10 each. Call
NEW TWO bedroom duplex,
Values Up to $75 00
527-9700.
carpet throughout. Stove and
$2500
$1500
GUTTERING BY Sears, Sears
refrigerator
furnished.
9. Used Cars & Trucks
seamless gutters installed per
Available now. 753-8500.
PARADISE
KENNELS.
your specifications. Call Larry.
Al) Other
Boarding.and grooming. Pick
Lyles at 753-2310 for free
NEW EXTRA nice two bedroom
up and delivery service now 1973 CHEVY CHEYENNE it
estimate.
duplex. Carpeted, stove,
available. Call 753-4106,
ton pickup, 350 V-8 automatic,refrigerator, dishwasher and
power steering, power brakes, JERRY'S REFINISHING and
garbage disposal. Hook-up foi TWO
sliding rear window, low
FEMALE full blooded
Custom Built Furniture, six
washer and dryer. Central
Poodle puppies, 753-7993.
mileage. Light blue. 436-2415
miles south of Murray on
heat and air. Married couple
evenings.
Highway 641. Jerry McC,oy,
or with one child. Deposit
OH
641 PET SHOP. Puppies-Spitz.
The Store For Men
Owner 502) 492-8837.
required. 753-3242 or 753-6990
Toy Poodles, Irish Setters
after 5 p.
Birds-Parakeets, Cockteals. 1957 CHEVY PICKUP, short _ CERAMIC TILE bath, quarry,
OH
Canaries. Siamese Kittens.
bed' overhauled, goodtires,- marble tops, mirrors. Shower
NICE FURNISHED apartment
Gerbils. Fish and supplies.
$300 or best offer. 753-9218 - enclosures. Years of exlocated one block from MSU
753-1862 or 753-9457.
after 5 P. ft.
, perience. 751-9500.
fieldhouse. Couples only. Call
753-3805.
Carpenter
41. Public Sales
19111 VW in good condition. $2110 ROY HARMON'S
shop told ice plant): Complete
or will trade for larger car.
UNFURNISHED
TWO
remodeling and repairs,
Call 753-1566,
bedroom duplex apartment,
Long Sleeve
cabinets, paneling, doors,
1601 College Farm Road. Call
. formica work, finish car-492-8225.
Off
Sot. Jan. 11, 1975
pentry, contracting. Phone
1974 VOLKSWAGEN. Take over
753-4124 or 753-0790 nights
New Providence
TWO BEDROOM unfurnished
payments. Call 753-0581 after 4
Oil
p. m., ask for Rick.
apartment with stove and
EXPERIENCED
PAINTER
refrigerator. No children. On
Afr Weather
exterior
or
do
interior
will
1964 BUICK SKYLARD, 61,000
Elm Street. For appointment
work by the hour or job. 435actual miles, four new tires,
- to see, Call 436-2126.
off
4480.
John Randolph
extra clean inside and out.
$275.
Call
LARGE UPSTAIRS furnished
753-3570.
Realty and
EXPERIENCED ELECOff
8
apartment. Two bedroom.
TRICIAN needs work. All
Auction Company
Central heat and air. Couple or
1972 GRAND TORINO. Low
types wiring, also mainBuilt-up Roofs
small family. No pets. Private
mileage is guaranteed. Power
tenance and repair. All work
steering, power brakes, air,
entrance. $110. Call 753-1203 or
v- Wood Shingles
guaranteed. Call night or day
43. Real Estate
new tires. Call 436-5366.
753-1790.
489-2133.
-Asphalt Roofs

13112•111

aii:srup

I

Close Out Sale

All Stock
1/
/3 Off Wallpaper

on
in

Hughes Paint Store

4.**** + sk.4+ 4.*.b.lott.4.4.4
,

0

0

Suits

Storewide Sale
30% 50%
,Kingr's

•Suits & Sport Coats
Reduced 25% to 50%
Dress Pants
25%
Casual Pants 30%
Turtle Neck Sweaters
& Sweater Vests
0
Reduced 30%

436-2172

Auction

Swift Roofing
Neu and Old Roofs

Murray, Ky.

436-2172
or 753-6311

Area

Code 502

THREE ACRES located just
500' north of Chandler Park at
Hamlin, Ky. Property Joins
TWO BEDROOM, wired for
TVA lake front. Good building
washer and dryer, gas heat,
prefer middle aged couple. No. sites. Nicely wooded. Electric
and phone aiiproporty. Low
price. John C. Neubauer,
Realtor, 505 Main Street,
THREE BEDROOM house. $125
Murray, Ky. 1502) 753-0101 or
per month. $50 deposit. No
753-7531.
pets, Call 753-5475.

Call

AftR Home Improvement

sa

111

Ind
Ian. •
-) •
fly,
lce,
the
Pre
and
Ben ---

Shop

Home

letEstimates

436.5340

153
:
1414
Complete Home Improvement
Beat the Spring Price Increase

v Remodeling
,
•. Room Additions
v Paper Hanging
3,Redecorating

Coats
Shoes

25% to50%
25% 30%
Mit &Reg

*pap

34. Houses For Rent

Robert Swift-owner

Route 6

Dress Shirts
30%
Ties f,o- 25% to 50%

Household
Furnishings

Commercial
Residential

Call-

Sport Coats

v Carports
vPainting
carilort Endosurers
v Cabinet Work
v Garages
v Plumbing and ElectricWork

WALLIS DRU

Next to Wallace Book Store
9-5 Mon. they Sot

*PRESCRIPTIONS
•HOSPITAL SUPPUES FOR RENT AND SALE
/LADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS

ROBERTS REALTY located
South 12th at Sycamore has
fivellcensed and bonded sales
personnel to serve you plus
twenty years esclusive real
estate experience. Call 7531651 or come by our office. W.'
like to talk REAL ESt A
%Jump,THE QUALIFIED personnel
Guy Spann Realty are waiting
to talk to you regarding your
Real Estate needs. Our time is
your time. Give us a call or
drop by the office at 901
Sycamore Street, 753-7724

45. farms For Sale
HOUSE, TWENTY acr.
outbuildings, located at AI,
Heights. 'Available..
inediately. 753-74947 a. in .5 p
in iir 753-7263 nights.

Read the Classified ad pages In the Murray
Ledgagjod Times for the best buys _hi real
estate. AU surveys allow that the best way to buy
or sell real estate iswIththe pages of the local
daily newspaper. Follow the want ads in the
Ledger and Times and save mosey in the purchase of your dream home in 1975.

_

master charge

0
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Deaths and Funerals
Leonas Wyatt Dies
Today At Hospital;
Was Bank Director

Mrs. Rosa Rogers
Dies; Services Are
Held, Funeral Home

The funeral for Mrs. Rosa
L. E. Leonas) Wyatt,
director of the Bank of Murray, Mae (Rosie Rogers, age 71, of
died this morning at 4:45 at the Route One,Puryear, Tenn., was
Murray-Calloway County held Thursday at one p. m. at
Hospital. He was 87 years of age LeDon Chapel, Ridgeway
and a resident of the National Morticians, Paris, Tenn., with
Bro. Jerald Sykes officiating.
Hotel, Murray.
Pallbearers were Paul McThe deceased was a retired
farmer, veteran of World War I, Daniel, Roy Dillon, Gary
and a member of the Murray French, Herbert A. Rogers,
Lodge No, 105 Free and Ac- Herbert Rogers, Sr., and Ron
cepted Masons. He was born Gigliotti. Burial was in the Mt.
August 14, 1887, in Weakley Zion Cemetery.
Mrs. Rogers died Tuesday at
County, Tenn., and was the son
of the late Solomon Monroe 11:30 a. m. at the Henry County
Wyatt and Dora Ellen Collins General Hospital, Paris, Tenn.
Born November 1, 1903, in
Wyatt.
Mr. Wyatt is survived by one Henry County, Term., she was
sister, Mrs. Velma Broge of the daughter of the late Amos
Ferndale, Mich.; three nieces, Orlander Kirksey and Florda
Mrs. Velma McCartney of Katherine Cooper Kirkland. She
Bradford, Tenn., Mrs. R. E. was married February 2, 1920,
Zepko of Akron, Ohio, and Mrs. to Cleve Buron Rogers, who
W.(Mignon) Sabo of Dearborn died March 30, 1966. She was a
Heights, Mich.; one nephew, member of the Mt. Zion Church
Deus Pierce of Warren. Mich. _ of Christ.
Surviveirs are two daughters,
Funeral services will be held
Sunday at two p.m. at the Mrs. Don (Eva Nell; Henderson
chapel of the Max Churchill of Route Three, Paris, Tenn.,
Funeral Home with burial to and Mrs. Alma Wilkinson of
follow in the Hicks Cemetery. Paris, Tenn.; five sons, Buron,
Members of Murray Lodge Brent, James and Thomas
No. 105 will conduct Masonic Rogers, all of Puryear, Tenn.,
rites at the funeral home on and Dewey Rogers of Route
Saturday at seven p.m. and all Two, Buchanan, Tenn.; sixteen
Master Masons are asked to grandchildren; eleven great
meet at the funeral home at 6:45 grandchildren.
.
.
p.na. Saturday.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after five p.m.
.
_ • Saturday.

Mrs. Anderson's
Services Are Today

Mrs. McDougal Dies
This Morning; Rites
Will Be On Saturday

Death Penalty. .Carroll's
ICiuttesed tram Pale 1)

carefully
the charge to level
gainst
the defendant."
Some critics have said the
new law might cause juries at
times to acquit a defendant
rather than, in effect, to sentence him to die. The new law
will not allow juries to reduce a
charge carrying a death sentence to another with a less severe penalty, Davis said.
At the time of the 1972 Supreme Court ruling, 24 prisoners were under the death sentence in Kentucky and awaiting
execution or action on their appeals. AU had been convicted of
murder although some were
found guilty of other crimes as
well.
All those prisoners now have
had their sentences reduced to
life in prison and now are immune from execution.
No one can be sentenced to
death in Kentucky now except
for a crime committed after
1975 began.
The last person executed in
Kentucky was Kelly Moss, of
Henderson, on Mar. 2, 1962.
Under Kentucky's old law, 15
different crimes were punishable by death. Those included
bank robbery, throwing or
shooting a missile into a train
and death resulting from._ate
struction of a road or private
passway.
Since Kentucky started ,uSing,„
the electric chair at the
penitentiary at Eddyville as its
sole means of execution in 1911,
162 persons have died in it. Of
those, 144 were executed for
willfuLtuurder, sisier-Crithinal
assault, five for armed robbery
and seven for rape.
All seven men executed for
rape were blacks, as were 53
per cent of the total. No woman
has been reported executed in
Kentucky.
Since Kentucky attained
statehood in 1792, 3,325 persons
have been executed for murder,
455 for rape and 24 for kidnaping.

Economy. ..

Move Into
Governor's Mansion
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) The Governor's Mansion
changed tends Thursday-with
the family of Gov. Julian Carroll moving in and the family
of U.S. Sen. Wendell H. Ford
moving out.
Carroll was inaugurated governor last Saturday to succeed
Ford.
The Carrolls moved in during
the afternoon; the Fords had
vacated the mansion earlier in
the day.
The Carrolls had been residing in the Old Governor's Man-

Jimmy Treas Back
From Mediterranean
Navy Machinist's Mate
Fireman Apprentice Jimmy L.
Treas, son of Mr. and Mrs. Joe
P. Treas of Route 1, Kirksey,
has returned to his homeport at
Charleston, S. C., aboard the
destroyer escort USS Garcia,
after a six-month deployment to
the Mediterranean.
During the extended cruise,
the Garcia conducted training
exercises while operating as a
unit of the U. S. Sixth Fleet.
-Between at-sea operations,
Tress visited such cities as
Naples and Civitavecchia,
Italy; Augusta Bay and
Toarminas, Sicily; and Bizerte,
Tunisia.

ion, which will remain unoccupied.
Mrs. Carroll explained that
they leased their home in Paducah when CarAll became
lieutnenant governor in December 1971 and brought much of
their own furniture to Frankfort.
She said she wants to live in
the Governor's Mansion for a
while before deciding what
pieces of furniture to transfer
from their former residence.
She explained she is not under pressure to move everything from the old mansion
since it will remain unoccupied.

Hog Market

ICeetteoed tram Page 1
-The nation's auto masers
reported that car production in
1974 was the lowest for a nonstrike year since 1962. The four
major manufacturers said production in 1974 totalled 7,340,373
units, down 24 per cent from
ihe 1973 record of 9,660,819.
-Chrysler Corp. said it is
cuttifig back production in the
Detroit and St. Louis areas beginning Monday. The company's St. Louis car assembly
plant will be shut down, putting
2,000 employes out of work indefinitely. Another 3,600 St.
Louis-area Chrysler workers
will be laid off with the shutdown of the Missouri truck
plant. Chrysler said 5,200 workers at its truck plant in Warren, Mich., will be out of work
with an extension of a shutdown there.
-Ford Motor Co. is laying off
1,100 workers indefinitely at
two trim plants.
-The nation's largest retailers reported December sales
gains were better than anticipated but not strong enough to
erase the cloud still hanging
over Christmas profits.

Federal State Market News
Service January 3, 1975
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
Market Report Includes 9
Buying Stations
Receipts: Act 1094 Est. 2100
Barrows & Gilts 75 cents to $1.00
higher Sows 50 cents to $1.00
higher
US 1-2 200-230 lbs. $39.50-40.00
US 1-3 190-240 lbs. $393549.50....
TAIWAN TRADE
US 2-4 240-260 lbs. $38.75-39.25
TAIPEI, Taiwan - The
US 3-4 260-280 lbs. $38.25-38.75
----United •Statue remained the
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbs. $33.00-34.00 top importer of Taiwan goods
US 1-3 350-450 lbs. $32.00-33.00 between January and OctoUS 1-3 450-650 lbs. $43.50-35.50 ber, buying 36.1 per cent of the
US 2-3 300-500 lbs. $31.00-32.00 country's total exports in the
amount of $1,700.7 million.
Boars 23.00-26.00

Municipal League To
Appeal Pay Decision
FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP)- A
1974 state law requiring cities
and other local governments to
pay their employes at -timeand-a-half" rates for work in
excess of 40 hours a week was
upheld by Franklin Circuit
Judge Henry Meigs Thursday.
Meigs declared the law constitutional in response to a
class action suit filed last July
by the Kentucky Municipal
League, the Lexington Fayette
County urban county government and the cities of Louisville, Bowling Green, Henderson, Elizabethtown, Anchorage
and Audubon Park.
The state Department of Labor and the Associated Professional Firefighters of Kentucky

Services Planned
At First Church
The First Presbyterian
Church, 16th and Main Streets,
will have regular worship
services on Sunday, Januarys,,
at 10:45 a.m. with Church
School at 9:30 a.m.
_Rev.. Charles Moffett will
speak on the subject, "Angels
and Talking Donkeys," at the
morning services. His scripture
will be from Numbers 22:22-35
and John 1:1-14.

were named defendants in th,
suit.
The Municipal League has
authorized, an appeal of Meigs'
decision to the state Court of
Appeals.
The law's application to firemen is especially costly to
cities because firemen average
56 hours of duty a week although it applies to virtually all
local workers.
The law would force many
cities to raise taxes, the suit
claimed, and incur unauthorized debt or force them to
curtail service in order to pay
the overtime rates,

& B Cafe
South
121 Hwy.

Will Be Open
For Breakfast
Beginning
January 6, 1975
Serving Plate
Lunches-51.40 1 up
-Also-

Homemade
Chili & Pies

Compare.Youllfind other
sporty cars are too much money
or not enough car.
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Murray Hospital
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Rev. Glover Will
Speak On Sunday

Funeral Held Here
For H. W. Hatcher
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Introducing the'75 Toyota Celica GT.

The funeral for Mrs. Lillie
Mae Anderson of Murray Route
Seven is being held today at one
p.m. at the chapel of the
Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home with Rev. William R.
Mrs. Virgil McDougal of Whitlow officiating.
Murray died this morning at
Jerry, Bobby, Ronnie, and
12:10 at the Westview Nursing
Home. She was 90 years of age Donnie Armstrong, Kelvin
and the wife of Warren P. Morris, and Marlin Morris are
McDougal who died April 7, serving as pallbearers. Burial
will be in the Beech Grove
1955.
The deceased was a member Cemetery.
of the Church of Christ. Born
Mrs. Anderson, age 58, died
'The Year For Christ" will be
March 12, 1884, in Stewart Wednesday at three p.m. at the
County, Tenn., she was the Murray-Calloway County the subject of the sermon by
daughter of the late James Hospital. She was the daughter Rev. W. Edd Glover at worship
McKenzie and Menervie Webb of the late Elbert Armstrong services on Sunday, January 5,
at nine a.m. at Liberty CumMcKenzie.
and Edna Norman Armstrong. berland Presbyterian Church
Mrs. McDougal is survived by
Survivors are her husband, and at eleven a.m. at North
two daughters, Mrs. Opal Fred Anderson, Murray Route
Blalock and Mrs. Leon Boyd, Seven; two sons, Stevie Pleasant Grove Cumberland
both of Murray; one son, Lornan Cochran of Murray Route Seven Presbyterian Church. His
McDougal of Murray Route and Jackie Cochran of Sedalia; scriptuertrill be from Psalms
Six; three sisters, Mrs. Gracie one sister, Mrs. Otis Dunaway 90:12. . _
Davis Henderson will be
Horton of Terrel, Texas, Mrs. of Farmington Route One; one
Rule Pierce of Louisville, and brother, Crawford Armstrong leading the singing at the
services at both churches.
Mrs. Myrtle Atherton of In- of Murray Route Seven.
dianapolis, Ind.; fourteen
At North Pleasant Grove,
grandchildren;
twenty-six
ushers will be Jackie Marshall,
great grandchildren; two great
Jimmy Cain, Randy Lawson,
great grandchildren.
and Ricky. Garland. Greeters
Funeral services will be held
will be Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Saturday at ten a. m. at the
Jones.
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home with Rev. Jack
Omer Kough of Farmington
Jones officiating.
Route One died Wednesday at
Pallbearers will be Warren 4130 a.m, at the
Murrayand Bruce McDougal, Bobby, Calloway County
Hospital. He
Buddy, and Donnie Boyd, and was 88 years
Prices of stocks of local mof age.
Wayne Cook, all grandsons.
tartlet at noon today furnished to
Survivors are one son, John
Burial will be in the Hendon
the Ledger & Times by L M.
Cemetery in Stewart County, Omer Kough of Farmington Simon Co. are u foams:
Route One; one sister, Mrs.
Tenn.
Ruth Dotson of Fancy Farm;
Airco
10% +1
/
4
two grandchildren; two great
Arner. Motors
+%
grandchildren.
Ashland Oil
16% we
Funeral services were held
A.T.& T.
46% +it
Thursday at two p.m. at the
Boise Caseade
10% unc
Fairchild Camera
16% +74
Final rites for Oscar Hensley chapel of the Hopkins and
34% +/
1
2
will be held Saturday at two p. Brown Funeral Home, Clinton, Ford
Gen. Motors
33% +1%
m. at the graveside at Hicks with Rev. Harry Nall ofGen. Tire
11% +Vs
Cemetery with the J. H. ficiating.
Burial was in the Oakwood
Goodrich
14% 44
Churchill Funeral Home in
Gulf Oil
18% +%
charge of the arrangements Cemetery.
Pennwalt
17% -Si
where friends may call after six
Quaker Oats
14% +%
p. m. today (Friday).
Tappan
4unc
Mr. Hensley, age 82, died
Western Union
+%
Wednesday akthe Compton Hill
Zenith
11% +%
Nursing Home, St. Louis, Mo.
He was a resident of 4158
Prices of stock of local InMcRae of that city. Survivors
terest at. ;loon, EDT, today,
are three nieces and three
furnished to the Ledger & Times
-nephews
by First of Michigan. Carp, of
The funeral services for Alton Murray, are as follows:
Cole of Murray Route Two will
25ia +
be held Saturday at two p.m. at Kimberly Clark,
42 44
the chapel of the Blalock- Union Carbide
227/s
Coleman Funeral Home with W.R. Grace
The funeral for H. W. Hatcher burial to follow in the Elm Texaco
Gen. Elec.
33% unc
of 701 South Ninth Street, Grove Cemetery.
7% All
Friends may call at the GAF Corp.
- Murray, was held Thursday at
Camp.Soup
29 +1
/
2
ten a. m. at the chapel of the J. funeral home.
261
/
2uric
Mr. Cole, a retired farmer Geo. Pan.
It Churchill Funeral Home with
"Attwanta-p
.Rev. R. 21_,,_ailing* officiating._
Jim Walters
241
/
2 +1
/
2
"
riifier etit was in the 'Perig - Church of Christ, died Thur12 +1
/
2
Webb Cemetery at Hodgenville. sday at seven a.m, at his home. Kirsch
5% +1
/
2
He is survived by his wife, 1101. Inn
Mr. Hatcher, age 78, died
72% +/
1
2
-•-•
- 'Tuesday. at 10:-20 0.• m:et the Mrs. Helen Workman Cole, to Disney
• 15/
3
4 ./4
Murray-Calloway County whom he was married on April Franklin Mint
Hospital. He was a member of 6, 1918; five sons, Prentice of
LAKE DATA
the Grace Baptist Church and Collinsville, ni., Trellis of Troy,
Kentucky Lake, 7 a.m. 355.0,
Mich.,Euel of Logansport, Ind.,
an interior-decorator.
He is'survived by his wife, Hafton of Exton, Pa., and Brent down 0.1. Below dam 320.4, up
Mrs. Neva Smith Hatcher, one of Ferguson, Mo.; three half 0.7.
-ststers,-101rs: James Tierneref- ---Baskles••Laliso-.1.-aami--Ita-Ai 4
callgtfter,-1iff9T-70TIP
Hatcher, two sons, Henry S. Brooklyn, N. Y., Mrs. Alton down 0.2. Below dam 323.6, up
0.6.
Hatcher and A. R. Hatcher, and'Roach and Mrs. Eunice Miller,
Sunset 4:51.• Sunrise 7it
•
three grandchildren, Brent, both of Fort Wayne, Ind.; one
7YOOh 'rises 10:26 p.m., sets
Cheryl, and Tracy Hatcher, all half brother, Rudy Cole of Mt.
Holly, N. C.; Mx grandchildren. Friday 10:31 a.m.
of Murry.
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Gas saying 5-speed c,erdrive transmission.

Reclining Hi-back bucket seats.

Full instrumentation and AM/FM stereo:

The new '75 Celica GT includes all this as standard equipment:
1. Gas saving 5-speed overdrive trans14. Styled steel wheels
mission, with full synchromesh floor
15. Resettable trip odometer
shift
16. Electric clock
2. 2.2 liter hemi-head engine
17. Electric rear window defogger
3. Wide radial tires (185/70 HR x 13 BW) 18. Oil pressure/ammeter warning
4. Functional front end air scoop
lights
S. Racing stripes
19. Separate fuel & water temperature
• 6. Reclining Hi-back bucket seats
gauges
7. Knitted vinyl upholstery
20. Tinted glass
8. Leather covered 4-spoke steering
21. Wall-to-wall carpeting
wheel and molded shift knob
.22. Simulated weteldaraillinV
sm -,
•••4`
i•
' "'Wrier arid'tuff cc:4196re'
10. AM/FM multiplex stereo radio
23. Aluminized muffler
11. Power front disc brakes
24. Brake fluid level warning light -7
12. Tachometer (8000 rpm)
25. Cigarette lighter
26. Color-keyed interior
13. Transistorized ignition

27. Electric fuel pump
28. 5 mph energy-absorbing bumpers with
guards
29.
29.power
boosted flo-thru
ventilation
30. Day/Night, non-glare rearview Mirror
31. Lockable gas cap
32. Lockable glove compartment, with light
33. Inside hood release
34. Tool kit and touch up paint
36.12 months/12,500 miles new car warranty
37. CtP7e-der-ry7erv7ce
38. And much more

'‘.4.:71211:11

See how much car your moneycan buy. Now!
T

--

Small.car specialists for over 40 years.

THEY'RE BACK. Toyota presents the firm new "Smothers Brothers Show"Jan 13 on NBC-TV
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A Review Of The Top Local News Stories Of '74
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The defeat of 16-year incumbent Frank
Albert Stubblefield by Carroll Hubbard,
Jr., of Mayfield for the first Congressional
District Seat stands out as the top news
story locally for the year of 1974.
A review of the last year's top stones
also shows these top items of local interest
-The Veterinary School Bill introduced
for a school at Murray State by Senator
Pat McCuiston, D-Penbrolce.
-The Tenure controversy at Murray
State University.
-Police Chief James Brown retires
after 20 years of service to the city, and the
naming of Brent Manning as his successor.
-The major reorganization of the
Murray State University administrative
and academic structures was announced,
and implemented.
-The Murray City Council- voted on
March 8 to join with the Calloway Fiscal
Court in the purchase of the Ryan
Property for a city-county park.
-The groundbreaking in September of
the Murray Tennis Courts.
Here is a month-by-month breakdown of
the top news stories for 1974, as reported in
the Murray ledger & Times:
JANUARY
County Road Supervisor Ralph McCuiston was fired by the newly-elected
Calloway Fiscal Court; the court also
ended support of the city-county detective.
$12.000 in carpeting was reported stolen
from the Paschall Discount Carpet House.
An averageprtce of $71.13 was reported
on the opening day of the dark-fired
tobacco sale here, with 228,286 pounds
sold.

School.
Attendance at Murray State University
Calloway County Schools were forced to
home football games rose 72 per cent over
. The firm of Barge-Waggoner,-Sumnerclose due to high absenteeism.
1972, the fifth highest percentage rise in
Lannon was named as consultants for the
The Dexter-Almo water district filed suit
the nation.
new park.
to keep the City of Murray from supplying
water to the new north elementary school.
The Murray High School Honor Society
Bank resources were reported up over
$15 million from 1772 at the three banks in
installed 22 new members.
MARCH
A $19.5 million budget was approved for
Calloway County.
Murray High and Calloway High Schools
clashed in the district basketball finals,
"1n-state" tuition rates for Tennessee
Murray State University by the Board of
students and Kentucky schools were
with Murray High eventually winning the
Regents.
Regional Championship, and advancing to
proposed.
Miss Rubie Smith announced her
A city budget of $835,500 was approved
state competition.
retirement from the MSU department of
for the 1974 year.
The funding ratio of the city-county park
Elementary Education,
was agreed upon Jo be 50-50 by the city
Payrolls in the county reached the $21
MAY
Z. C. Enix was named "Man of the
million mark.
council and fiscal court.
Year" by the Murray Chamber of ComMurray State University was awarded a
The four-laning of Highway 641 was
$70,000 grant for chemical research on
approved by the Federal Bureau of Public
merce.
859 students graduated from Murray
water wastes from a textile manufacRoads.
State University.
Lee Bolen was named to head the
4uring operation.
Murray Street Department.
The Board of Regents approved a plan to
FEBRUARY
Approval was given by a Senate comThe Calloway County High School
upgrade the financial status of the
Speech team won the sweepstakes trophy
mitteesto_a bill guaranteeing that Murray
University School.
State University would be designated as
at the Regional Meet at Murray State.
Principals were named for the three new
the site for any veterinary medicine school
Grayson McClure was named president
elementary schools in the county.
of the Murray Chamber of Commerce.
located in the state.
Quentin Fannin and Malinda Taylor
were named top students in the graduating
Local truckers joined in the national
APRIL
class at Calloway High.
independent truckers strike, and the
John Bartholomy, Thomas Hogancamp,
boycott began to be felt locally.
The Fisher-Price Toy Plant held its open
and William Read were named viceThe entire Kentucky Senate approved
presidents under the new MSU
house.
Murray State as the site for any vet school
The Murray-Calloway County Airport
reorganization.
built in the state.
Board approved funds for improvements
The Bank of Murray announced its
at the airport.
The Murray High School DECA .Club
expansion of the downtown main office.
was named Chapter of the Year at the
One of the worst tornadoes in the state's
Murray High and Calloway High
Regional Conference.
graduation ceremonies.
history ravaged upstate Kentucky.
The C.ouncil-cin Public Higher Education- L. J. Hortin was honored by the West..
The tenure controversy began at Murray
asked the General Assembly to shelve a
Kentucky Press Association.
State University.
A hearing was held on the site of a
proposal to put a vet school at Murray,
Mark Cunningham was named faculty
pending a -two-year study by the group. — -representative to the MSU Board of - -proposed Vocational Schootf0r this region.
Regents.
MSU President Constantine Curris was
JUNE
named one of the five outstanding young
Injuries were averted when a roof
W. P. Russell retired from 35 years of
men in the Corrunonwealth.
collapsed at the Monique Fabrics Store in
coaching and teaching at Murray High

the Central Shopping Center.
A Tappan recall brought the total work
force to 915 at the local plant.
It was announced that Murray will host
the Methodist Conference of the United
Methodist Church in 1975.
Don Cothran resigned as principal of the
Southwest School and Roy Cothran was
named in his place.
A preliminary estimate put the cost of
the city-county park at about $640,000.
A suit challenging the annexation of
1,100 acres north of Murray was reported
dropped.
Jerry Henry was named to the city
council to replace Paul Mansfield, and a
motorcycle law was enacted by the city.
Murray State University asked that
students from the Tennessee counties of
Henry, Stewart, and Mqntgomery be
charged in-state tuition rates.
The contract for the tennis courts for the
city was approved by the Murray Board of
Education.
Murray Firemen were put on an hourly
basis by the City Council.
A new trial was sought to block the
annexation of the area north of Murray.
The new trial was dented later in the
month.
Standard Textile announced its shutdown.
Firemen were reportedly considering a
-811it over the hourly-wage-overtime issue.
The arts and Crafts Festival was held at
the LBL.
JULY'
The reorganization of Murray State took
effect.
Lower tuition rates-fee-Tennessee

students were approved at Murray State.
The annexation of the area north of
Murray was passed by the city council.
Ron McAllister was named new principal at Calloway High.
Andrea Kay Galloway was named little
Miss Murray-Calloway County, and Krista
Kennedy was crowned the Calloway
County Fair Queen.
Daylight robbers fled with $6,300 from
Storey's Food Giant.
The Faculty Organization was formed at
Murray State.
Over 300 persons honored Miss Rubie
Smith at Oakhurst.
A $180,000 grant was announced for the
renovation of the Carr Health Building.
Members of the First Baptist Church
voted to purchase the Swarm Building
across the street.
It was announced that the opening of the
new county elementary schools would be
delayed at least six weeks.
AUGUST
Ken Harrell, John Lindauer, W. .1.
Pittman, and Lawrence Marrs were
named deans at Murray State. .... .
The Board of Regents postponed action
on the Murray State tenure controversy.
It was announced that the estimated cost
on the new Murray tennis courts had
doubled.
A $1.5 million budget was approved by
the Murray School Beard.
It was announced that the Squire Workman Bridge would be replaced.
-A Master Plan for hospital iiiiprovements was approved by the local
hospital board.
(See Review, Page 121
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Market Operators_
Ordered To Stop
Violating P&S Act

PIM

•

ar:712tAEPagllr'V.

WASHINGTON -Billy E. their own accounts;
Dunnigan, Joe Skaggs, and Joe
-Issuing accounts of sale
Stewart, operators of the which fail to show the true and
Mayfield Livestock Market, a correct names of both constockyard at Mayfield, have signors and buyers; and
been ordered to stop violating
-Issuing purchase invoices
trust account, conflict of in- which fail to show the true and
terest, and recordkeeping correct names of the buyers.
requirements of the Packers
They were also ordered to
and Stockyards Act, the U. S. maintain sufficient'accounts
Department of Agriculture and records to fully and
USDA) said Friday.
correctly disclose all tranThe partners are registered sactions involved in their
as a market agency and as a livestock business.
dealer to buy and sell livestock.
The shortages in the Market's
They purchase livestock in trust account have now been
western Kentucky.
corrected.
The cease and desist orderThe respondents asked for a
hearing on the administrative like a permanent injunctioncharges filed by USDA's was issued to insure future
Packers and Stockyards Ad- compliance with the Packers
munistration. The hearing was and Stockyards (P&S) Act.
Market
are
held July 23, in Paducah, Ky.,
agencies
before USDA Administrative required-under the P&SActLaw Judge John A. Campbell. to properly maintain a trust
Judge Campbell ordered the account for proceeds received
respondents to cease and desist from the sale of consigned
livestock as a measure of
from:
properly financial protection for the
to
mainlain their market's trust sellers. They are also required
to maintain atr:arms length"
account;
-Using funds received from business relationship between
the sale of consigned livestock the buying and selling sides of
for any purposes of their own the market to avoid conflicts of
and purposes other than interest.
The P&S Act is a fair trade
payment of lawful marketing
charges and remittance of net practices la*. It promotes and
maintains fair and open comproceeds to consignors;
-Using consignors' funds in petition in the marketing of
their possession in any manner livestock, poultry, and meat.
The record in this case is open
as to endanger prompt and
to the public. Copies of this
faithful accounting:
-Permitting auctioneers and order, P&S Docket 4915, may be
other employees who are obtained from the Information
engaged in actual conduct of Office, Packers and Stockyards
auction sales to purchase Administration, USDA,
livestock out occonsignment for Washington, D. C. 20250.
any purposek
-Purchating livestock
consigned to the market for

COOL
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Ford Advisors Say Worst Yet
_:-TotomelirRecession-Battle--

THOMAS A. SCOTT, left is being congratulated by Commonwealth's Attorney, M. Ronald
Christopher, after being sworn in as Commonwealth's Detective by Circuit Court Judge James
M. Lassiter Friday. Scott has attended a seminar on the new Kentucky Penal Code sponsored by
the UK College of Law. He will be directly assisting Christopher and the county attorneys of the
42nd judicial district in the investigation of criminal cases.

WASHINGTON (AP)-President Ford's advisers are telling him the worst is yet to
come in the nation's struggle
with economic recession.
The gloomy economic forecast, acknowledged by senior
administration officials, is
spurring high-level talk of 1975
tax cuts.
It was against this backdrop
that Ford called his top economic advisers to the White
House today for another in a
Aeries of meetings to prepare
for his „Ian. 20 State of the Union message.
The officials included Treasury Secretary William E. Simon. Chairman Alan Greenspan of the Council of Economic Advisers, White House aide
William Seidman and energy
chief Frank G. Zarb.
In advance of today's session,
White House sources reported
that Ford has been told by his
advisers to brace himself for
more economic bad news in the
months ahead.
The Labor Department announced Friday that the na-

tion's unemployment rate
climbed to 7.1 per cent in December from 6.5 per cent in
November as 6.5 million Americans were unable to find jobs.
It was the biggest monthly
jump in more than 14 years.
Total employment dropped
500,000 from November to December, to about 85.2 million.
Two hours later, White House
Press Secretary Ron Nessen
said that "the decline in productivity that is now going on
means that the country must
expect further increases in
unemployment during the period immediately ahead."
Amid the signs of deepening
recession, there is increasing
talk among high government
officials of the likelihood of
temporary tax cuts for individuals and corporations.
Some administration sources
said Ford's economic advisers
had concluded that a tax cut of
at least $10 billion is necessary
to pull the nation out of recession.
A $10-billion tax cut distributed evenly to the nation's

individual and corporate taxpayers would mean an average
annual savings of $90 per
household.
In other economic developments Friday:
-The Federal Reserve Board
continued its easier-credit policy by lowering the discount
rate at six of its regional banks
by one-half point to 7.25 per
cent. The discount rate is what
the Fed charges on money lent
to commercial banks.
-The nation's second largest
commercial bank, First National City of New York, increased
its prime rate a quarter percentage point to 10.25 per cent.
Citibank had been alone among
the major banks in offering a
10 per cent rate on loans to its
best corporate customers. With
its upward adjustment Friday,
its rate was increased to that
being charged by most other
banks.
-Republic Steel Corp., the
nation's No. 4 steel producer,
announced price increases averaging 1.4 per cent for various
steel-mill products.

President Expresses Fear And Hope About New Trade Measure
WASHINGTON(AP) President Ford has signed a sweeping trade reform bill and expressed both hope and fear
about its impact.
The bill gives Ford authority
to reduce tariff and other trade
barriers for a new round of
trade negotiations this year.
In signing the bill at a White
House ceremony Friday, Ford
described it as "the most significant trade legislation passed
by the Congress since the beginning of the trade agreement

program four decades ak;o.
But Ford took sharp issue
with amendments pegging Soviet trade concessions to freer
emigration of Soviet Jews and
with restrictions on trade.. concessions to members of the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC).
"I must express my reservations about the wisdom of legis-'
lative language that can only
be seen as objectionable and
discriminatory by other sovereign nations," Ford said.

Haldeman's Lawyers Say Jurors
May Have Received 'Information'

Ford apparently was respond- sults. Congress passed the
ing not only to Soviet criticism measure after Atty. Gen. Wilof the bill but also to bitter at- liam B. Saxbe warned that
tacks by Venezuela and Ecua- many state-run lotteriea viodor, both OPEC members.
lated federal law prohibiting
public reporting of lottery inforFord also signed a bill to al- mation.
The President vetoed legislalow broadcast and newspaper
reporting of state lottery re- tion that would have allowed

ticipation by OPEC countries.
Congress ignored a State Department recommendation that
Venezuela and Ecuador be exempted from the OPEC'restriction on the ground that, unlike
their Arab counterparts, these
countries never have used oil
as a political weapon.
The Soviet Union has rejected
the bill's TItiliage of trade benefits to Russian emigration policy, calling the provision interference in its internal affairs.
U.S. officials said after the
bpi-signing ceremony'thatthey
expected discussions between
Secretary of State Henry A.
Kissinger and Soviet officials
before any move by Ford to
proclaim the Soviet Union eligible for most favored nation
trade benefits.
Eord had said be needed 'the
bill to help avert international
economic disasters as oil prices
'
- `---efie,reisMoset

retail milk prices to go up by
six cents a half-gallon, calling
the bill "highly inflationary to
consumes and unnecessary."
The trade bill establishes a
long-promised system of generalized tariff preferences for the
manufactured products of developing nations but denies par-

riteitietraity%The fashington
ruts
Sirin had refttiffteiritte,-So-"
,
Haldeman's lawyers say the Star-News reported that juror rors to read newspapers, listen
Watergate cover-up trial jurors Ruth Gould "hinted there were to radio and watch television
"may have received influential some jurors who disregarded during the trial's testimony
information which could have his Sirica's)instructions not to phase. But a U.S. marshal alMostly sunny and cool today. affected their
verdict" while watch television or read news- ways was supposed to screen
Highs in the low 4Cts. Partly they considered charges in
the papers during the brief periods out references to Watergate.
cloudy and continued cool case.
they were not actually under
The judge, however, banned
tonight and Sunday. lows
They asked DS. District surveillance."
all TV, radio and newspaper
tonight mid 20s. Highs Sunday .ludge John .1. Sirica
"I just think I never said reading after ihe jury got the
on Friday
Mid 40s. Winds northerly 5 to 10 for a new trial and permission anything like that, 1 didn't
in- case last Monday.
miles an hour today and to subpoena one of Me jurors
&elite anything like that and it
fialdeman's lawyers said
tonight
and a newatsaner reporter.
. Murray, brouet these carrots
zçjot011,CARROT5i-Drus Stubblefield of RL-4,
Memel true,- Mrs. Gould told _Ay _nem Flaking
convo7t-ed.11aldeman
111w/ itefier- ;The
-The. Associated PresilL'itai
- Motion for a new trial as they
mays right, carrots!) by the Murray
rit:nes 'this s;E•ek When lie returned from A vki1
chance
temperatures
ma'
and three other defendants on She added that none of the ju- asked for the hearing ,,;(1 levelw""
with his brother, John mcThearson, Fairview Hts.. Ill., who grew the giant vegetables. Total
of showers Monday through New Year's Day of conspiracy rors watched television or read
op the accuracy and extent of,
pounds with the smallest in the lot weighing 11. 8 pounds and
weight of the fouy plants was
Wednesday. Lows in the mid to obstruct
justice in the Water- newspapers during the three- ._ the news article." They asked_ - Ihialargest,the thre,p-,tatked monster, weighing 21.. 8 pounds.
3t1s. Highs in the tipper t(ts.
gate CaSe
day deliberation period_
MUM Photo b• Dave Celaya)
(See Haldeman, Page 121
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To Be Married

Married 65 Years

COMMUNITY
CALENDAR
Saturday, January 4
Mr. and Mrs. Sonnie Garland
of Murray Route Six will be
honored at reception in
celebration of their golden
wedding anniversary at the
Holiday Inn from two to five
p.m.
Monday, January 6
North Elementary School
FTC will meet at two p. m. in
the commons area of the school.
Note the afternoon meeting
time..

Palm-reading regarded
as rubbish

Kathleen Jones Group of First
Baptist Church Women will
meet with Mrs. Lucille Thurman at 7:15 p. m.

By Abigail Van Buren
C 11174

Clicacy Tribmw-1.1. Y Items Sloe., Cc.

DEAR ABBY: I am so upset I can hardly see straight.
The other night, my. husband came home and told me that
some woman had read his palm for five dollars and told him
that either I was going to die and he was going to marry
somebody else, or he and I were going to get divorced
because she definitely saw TWO marriages in his palms.
How do you like that?
Ever since my husband told me this I've been afraid to go
to sleep for fear 1 might not wake up again. Also I'm, afraid
of saying SlattferilIfg
t thigh-E.-not'Set rijhavith -Kim Tor
fear it will start a fight which may lead to breaking up our
marriage.
- !stan;thts thingtas really hit'me hardWeie always had
a pretty good relationship, but not anymore. I need your
help.
SCARED

Baptist Women of Sinking
Spring Church are scheduled to
meet at seven p. in.

Miss Kathy Maria Recker

Mr. and Mrs. Harry E. Recker of Murray Route Eight
announce
the engagement and approaching marriage of their
only
daughter, Kathy Maria, to Phillip Stephan Youtz, son of
Willard
Youtz
Huron, South Dakota, and Mrs. Neva TremeMng
Evanston, Wyoming.
Miss Recker is a 1971 graduate of Murray High School
and
1972 graduate of Parricta Steverts-Career College and
FinishingSchool in Memphis, Term., where she majored in Fashion
Merchandising and Modelling. She is a member of the
Patricia
Stevens Modelling Agency and is employed by
Continental
DEAR SCARED: The only thing you can tell by looking
Tailways Southern Lines in Memphis.
at•person's palm is whether it's dean or not. Fondling the
Mr. Youtz is a 1964 graduate of Little Rock Central High
School
future? No way! It's all a lot of rubbish, so forget it. And
in Little Rock, Arkansas, and a 1968 graduate of the Universit
tell your husband to forget it. too.
y of
Wyoming, where he received his Bachelor of Science
Degree in
Industrial Science. He is currently working toward
_DEAR ABBY: lust had a miscarriage, and white_1:
his Masters
-Degree at the University of Arkansas at Little Rock
irtbe hospital neigEhosehady sdan9
r-get-well
and is emand---ployed by Continental Trailways Arkansas Lines.
she wrote on it. "Some people have all the luck!- (She has
'the wedding will be solemnized on Friday, February
nine kinds and I don't have any./
14, at
I thought that was in very poor taste Do I have to thank
eight p. m. in Memphis, Tenn,
her for the card?
EMPTY AR MS
DEAR EMPTY: Not unless you want to. But when you
see her, tell her that as far as you're concerned, your "tuck"
was bad.

Activities For Month Of
Senior Citizens Given

Executive Board of Murray
Woman's Club will meet for
luncheon at 11:30 a. m. at the
club house.

Wednesday, January 8
Mason's Chapel United
Methodist Church Women will
meet at seven p.m.
Harris Grove Homemakers
Club will meet with Mrs. Jack
Cavanaugh at ten a.m.
Women of Oaks Country Club
will play bridge at nine a. in.
Call Kathryn Outland, hostess,
753-3079, by Monday night for
reservations.
New Concord Homemakers
Club will meet with Mrs.
Charlie Stubblefield at one p.m.
South
Pleasant
Grove
Homemakers Club will meet
with Mrs. Jimmy Erwin at one
p.m.
Lynn Grove United Methodist
Church Women will meet at 9:30
a.m, at the church.

Pottertown Homemakers
Club will meet at the Holiday
Coldwater United Methodist Inn at ten a.m.
Church Women will meet at
seven p. m.
Ruth Wilson Circle of the
First United Methodist Church
Spring Creek Baptist Young Women will meet at the home of
Women will meet at the church Mrs. James Fisher at 7:30 p.m.
at seven p. m.
Thursday, January 9
Red Cross Volunteers will
Dexter Homemakers Club
meet in the Murray-Calloway will meet at the home of Mrs.
County Hospital conference Pansy Pritchett at 9:30 a.m.
room at 2:30 p. M.
Friday, January 10
North Murray Homemakers
Chapter M of P. E. 0. will
meet at the home of Mrs.
Club will meet at the home of
Olga
Freeman at Hazel at 7:30 p.
Mrs. Fred Gingles at 1:30 p.m.
m.
with the program by
Mrs.
George Hart.
Recovery will meet at the
Mental Health Center at seven
p. m,

PERSONALS

Quality Child-Care
Need Rises

211Z12,

Refreshments of cookies,
brownies, hard candy, and fruit
punch were served at a special
decorated table in the holiday
theme.
Approximately thirty persons

were present.
A holiday party for the adults
of the chapter was held at the
Southside Restaurant on
Friday, December 13, atatine p.
m,

West Murray Church of Christ
Services:
•ls St 1110 a.m.

Preaching I Cassaiien • WO 11.4.
Ira* Worship - IS LEL

Big K's

(tYBIRTHS

BURT REYNOLDS
"THE LONGEST YARD"

HARR',
*Tomo',

tat_!how Twits 11:40 PM

rated(x)18 or over only

RININNERNIN

January Clearance
Come On Out!

Bargains Galore

1.:4;t4„Brmtc.

cago Ase.. Chicag,
Dolly Lovett and. Mrs. Lillie Enclose 16 cents to. IL 60611
cover
Ross, both of Benton Route dling and postage.
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Salvation By Grace(No.2)
In last week's article we noted that the Bible doctrine of
salvation by grace is a heartwarming and thrilling doctrine
indeed. However, we also emphasized that salvation by
grace does not preclude the necessity of obedience on the
part of man. Today we shall substantiate this affirmation in
the following paragraph in which,in the numbered statemen
ts, the DIVINE side and the HUMAN side of salvation is
depicted.
1 Grace is given of God (James 4:61, but man has ACCESS to it by faith, Romans 5:2. (2) The grace of God
provides the gospel through which salvation is attainabl
e
(Acts 20:24), but man must RECEIVE the gospel, I Corinthians 15:1. (3) Man is saved -according to the election
of
grace(Romans 11:5), but it requires "OBEDIENCE"
on the
part of-man, I Peter 1:2. (4) The grace of God is "in
Christ
Jesus"(2 Timothy 2:1), but man must ENTER Christ
Jesus
through baptism, Galatians 3:27.(5)"By the grace
of God"
Jesus tasted death "for every man"(Hebrews 2:9),
but one
REACHES His death by being "buried with him by
baptism
unto death," Romans 6:3,4. (6) "The grace of God"
brings
salvation (Titus 2:11), but man through obedienc
e must
"WORK OUT" his own salvation -with fear and
trembling,"
Philippians 2:2.
It is significant that in EVERY scripture in which
God's
grace toward man is mentioned, a parallel scripture
can be
given which suggests the necessity of appropria
te response
on the part of man. Let us not therefore
, with reference to
this great subject, read something INTO some
ot the scriptures on grace which contradict other scriptures
on the same
subject. Man can never through obedience ever
merit or
deserve salvation, but it is also a fact that, apart
from
obedience, no accountable person can be saved.
Is it possible for a child of God to fall from grace?
The Lord
willing, we plan to pursue this question next week.
In the
meantime, we invite YOU to come and visit with
us at the
West Murray church of Christ.
-by Bobby Witherington

Oaks Women
To Play Bridge

ART CARIEY
i••

-

Mr. and Mrs. Hafford C.Paschall will be married for sixty-five
years on Tuesday, January 7. They reside at their home located
Pt miles southwest of Hazel.
_ -The Paschall couple was married on -January 1, 1910, in the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Claud Orr with Rev. Pritchard officiating.
Mrs. Paschall is the former Verba Polk Nance. .
They are the parents of twelve children, ten of whom are still
living. A son, Hafford, Jr., died in 1955, and a daughter, Mrs. Jim
(Beulah) Covington of New Castle, Del., died in 1954.
Their children are Mrs. Shannon I Viva/ Ellis and Mrs. Frank
(Elizabeth) Dalton of Murray; Forrest, Pat, and Ratliffe
Paschall of Puryear, Tenn.; Mrs. William I Ouida Osburn of
C)earwater, Fla.; Holmes Paschall of Gallatin, Tenn.; Frank
Paschall of Iran; Mrs. Wade (Mary) Darby of Jefferson City,
Tenn.; and Mrs. Geerge (Phyllis) Smith of Germany.
----a-v.7
Mr. and Mrs. Paschall have twenty-seven grandchildren and
• seventeen great grandchildren.
No special celebration is planned by Mr. and Mrs. Paschall for
their 65th wedding anniversary observance.

Party Held By Mcirray_PWP For Children

Murray Chapter of Parents
Without Partners held a party
for the children of the members
on Friday, December 20, at 6:30
Ths.
Senior
Citizens town, and January' 31 Central
p. m, at the - United Campus
Alateen will meet at the AA
newsletter for January 1975 will Shopping center and town.
Ministry building, North Fif,
_Hall at seven p, m.
not be published, according--to-- . _Hazel and Hazel Community.--teenth
Mrs. Verona Grogan, director_ Senior Citizens will meet at the
Mrs.Stre._ Dan Hutson told
Craft lesson on -**Macrame"
The Ellis Center will be open Hazel City Hall on January 15 at for the
Calloway County "delightful Christmas stories
every Tuesday and Thursday 1:30 p.m. Persons may call 753- Homema
"Twinkle, the
kers Club will be Including
from ten a.m. to three ;pm. 0029 for transportation.
taught by Mrs. Leon Grogan at Mischievious Fairy" and
Tablegames will be every
The Community Center on the Murray
"Where
Penny
Lives At
Municipal Housing
Tuesday afternoon from 1:30 to North 2nd will be open on Center, Ellis
Drive, at 9:30 a.m. Christmas." Santa Claus
three p.m. Bowling will be January flat 1:30p.m. for Senior
arrived and presented gifts
every Wednesday at 1:30 p.m. Citizen activities.
The Lottie Moon Group of the from his bag to all the children
A business meeting will be
On January 20, there will be a First
Baptist Church Women present.
held on Tuesday, January 21, at PAP test at the Calloway will
meet at the home of Mrs
130 p.m. at the Ellis Center. County Health Department.
Murray Turner at 7:30 p. m.
New discount cards will be Call 753,
3381 for an appointment
issued on this date.
and 753-0929 for transportation.
Tuesday, January 7
Transportation for shopping
The Senior Citizens office will
The First Baptist Church
will be every Friday, starting at be open Monday through Friday
WMU will have its general
COLORADO GUESTS
one p.m. January 3 shopping at from 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. The
meeting at the church at nine a.
Mr. and Mrs. William Henry
DEAR MOTHER: A girl should not "entertain- her
Central Shopping center and office is located at 1620 West
m.
and children, Lynn and Kyle, of
boyfriend in her bedroom- so you aren't wrong there. But
Town, January 10, the Bel Air Main. The telephone number is
she wasn't entertaining him. She was taking a guitar lesson.
Denver, Colorado, have been
Shopping center and town, 753-0929-if no answer please
There's a difference. Privacy is necessary and legitimate
the
guests of her mother, Mrs.
January 17, Central Shopping keep trying as the staff is in and
under special circumstances. This was one.
The Jessie Ludwick Circle of W. Edd Glover and Rev. Glover,
center and town, January 24 out of the office during the day, First
Presbyterian Church will and her sister, Mrs. Larry Wade
Bel-Air Shopping renter and Mrs. Grogan said.
DEAR ABBY: My husband has started walking to work
meet with 1.ala Dowdy at 1:30 p. and family.
every morning because he thinks it's healthier than driving.
01.
(It's a 20-minute walk.I
ow to become a
ILLINOIS GUESTS
Recently, a ptetty, dark-haired young girl, who lives
_ Dorothy Group of First
Mr. and Mrs. Danny Glover of
across the street, has started to wait for my husband to
Baptist
Church
Women
Noble,
will
Ill., have been the
come out of our front door so she can walk with him. She is
- meet at the home of Mrs. Brent holiday guests of Isis father,
new in the city and she doesn't know her way around town
As
more
mothers
enter the
Outland at ten a. in. with Mrs. Rev. W. F,dd Glover and Mrs.
very well. My husband assures me that it's the only reason
working world, the need for
she wants to walk with him.
G. M. Knight as program Glover, and her parents, Mr.
quality
child
care
rises.
I know I can trust my husband. but I still don't like the
leader. Note change in meeting and Mrs. James H. Washer.
Marion B. Mariner,
idea of this girl walking to work with him every morning. I
place.
University of Tennessee
Oral Health Product;
think it's time she learned her way around.
Extension family life
MICHIGAN GUESTS
With so many oral health
Should I play hurt every day as 1 did the past two weeks.
specialist, says that one out
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Smith
products to choose from, it has
or should I keep quiet for a while and see how things
Group
II
First
of
Christian
of three working mothers
become increasingly difficult
develop?
Church CWF will meet at the and children of Detroit, Mich.,
FEELING HURT
have children under 6 years
for the consumer to sort out
home of Mrs. Marvin Fulton at have been the guests of his
of
age.
About
20 per cent are
the types of products that are
------•— DEAR FEELING: Quit playing "hurt." If you insist on
two
p. in. with Mrs. Jewell mother, Mrs. Clifford Sinith,
put-in
important
and the brands that
day-care centers and
making an issue of it, you may give your husband ideas he
Evans
as cohostess and Mrs. South 13th Street, Murray.
the
are
useful
others
and
effective.
are
in the care of
never had.
a baby-sitter or relative.
The best advice, of course, Rupert Parks as program
In a quality day-care proleader.
is to follow the recommendaMAYFIELD PATIENT
gram, children are given an
tions of your family dentist.
Eseryone has a problem. What's yours? For • personal
Mary Elizabeth Higgins of
opportuni
ty
He
may .suggest a particular
to receive guidFirst United Methodist Murray
reply. write to ABBY: Box No, 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069.
Route Seven was
ance that meets their emooral hygiene aid for your perChurch Women will meet at ten
Enclose stamped. self-addressed envelope. please.
dismissed December 28 from
sonal needs, and he may rectional, intellectual and physiHate to write letters? Send SI to Abigail Van Buren, 132
a. in. in the social hall of the the
c a I needs, Mrs. Mariner
Community. Hospital,
ommend a particular brand.
Lasky Dr .: Iles erly Hills, Calif 90212. for Abby's booklet
church.
says.
Mayfield. .
There is general advice, how•' How to Write Letters for All Occasions.- Please enclose a
ever,
that the American Denlong selladdressed. stamped 120e1 envelope
tal Association offers to consumers on making wise decisions in purchasing oral health
products.
The women of the Oaks
The ADA conducts a conCountry Club will have their tinual, independent review of
Thru
session of bridge on some of the most commonly
Jan. 14
Wed. weekly
Wednesday, January 8, at 9:30 used commercially manufactured products. Those that have
a. m. at the club.
demonstrated usefulness
Kathryn Outland will be safety through -scientific and
and
bridge hostess and members clinical studies are allowed to
are asked to make reservations carry statements of ADA acKondeffel Coffleds
by Monday night by calling her ceptance on packaging and in
advertising.
at 753-3079.
Consumers can look for acceptance by the Association's
Council on Dental Therapeutics on toothpastes and the ADA
Council on Dental Materials
and
Devices on powered toothLOVE GIRL
...zieaeaa.....a.-4..LaMr• and Mita. Dainsiy. -Ir.zr.rall.„stNclee*
of Benton Route Four are the aellt tire adhesives.
What the consumer should
parents of a baby girl, Danna
know in selecting oral health
Carole,
born
Thursday, products
is one of several topDecember 26, at the Murray- ics discussed
in a new booklet,
-Calloway County Hospital.
How To Become a Wise Den}4 7:20,9:30+ 2:30Sat.,Sun
They have two other tal Consumer. which is availdaughters, Ginger and Julie. able from -the ADA. It also
No Passes Fri-Sat-Sun
I
Grandparents are Mr. and 'tells how to select a dentist and
Mrs Franklin Rose of Benton hoe., 16 save on dental hills.
For a copy of the boot!,
Route Four and Mrs. Mine
9-9 Mon--Sat
write Me American Dente AT
DEAR ABBY: Recently. I returned home from shopping
and found my 16-year-old daughter and her 18-year-old
boyfriendin her bedroom.(He has been teaching her to play.
the guitar. I The door was open and her two brothers were in
the living room.
I'm afraid 1 over-reacted. because I Sirid in front of the
boy. -1 would rather you didn't have David- in yka-.
sAj
bedroom"
They promptly put away the guitar and went for a walk,
but before leaving, she said. "We weren't doing anything
wrong. Mother.I told her 'she could have her lessons in the
basement-that it would look .better and she said: "Wikh
ails boys and their friends miming through every few
Minutes? My bedroom is the only quiet and private place I
have.''
After thinking it over, I realized that she was right, and
as long as they weren't doing anything wrong I shouldn't
have said anything.
Abby. how do you feel about a 16-year-old girl
entertaining a boy in her bedroom?
OLD FASHIONED MOTHER

Mr. and Mrs. Hafford C. Paschall
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Ballard Charges Back To
Edge By Calloway County
•

and the ball bounced off the rim. when you win in that depart- calmly hit two free throws to .
like it was tonight. We've
By MIKE BRANDON
Senior center James Wells ment, you usually lose.
post the final count of 70-69 on
played spotty ball all year
Ledger & Times Spores Editor
grabbed the ball and so did
The Lakers committed 28 the board.
Twice this season Ballard long."
forward Kevin Stewart of the floor errors, 12 by James Wells.
Then any chances the Leiters
Memorial has started off on the
It just so happened the
Bombers. And with four
Wells did, however, finish had to pull the game out of the
right track.
_Bombers picked the right spot
seconds left, the two jumped it with 24 points and grabbed 22 fire ended when Wells tipped
It's what's happened in in playing their spotty ball
up at the Laker free throw caroms as the Lakers had a the ball too far downcourt
between that's been worrying Friday.
circle.
lopsided 51-29 rebounding edge
"We lost the game in the first
CoaCh Tom Buchanan.
Wells controlled the tip but he in the contest.
half," King said.
Trailing
by
as much as 11
After defeating Brookpart in
batted it too far downcourt and
It
looked
more
like
a
shootout
"Anytime you let a team like
their opening game of the points midway through the
Stone grabbed the ball and held in the first period than a that play ball with you for a
season, the Bombers dropped final period, the Bombers on as the game ended
basketball
game
as
both teams half, you're in trouble because
with a
turned red-hot in the "Green
"It was a great win for us, Arizona State nudged Texas their next nine games.
rush of Bomber fans mobbing came out running and gunning. they begin to realize they can
Palace" and roared back to
Tech 62-61 in overtime and No.
certainly, especially with the
their
By
the
team
end
on
of
the
the
floor
period, the play with you."
as
if
And then Friday night on take a 66-65 lead with 1:37 left in
start we had this season," 16 Arizona State turned back
they'd just taken the State Lakers were coasting along
Stewart claimed game honors
their home floor, they started the game as lightning-quick
noted Wake Forest Coach Carl Oregon State 76-70.
Tournament.
with a 24-18 cushion.
as he pumped in 25 points for the
Wake Forest, using a zone off well again, playing their Kelly Stone stole the ball and
Tacy after his club stopped
"It was just plain and simCalloway. County led by as Bombers while Stone, the only
defense and a deliberate of- first game of the new year and drove the length of the court for
North Carolina State's fabulous
ple," Calloway County Coach much as seven points in the other Ballard player in double
36-game winning streak and ex- fense, trailed in the opening pulling off an exciting 70-69 the bucket.
David King said.
third quarter before two charity figures, added 10.
tended its record to 6-3 this seaminutes but went ahead after a upset over Calloway County.
During the next 97 seconds,
"They wanted it more than tosses by Stewart knotted the
For the !Akers, Wells scored
6-6 tie and led the rest of the
son.
"I'd like to think we are on both teams had chances to win
we did."
count at 34 all with just 49 24 while Thorne tossed in 16 and
Thompson, the nation's Play- game.
our way back," said Buchanan, the game but unfortunately, for
The loss drops the Lakers to a seconds left in the period.
Miller 13. Futrell added six,
er of the Year last season, was
The Deacons were ahead 46- who enjoyed tremendous the Lakers, the chance
dismal 4-6 for the season.
dribbled
And 12 seconds later, Stewart Mike Wells five and Williams
36 at halftime and still led by success at Carlisle County down the floor with
kept away from the basket by a
Once again, the downfall of stole the ball and hit on a drive four.
just four
wall of Wake Forest defenders 10 points with 3:52 remaining. before taking over the head seconds left.
the Lakers proved to be tur- to give the Bombers their only
From the field, the Lakers
and his conspicuous off-night North Carolina State pulled coaching job this season at
With eight seconds left, novers, a department that lead of the half. Two free throws lost the game by 12 points as
proved to be g significant fac- within 74-72 with 1:91 remain- Ballard.
sophomore guard Tomrr_ly
Calloway County seems to be by Mark Miller left the Lakers .._they_ tvere .autseorgd_58-46.
--int- but Wake- Forest scored
—The-whole season hat-been Fiiirell Tilid-froin 12 feet away
winning a lot this season. And In .36-36 deadlock with the from the charity stripe,
"We gave him the outside five of the next seven points.
Bombers at intermission.
Calloway County hit on 23 of 34
With 20 seconds, left, _a. field
shot but prevented him from
lathe first fourminutes-of the while Ballard made just 12 free
goal by Monte Towe.pulled the
coming inside," said Tacy.
third period, it was like wat- throws.
Wolfpack within 79-76.
After the biggest upset of the
ching a clock pendulum as the
Ballard will host Heath
Wake Forest hit 54.2 per cent
college basketball season, Duke
lead swung back and forth,back Tuesday while the Lakers will
pulled off another shockei 'by of its field gnat -shots, while
and forth.
try to get back on the winning
North Carolina State could do
beating eighth-ranked North
Trailing 44-42, the Lakers track the same night by playing
no better than 34.9 -per cent.
Carolina 99-96 in overtime in
then hit a spurt and rallied for at home against Wingo.
the second game of the double- Skip Brown scored 25 points Eck
nine consecutive points, pulling
Lakers
header. The night's unlikely re- the Deacons while Phil Spence
out to a 51-44 edge late in the
sults moved Duke into tonight's led the Wolfpack with 22.
stanza.J. Wells
&
,
Big-Four finals against Wake'
the field in the half.
By ALEX SACHARE
Kevin Billerman delivered
Pistons Ill, Braves 92
And that seven-point margin M. Wells
2 1 3 5
Forest.
Bolo Love led a balanced ChiAP Sports Writer
four free throws in the last 11
Detroit eased to its fifth con- was the spread at the end of the Thorne
4 8 2 16
In other games involving the seconds of overtime, lifting
"After that second quarter, I cago attack with 20 points, Chet secutive victory behind a bal- third period as the takers held Williams
1 2 2 4
nation's ranked teams, No. 3 Duke over North Carolina. Bil- felt like taking my team for a Walker added 19 and Wilson anced attack, with Bob Lanier
a 57-50 lead.
Futrell
3 0 2 6
UCLA. whipped Davidson 91-64; Lerman had six of his 24 points Sunday stroll in the park."
finiktied with 18.
topping the list with 23 points.
With 4:57 left in the game,
Totals
23 23 16 69
No. 5 Southern Cal routed Villa- in overtime while Bob FleisMike Bantom had 18 points
John MacLeod, coach of the
Cavaliers 95, Rockets 83
Thorne canned two free throws
Ballard
nova 101-74; No. 13 Marquette cher scored a game-high 26 Phoenix Suns, was shaking his for the Suns. --- Cleveland beat Houston and and Calloway County had a
FG.
..12r..11'
tripped DePaul 61-60; No. 14 points for the Blue Devils.
head over Chicago's 47-point
Celtics Irk-takers 106 -retained second place in the seemingly safe 65-54 lead.
Cavanaugh
4 0 4 8
John Havlicek's 22 points NBA's Central Division by one
explosion in the second period
The Lakers did not score Edwards
3 0 I 6
Friday night, which carried the made the Boston captain the game over the Rockets. Robby again until when with 1:10 left in C. Henderson
1 1
Bulls to a 126-99 triumph over fifth leading scorer in NBA his- Smith led the Cavaliers with 20 the contest, James Wells hit a Powell
4 0 2 8
Phoenix. The Bulls hit .17 of 21 tory' and powered the Celtics to points.
free throw. And that free throw Stewart
9 7 4 25
shots from the field in the peri- their 16th victory in 19 road
Hers 107, Kings 95
tied the game at 66 apiece.
Stone
5 0 4 10
od,
substitutes Roland games this year and into first
Steve Mix tallied 29 points
The game was tied once more 'doss
1 0 0 2
Garrett and Bob Wilson com- place in the NBA's Atlantic Di- and Doug Collins added 26 for at 68 before David Williams' S. Henderson
2 4 4 8
bining for 20 points.
vision.
Philadelphia, to lead the 76ers.
free throw with 20 seconds gave
Totals
29 12 23 70
"We finally put into practice
Jo.lo White topped Boston
Soaks 98, Blazers 93
the Lakers a 69-68 edge. His
Calloway 24 12 21 12-69
he'll stick with his Veer T at- State's Stan Fritts and MinFred Brown scored 31 points second shot fell off the rim and
Ballard
tack, which calls for the passer nesota's Rick Upchurch as run- what we did earlier this week with 28 points. Center Elmore
18 18 14 20-70
ning backs and Olympic sprint- in our gym," said Bulls' Coach Smith scored a season-high 30 to Seattle past Portland. Sidney on the battle for the ball, Thorne
Preliminary
to sprint out.
Ballard 57
Wicks was tops for Portland.
fouled Shaunza Henderson who Calloway 46
"If a kid is a good football er Larry Burton of Purdue at Dick Molts, "We didn't blow points for the Lakers.
any layups tonight."
player there's no problem, and flanker.
Elsewhere in the National
The East's defense will rely
these kids are all good football
.C.400:07.110100,-K.CC.
.
;
players, Yeoman said. "We'll heavily on Big Ten stars, in- Basketball Association Friday,•
Detroit
night,
the
Pistons beat 4
run our offense and just see cluding linemen Pete Cusick of
Ohio State and Mark Peterson the Buffalo Braves 111-92, the .1
what our people can handle."
Cleveland
Cavaliers
defeated :
Prime targets for the qurtar- of Illinois, linebackers Steve
backs will be the nation's pre- Strinko and Dave Elliot of the Houston Rockets 95-83, the,
receiver,
mier
Dwight Michigan and Terry McOovvry Philadelphia 76ers toppecl the 7
Kings .
McDonald of San Diego State, of Michigan State, and defen- Kansas City-Omaha
107-95, the Seattle Super Sonics
and Rose Bowl hero John sive backs Dave Brown of
Michigan and Mike Gow of Il- edged the Portland Trail BlazMcKay of USC. '
ers 98-93 and the Boston Celtics
East Coach Bill Battle of linois.
beat the Los Angeles Lakers
Tennessee planned to operate
COLLEGE FOOTBALL
127-106.
from a pro set with split backs,
NEW YORK — The OklaThe Bulls hit 72 per cent of
mixing options with pure drop, homa Sooners, the nation's only
their shots in the first half, taks-of adults in its
Designed to serve the special hitereit
of things not offered In a strictly academic curriculum.
back passing.
unbeaten and untied team,
Instructors will be from both inside and outside the
immediate region, Murray State University's "Life and
Tennessee quarterback Con- were named the No. 1 team in ing a 75-45 lead. The 75 points tuo),
University community and who have expertise in
Learning" program offers unique and interesting courW
dredge Holloway will start for the country in the annual Asso- were the most for the Bulls o
ever in one half. Chicago conspecialized areas.
ses for the spring semester. These non-credit courses
the East, with North Carolina
ciated Press final football poll.
nected on 29 of 40 shots from ?IN
Courses will be taught on Murray State's campus, and.
will be offered generally in the evenings at $1 per contact •
classes will meet weekly, usually for two-hour sessions,
hour to persons who wish to broaden their professional,beginning at either 6:30 or 7 p. m. with periods of intechnical, cultural or recreational interests. There are'
struction varying from five to 10 weeks.
noentrance requirements; no grades are given; and
For additional information on any of the courses listed
there areno examinations to pass.
below, complete and mail the form below without delay'
The basic objective of the program is to provide opportunities for the people of this area to learn the kinds

North Carolina State
Loses To Wake forest
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
It now turns out that David
Thompson isn't Superman and
the North Carolina State basketball team isn't superhuman.
The nation's top-ranked team
and its str?tacular top-ranked
player who flies through the air
with the greatest of ease were
Just sitting ducks Friday night
for Wake Forest.
The Deacons proved that the
defending national champions
and their star player were only
human with a 'shocking 83-78
upset in the annual Big Four
Tournament in Greensboro,
NC. Tharigison, the nation's
leading scorer with a 35.8-point
average going into Friday
night's game, was held to an
embarrassingly low total of 15
points.
"Wake Forest just outplayed
us and- outhustied us," said
North Carolina State Coach
Norm Sloan. "They deserved to
win. Wake Forest has a lot of
talent people don't realize.
They did a fine job with our big
People on the boards. They
zoned us well and they jammed
their zone _around David
Thompson."
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Butts Catchi On fire
Atui---__Burn Suns 126-99

Bruising Rose Bowl Game May
Have Tatar-bit-lb ifula Bowl

adults
at the
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me p

HONOLULU (AP) — The
hard knocks of the Rose Bowl
battle between Southern California and Ohio State may haat
taken their toll on the Hula
Bowl Galaxy.
The Trojan's flashy running
back, Anthony Davis, will decide today whether he's ready
to play in the 29th annual allstar game, which begins at 4:10
p.m. EST.
Davis, likely the number 1
Hula Bowl attraction because
of his sensational performance
against Notre Dame and his
runner-up finish to Ohio State's
Archie Griffin in the Heisman
Trophy voting, suffered badly
bruised ribs during USC's 18-17
Rose Bowl conquest of the
Buckeyes.
Davis gingerly tested his battered bones in a light workout
Friday, but avoided contact.
Oklahoma Coach Barry Switzer, who is assisting Houston
Coach Bill Yeoman with the
West squad, recruited Sooner
running back Grant Burget to
take Davis' spot. Burget played
in the shadow of junior Joe.
Washington in the national
champion's thundering wishbone offense.
The Sooners also contributed
linebacker Rod Shoate, defensive back Randy Hughes and
offensive guard John Roush to
the West.
Yeoman has two drop-back
style passers in USC's Pat Haden and California's Steve Bartkowski, the nation's top passer. but the Houston coach says
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Murray State University
Offers Its Spring Semester

"Life and Learning Program"

Non-Credit Courses * Leisure Enrichment

Vikings "14-Man" Defense Is
Reason For Sucess This Year

BLOOMINGTON, Minn.( AP I
— The genesis of the Minnesota
Vikings controversial "14-man
defense" precedes the team to
its Jan. 12 Super Bowl match
with the Pittsburgh Steelers.
The Vikings defense gave up
195 points in its regular 14game season. Only I,os Angeles
and -Pittsburgh did better.
In the National Football
League playoffs, Minnesota's
defense heldAt. Louis to two

Ladies 2 Piece

Pant Suits
$1 49
Sweaters

49e.ch
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•

Specials Good *no January 31
Free Delivery on Orders Over '1')

Co

1411 Olive

e Cleaners

Phone 753-3852

touchdowns for a 30-14 victory
in the opening round and a
week later handcuffed the Los
Angeles Rams 14-10 in the National Conference title game.
During the Rams game, the
Minnesota "front five" sacked
James Harris twice in the closing minutes.
Harris said, -Those sacks,
they just plain beat us."
Part of the masterminding of
the Viking.defense comes from
another Pennsylvania team —
the Philadelphia Eagles of the
1940's
Minnesota, which sometimes
shows 14 players in the defensive huddle, has utilized a 5-6
defense with great success in
the last monthavtien the opposi,
Lion is in an obvious passing
situation. Actually, it's a 5-2,4
defense devised in the late
1940's by Philadelphia Coach
Earl "Greasy" Neale.

erage and run responsibly."
The Vikings send rookie Randy Pohl and Terry Brown into
the lineup with Lurtserna for
the linebackers.
A year after Armstrong and
Philadelphia defeated Los Angeles 14-0 for the pro football
championship, the
Eagles
drafted University of Minnesota
end Bud Grant in the first
round.
Within three years, Armstrong, Grant and another Viking coach, John Michels, had
left Philadelphia for the Winnipeg Blue Bombers of the Canadian Football League. '0?"
So, the publicized "14-man
defense" has arrived in MinfroM Philadelphia with—
a rather lengthy layover in
Canada.

38 Courses
HOME INTEREST

PERSONAL LIFE AND GROWTH

Home Gardening
Home Landscaping
Make a Man's Jacket In 5 Easy
Lessons
Home Nursing
Freezing and Canning
Furniture Refinishing
Design and Trim Table Covers
Beginning Sewing

Palmistry
Genealogical Research: Methods
and Sources
Mathematics of Finance For the
Layman
Basic Investment Techniques
Mechanics for Women
Expectant Parents'Class
Standard First Aid and Personal .
Safety
Advanced First Aid and Emergency
Care
First Aid Instructor Course
In Search of Tomorrow: Science
Fiction and Futurology
U. S. Coast Guard Safe Boating
Course
U. S. Coast Guard For First Mates
Only
Fitness for Adults
The Parent-Child Toy Library

RECREATION-HOBBIES
Simple Loom Weaving
Recreational Cereamics
Arts and Crafts for Leisure Activities
Beginning Bass Fishing
Enieying Flowers
Beginning Bridge
How to Build A Kentucky Long Rifle
Rifle Marksmanship

New Record

"Philadelphia had five down
SPRINGFIELD,Ore.( AP
linemen," said Vikings' defen- Since New Year's Eve, 12-yearsive quarterback coordinator old Kelly
Kennedy "has been
Neill Armstrong, who was a holding a basketball.
Member of the E,agLe seconjae,.,s1ta.,„Ltajaa&.4ad walks cfirY7"In& was ifte-*OMPItt-- hiforng
Toasketball:Knit e
ilarity, however."
lies, holding his basketball
Minnesota uses Jim Marshall,
The Springfield youth plans
Carl Eller, Bob Lurtsema, to end his
holding pattern at
-Doug Sutherland and Alan Saturday's Oregon-Providence
Page in a five-man front when basketball game
in Eugene,
it expects the opposition will where he will present the bas.
Pass.
ketball to University of Oregon
"Instead of two''defensive player Ron Lee at halftime
backs, there were two lineKelly's mother
.
, Opal, said
barkers," sae Armstrong. her son is triing to set -two
!:The lirtekacketLdkomnd
waricLa.--reaciads --simultainto pass coverage."
neously—one for holding a basArmstrong continued, "Our ketball the longest, and the othconcept is a little different. Our er for being the youngest perdefensive becks have pass cov- son to do it.

Classes Start February 3

TO:

NO ENTRANCE
REQUIREMENTS!
NO GRADES!
NO EXAMS!
JUST FUN!
For Additional Information
write or call
Murray State University
Center for Continuing
Education
Telephone Numbers
762-4159

COMMUNICATIVE SKILLS
Writing Greeting Cards
Computers
Elementary
and
Programming
Short Story Writing
Public Speaking • Nuts and Bolts
Me? A Publicity Chairman'
Amateur Radio license Class
Art of The Theatre
Teaching Methods for Sunday
School

Center for Continuing Education
'Life and Learning Program"
Murray State University
Murray, Kentucky 42071

Please send me course descriptions and registration information for the "life
and
N Learning Program."

Street Address
Town and State
Nome Phone

Zip

Offke Phone

r classes t would like to sea
762 /016

:43:413113406:41:413:3C.1100111.103:11C4COCK41-3...CCENT..-...X4111171111L'S.
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Sensing The News

Pate

The Murray Ledger & Times

A British Realist
growth and social progress have been brought
By Anthony Harrigan -to an end by 'overheating' caused by labor
LONDON. England-While
British
shortagevrtien we knew well, all of us know,
ecoftemie policy is made By 'secialist
Conservative and socialist, management arid
ideologues in the Labor Party and, as a result,
unions, that not less than a fifth of our labor
the nation sinks deeper into trouble, voices of
forces is tied up in over-manning enterprises
economic reason are heard in this island.
and departments in both public and private
The most authoritative voice is that of Sir
sectors.
Keith Joseph, Conservative Party spokesman
-Manpower, manpower everywhere, and
on home affairs. Like Winston Churchill in the
not a drop for expansion, for exports, for
early 1930s, he is telling the British people
speeding up Use improvernein of our housing,
grentruths many ofthem doretwant to hear.
Dickensian schools, infirmary-style hospital
Yet acceptance of these truths is the only way
buildings, and factories which look like
for Britons to avoid ecpnornic disaster.
outdoor museums of the industrial revolution.
Britain faces disaster because a generation
"What a cruel mockery it is that Prime
of socialist mismanagement of the economy
Minister Wilson's Minister for Industry, or
has left the country pacirly prepared to
should we call him Minister Against Industry,
compete with other nations and produce the
while paying lip service to technological
income necessary for a comfortable standard
progress,should tell workers that the need for
of living.
redundancies and redeployment is a myth,
In a hard-hitting speech at Leeds in midthat all workers have a right to stay on in the
December, Sir Keith said overmanning is
same job in the same firm. This is a cruel
Britain's real obstacle to growth and
deception, because it would be a recipe for
prosperity. He declared that the working
national bankruptcy which would end by
population "must choose between narrow,
undermining millions of jobs."
illusory job security in one place, propped up
What one sees in Britain today, as Michael
by public funds, or the real job security based
Spicer, M. P., pointed out in a recent letter h,
an a prosperous, dynamic economy." He put
The Times of London, is an "obsession with
concealed unemployment or overmanning at
the distribution and the spending of wealth"
33 per cent-or one worker in five.
instead of attention to the problem of creating
The Leeds speech was a follow up to one he
wealth.
made in September in which he attacked
This same obsession exists in America and
deficit financing and over expansion of the
money- supply as-prime Causes of Inflatton;— -Mthe P. &Congress. It is the basic obsession
of the McGovernite liberals who seek
which is running at 26 per cent in Britain. He
economic controls, super-regulation of inalso criticized the environmental "doomdustry, and maintenance of the unions'
watchers," maintaining that the case for
monopoly power.
economic growth is unanswerable. He pointed
Hopefully, America will develop economic
out that only economic growth can give
reatistsan -pulite life who are as outspoken
people the services theY want.
and lucid as Sir Keith Joseph.
Sir Keith's comments at Leeds have application on both sides of the Atlantic where
wealth redistribution, and socialist concepts
have prevailed. He said, for example:
anny_,
"Thereis no logic lassoing thaLytaLarefor--conquered: yet we have this censOlation with
growth if you place obstacles in the way of
us, that the harder the confilet, the more
redeployment of labor and capital. There is
glorious the triumph. What we obtain too
no point in claiming to be for growth and
cheap, we esteem too lightly; 'tis dearness
investment if you are against a real return on
only that gives everything its value. Heaven
capital high enough to generate the savings
knows how to put a proper price .upon its
needed to achieve it,
goods; and it would be strange, indeed, if so
-What a judgment on our hic.eaaing
control of the economy oir
et the past quarter - celestial an article as Freedom should not be
highly rated."- Thomas Pain.
of a century that time and time again our

Editorials and articles Contained on this
Page are presented for the purpose ot giving a
forum for the exchange of differing opinions
and ideas
Letters to the editor in response 10
ecetonais and oninionatea articles are en.
couraged The editors reserve the right to
CondenSt Or edit letters without changing the
intent Of the letter, and the right to retegt any
letteeS to the editor or public voice items

Bible Thought

OPINION
PAGE

Young men likewise exhort to be sober minded.
Titus 2:6.
Thpre is a time for fun and foolishness, and there'
is a lime for deep love and goodness. Your "coffee
break" should help you get back to work and real
life.

which, in Our Opinion, are not in the best .n
lereSt of Our readers.
Whenever possible, all letters should be
typewritten and double spaced. All letters
intended tor dobtication must bear the
stgnature of the writer

Isn't It The Truth

Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 201
Some patterns changing, but
you can prevent the worthwhile
from being diluted with froth.
Inattentiveness prevalent. AND
some high-spirited notions to
direct carefully!

Pri-A

TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21) tWtTii?
Venus, favorable, urges all
your best instincts and sympathies to help this day get off to
a bright beginning, and remain
on course.
GEMINI
May 72 to June 21)
A challenging day! Surely you
should enjoy this! If you wish to
rest, do Si. but try to get in
SOME activity which stimulates the mind. Continue rapport with associates.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 231
It may seem monotonous to
you to have to re-check, review
to offset small hazards and keep
things nicely_ But aspects
suggest that you stay on guard,
alert.
LEO
July 24 to Aug. 221 1124

a40"

A combination of pluck,
strength of purpose and feeling
of adventure should make this a
good day. Social events should
be especially enlivening.
VIRGO
Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) 111M
Favorable Mercury influences stimulate enterprise,
perception. You can gain
thoughtful comthrough
munications and the acquisition
of more knowledge.
LIBRA
( Sept. 24 to Oct. 23 —
Past efforts should be bearing
fruit now Study tendencies and
changes that may seem odd, but
may hold new advantages

boicting

—birthday.

SCORPIO
,
( Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
A better-than-average day one which encourages your best
efforts. Stretch the imagination
without overplaying it. Concentrate on new methods, ideas.
SAGITTARIUS
Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) X°fIN
Auspicious for just about
anything that strengthens the
link between men of good will
and counteracts indiscretion,
hotheadedness and intolerance.
CAPRICORN
(Dec.
to Jan. 20) Vi
You can coast on your laurels

n

"m••••• • -16.-7.

s-

now:
Especially favore
literary work; scientific and
advancement;
technological
— aiding children, elders; domestic interests
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23)
Pep up the "difficult" areas;
aim for surer efficienc)'. study
others' methods to note where
they could apply to ydur
fatt4414911.
—
LEO
4-4g
July 24 to Aug. 231
_,
eatirna tes_j
_ Calculations,
reports need careful attention.

Take nothing for granted, In all
matters, the straight route will
be better than the circuitous.
VIRGO
wr,
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23 ) "r
Old-fashioned common sense
will be needed in making good
decisions. Self-reliance, plus a
certain amount of flexibility,
will also boost your stock
greatly .
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) IIL
LI1
Planetary influences encourage both long-pending
projects and new ventures.
Your intuition and foresight
should be keen now

be a boon to yourself and
others; unwisely used talents or
backing could undo much good
done. Face facts squarely.
AQUARIUS
Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Fine Uranus influences! You
should have a happy go of things
generally. Especially favored:
writers, workers in all intellectual and creative lines
PISCES
It 1
Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Look over all situations
penetratingly. Then, coupling
your native intelligence and
remarkable intution, ACT-if
you feel the time is ripe.

Mrs. Sarah Thompson, age 70, died today at her
home, 411 North Fifth Street.
Aliss June Foy, Murray High School freshman,
.-svo_n_Ule Paducah District Cherry Pie Contest held at
Murray Training School. She will represent the
district at the state contest in Louisville later this
month.
Births reported at the Murray General Hospital.
December 31 to January 3 include-a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. James Futrell.
Johnnie Steele was honored with a dinner at his
home in celebration of his 80th birthday.

At a time when boosting food
production is becoming a global
priority, some discouraging
news conies from the University
of Wisconsn It pouts out that
honeybees are being killed by
some pesticides in the United
States at a rate that provokes
concern for nearly 100 crops,
with a value of $4 billion annually. These crops depend on
bees for pollination.
Virtually all fruits and berries,
as well as many vegetables and even livestock forage, such

as alfalfa - may be adversely
affected by the 20 per cent
reduction in honeybee colonies
in our nation today, compared
with the number present 10
years ago.
In California, the leading bee
state, as many as 20 per cent of
that state's honeybees have been
killed in recent years -- a mortality rate double that of the
early 1960s.
The bee laboratory at the
University of Wisconsin reported
that the economic value of

"Low Down,'
FROM

THE

Congressional
Record
By JOE

CRUMP

(A C'olumn for Reader& Who Haven't Time to
Review the CongreasionaI Record Dolly)

SENATOR MIKE MANSFIELD (Mont.) ". . Volunteerism is
not the answer. Wearing a button on one's lapel is not the answer.
Cleaning one's plate is not the answer. Oil shortages alone are not
the problem. .
"It is not satisfactory to blame it on a international oil conspiracy alone. Assessing blame does not provide a remedy.
Getting our domestic house in order through a balanced program
of energy conservation and economic restraint will do more to
remedy the international recession than the rhetoric of countless
international conferences. .
'The measure I introduce today should be considered as but one
part of an over-all program to meet the urgent needs of this
nation. . .
By Mr. Mansfield S.4174. A bill to stabilize prices, rents, wages, salaries, profits,
dividends, interest rates, and other economic transfers. Referred
to the Committee on Banking, Housing and Urban Affaira,
'The President has Indicated or at least his predecessor did,
that he does not have the authority to impose wage, price, profit,
rent, and interest rate controls; that authority expired on April 30,
DX arid is not in operation at the present time. . .
SENATOR MeCLELIAN."It haseapired. What the Senator is
doing then, with his bill, is seeking primarily to renew authority,
that heretofore been 'granted to the President, that is
discretionary authority'. . ."
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30 Years Ago This Week

Pvt. Carter W. Bailey, Sgt. William S. Koback,
and T-Sgt. Robert L. Hendon have been reported
wounded in action in the European Theatre of War.
honeybees as pollinators is 20
The Dark Fired Tobacco Market Loose Leaf Sales
times their value as honey-pro- opened
here January 2 with the temperature being
ducers.
The laboratory workers dis- nine degrees above zero. The average price was
covered a few years ago that listed as $23.53.
cranberry production could be
A total of 382 students have enrolled for the second
tripled with efficient bee pollina- quarter at
Murray State College, according to Mrs.
tion.
Even more dramatic and sg- Cleo Gillis Hester, registrar.
Deaths reported are Mrs. Minnie Wicker, age 55,
ruficant results may lie in the potential effect of bee pollination or-; Mrs. Nancy,Starks, age 81, and Oxford Tidwell,
soybeans, the nation's second
Marriages reported this week include Miss Sut,_
mciet important feed crop and a
Coleman to Joe W. Bybee on December 19, and Miss
critical source of protein.
Some observers expect a new Bessie Brandon to Harley Williams on December 28.
hybrid soybean that would douBirths reported this week include a girl to T-4 Sgt.
ble present yields to be in com- and Mrs. G. C. Cope, January
2, a girl to Mr. and
mon use in a few years. Unlike Mrs.
Roy Tucker, December 21, a boy to Mrs. Roy
present varieties, however, the
new hybrid would require Knight and the late Mr. Knight, January 3, a girl to
honeybees for, pollination. For Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Anderson, January 3, a boy to
all-out production, about two Mr. and Mrs. John Grogan, December
24, a boy to
million colonies, or half of the Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Wilson, December
28, a boy to
country's present total, would be Mr. and Mrs.
Haden Jackson, December 29, and a
required.
These facts point up the im- girl to Mr. and Mrs. Rex Billington, December 31.
portance of research in expanding our food supply and in
detecting developrnents which
ought impair it.
The first day's tobacco sales on the Murray Loose
Q. Mr. D. R.. has a friend
Leaf Floors on January 2 averaged $9.39. Rejections
suffering from sphenopalatme
were heavy ranging from a half to two-thirds.
neuralgia, and he wants an esplanation of the disorder.
Deaths reported this week include John S
A. This form of neuralgia is
Lawrence, age 56, Mrs. Marjaner McBride, age 67.
unusual but not rare and is
Mrs. Sarah Robert Crawford, age 73, William V.
characterized by episodes of
Potts, age 81, Calvert Morris Hall, age 30, Mrs.
facial pain on the affected side.
Grace McDaniel, age 27, Mrs. Ada Turner, age 74,
The pain is in the upper jaw or
maxillary area and under the
and William T. Holly, age 87.
orbit; The pain is dull, burning
Eugene Irvan, Tiger fullback, was named captain'
and constant, differing from the
of the 1935 football squad at Murray High School. W.
sharp. lancinating pain of tnneuralgia. C. Elkins was named alternate captain. Wayne
neuralgia is _ Flora is retiring captain.
al
sp
g em
henTpalatine
often the re7lit of Zn anitr— Nett/ offieers iirihe Murray
Lodge are G.
.
• C. Ashcroft. Tellus Hutchins, Jake Dunn, Zelna
upper respiratory infection.
Carter, W. E. Clark, L. E. Wyatt, Crit Smith, C. B.
Local medication in the nose On
the affected side may give-relief „Crawford, and Dan Hart.
but-may have to be combined
Assets for the Bank of Murray at the close of
with meditine' by mouth to
business on December 31, 1934, are listed as
relieve the pain. Occasionally
the pain may persist and require
•P'M
laairm'riages reported this week include Miss Clara •
surgerY'
•
Thweatt to Claude Thorn on December 22.
Q. Mr. D. P. wants to know
-

YOU BORN TODAY are
St'ORPIO
endowed with a trigger-quick
24 to.Nav.
iAjI
s.
riirtoriii•ey metier we are jurryi
intlitenCe
ou
lr
i g kr
r!4:11111141*
more sexually aRente
intellir
;
s
pat:itIs
the
:7;17
M11"
enliven dull moments but keep napping .when opportunity
"Not at all. If there was any way in which I could devise a
gressive than women of average
within sane boundaries Seek 'mocks. Your perceptiveness in
measure which would pass Congress on a substantial basis and intelligence.
information; convert to better business matters and perwhich would give;Cortgress coequal control with the President, I
A, Sex drive is not necessarily
severance ip forging ahead
systems.
would be delighted to do it. But the only way it can be done, as I associated with high intoward
lofty
are
outgoals
SAGITTARIUS
see it, is on this basis, because the. President Is the Chief telligence. However, studies
standing. Yeu love to travel and
( Nov. Z3 tn Dee. 21)
Executive Officer. of our Government, and the designated leader. ikive been made which sliow
Favorable Faille/tees WM will take off on a moxaant's Orthis Nation_ ."
that, on the average, intelligent
stimulate those of you who notice; like to be with people
women an. more sexy, though
maintain even balance and and midst succeed in any field
net
tranquility. Start and stay with ineolving dealings with the _ CRUMP'S GRASS
—
tif lower inROOTS COMMENT
the will and disposition to enjoy public. You hurdle obstacles
telligence,
4ao _Aasume
-Thousands of.words haw-turn writtermand hours -of-;
11/ legatAlet
with. ease and never -let them
time have been dasoated to inaction by the President on "condismay you. Traits to curb:
opinion"
CAPRICORN
unreasoning jealousy, trots." The 'tinecalrin" was due to the fact that his authority to act "
"""'"'""g'"NUC"
s
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) la
moocliniSs. Birthdate of: Danny -hid expired on April 30, 1874. The Senator's bill, if passed, would appear to exist quite commonly
tfined reafureffy.
-Judiciously applied
Thomas, TV star. .!
renew that authority. The "buck" is passed to the President.
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By FJ L Blasingarne, M.D
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Bob McCuiston has received a commission from
Gov. Lawrence Wetherby_ appointing him_to the_
position of City Judge of the City of Murray. The
appointment is for the unexpired term of Judge C.

Honeybees And Our Food Supply

FOR MONDAY,JANUARY 6, 1975
Look in the section in which
your birthday conies and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
eV*
(Mar 21 to Apr 20)
Where there are fairly
equally divided opinions, be
careful not to force or press for
hasty answers on either side.
Try to mediate.
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 211 tS(T17
Influences stimulate your
artistic
intellectual
and
leanings. Capitalize on the
smart ideas and comprehensive
follow-ups for which the
Taurean is renowned.
GEMINI

I.

. so.

-—

20 Years Ago Today

Let's Stay Well

if you do not actually waste time
or dissipate talents. The restful
day is also useful, indulged with
proper purpose.
AQUARIUS
Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
A fine Uranus aspect encourages your particular knowhow, sensitivity to sitioitions
and reasoning powers. These
are winners always - but
especially now.
PISCES
'Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Some situations complicated.
Be sure you have all the facts
before making decisions.
Whether day is for recreation or
you have strenuous tasks,
remain serene.
YOU BORN TODAY are an
extremely, versatile individual,
ambitious and endowed with the
persistence needed to reach
your loftiest goals. Your nature
is a gregarious one, yet you like
to be alone when trying to think
constructively.
You
are
progressive in your thinking
and could become a leader in
almost any field of your choice.
The Capricornian excels in
salesmanship, athletics, the
law, the military, in literature
or the entertainment field.
Birthdate of: Stephen Decatur,
Amer. naval commander.

.s

A.

.11.w1Weiwow

FOR SUNDAY, JANUARY 5, 1975

1
1

William N. Murdock was reelected chairman of
the Calloway County Board of Education. Joe
Johnston is vice-chairman. Other members are
Charles Burkeen, Jim Washer, and Billy Joe
Stubblefield.
Maurice Ryan was elected chairman of the
Murray City Board of - Education with Dr. C. C.
Lowry as vice-chairman. Other members are
B.
Crass, Bethel Richardson, and William C. Adams:'-Deaths reported are William Henry Gardner, Mrs.
_
Clara Austin Harrison, and Mrs. Tawsie Hurt.
James H. Jones,son of Mr. and Mrs. Clayborne E.
Jones of Muir*, was presented an award for the t designed,
of the- -year- irt-Cineinnatay--------Ohio, at the meeting of the architects of the area
held at Cincinnati.
Miss Jan Reaves, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Glindel Reaves, was honored at a party on her fifth
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10 Years Ago Today

Worth Repeating-

-

by Carl Riblet Jr.

We are re-discovering a fact handed down from
the Great Depression - only the poor think more
about money than the rich. And we are discovering
something new to hard times- inflation won't let us
buy the luxuries that we could afford when we were
poor.

40 Years Ago This Week
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1974: A Most Successful Year For Local Sports

minded.

there
r "coffee
and real

Ind

By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger Ii Times Sports Editor
The year just past will never be forgotten by local sports
fans.
For Murray High fans, it was as the old Chinese saying
goes, "The Year of the Tiger."
For the first time ever, the Tiger basketball team went to
the State Tournament. And then, for the first time since 1961,
the Tigers won the State Class A Football Championship.
There were other big events in 1974 too. Cal Luther, after a
long and successful career as coach at Murray State
University,stepped down and Fred Overton took over the job
as the Racer basketball coach.
- Murray State completed it's most successful football season
since 1951 and this summer, the Murray Little League AllStars went all the way to the semifinals of the State Tournament.
.
It was a fabulous year for sports in Murray.
Here is a brief review of what happened in 1974:
JANUARY
Jan. 17 - New Concord wins the Calloway County Junior
High Tournament by defeating Lynn Grove 59-46.
Jan. 18 -,Tames Wells sets a new scoring record in Jeffrey
Gymnasium by pumping in 44 points as the Calloway Comity
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bakers defeated Paducah St. Mary 89-79.
FEBRUARY
Feb. 9- Calloway County defeats Paducah Tilghman for
the first time in the history of the school, with the Takers
winning 72-61.
Feb. 11 - Murray State loses to Eastern Kentucky 71-69,
marking the sixth consecutive loss for the Racers.
Feb. 15 - Calloway County has its 10-game winning streak
broken in a 67-55 loss to Murray High
Feb. 16 - Murray State beats Tennessee Tech 78-75 to end
a six-game losing skid.
Feb. 18- Murray State begins its spring football practice.
Feb.22- Murray High defeats Fulton County 100-65 for the
Tigers' 20th win of the season.
Feb. 25 - Murray State drops a 76-69 home game to
Western Kentucky, assuring the Racers of their first losing
season since 1959.
MARCH
March 2- Murray State ends a 12-13 basketball season by
defeating the conference champions, Austin Peay, 74-71 in
the Sports Arena.
March 2 - Murray High wins District Championship by
romping Calloway County 74-57.
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St S Basketball
Friday Night Elo,sa Game.
By The Associated Press
Auburn 94 Chandlers 75
Ballard Memorial 70 Calloway County
69
Barbourville 113 Pine Knot 69
Barran County 62 Cumberland County
57 Beachwood 79 Ludlow 56
Belfry 82 Millard 75
Boon.County 68 Connor 63
Bourbon County 53 Parts 39
Bowling Green 79 Olmstead 60
Bullitt Central 62 Carroll County 60
Christian County 103 Daviess County 59
Cumberland 63 Cawood 62
.
Dike Combs 12 Cortha 78
Erlanger Lloyd 56 Walton-Verona 54
. Elizabethtown 79 Campbellsville 71
Chullty 297132911y7Taybe
Evansvtlie Rice 61 Henderson City 59
Farmuigton 74 Sedalia 60
Franklin-Simpson 63 Riwaellville 60
Ft. Thomas St Thomas.% Campbell
County 11
Gallatin County 76 Oldham County 62
By ALEX SACHARE
Hazard 87 Ft Thomas Highlands 69
AP Sports Writer
J2ff Butler 55 Seneca 50
Jeff, Doss 57 Stuart'51
The Oklahoma Sooners, who
Jeff Eastern 75 Fern Creek 53
overcame the dispiriting effects
Jeff Pleasure Ridge Park 74 Waggener
56
of being banned from postJeff Southern 73 Thomas Jefferson 55
season bowl competition and
Jeffersontown 70 Moore 69 (overtime
Jeff Valley 77 Iroquois %
national television exposure beJeff Western 66 Durrett 55
came of a two-year probation
Jessamine County 63 Richmond Model
62 Johnson Central 66 Russell 61
for recruiting violations, have
Knox Central 73 Middlesboro 68
-- -been _named_ college football's
Lou ;threw 960Henry fnunty-90 Lou Central 74 DeSales 32
national champions for 1974.
Lou St Xavier 91 Westport 17
The Sooners, the only unbeatLoans 70 Winge 62
en and untied major college
Madison Central 64 Rockcastle County
58
learn in the country, climbed to
Mason County 72 Fleming County 71
the top of the college football
Maysville 78 Covington Holmes 77
McCreary County 72 Russell County 59
world in Barry Switzer's second
McDowell 84 MC. Naitter 68
year as head coach and easily
Meade County 72 Bardstown 55
Mercer County 56 Casey Coimty 48
outdistanced the rest . of the
Mullms 71 Sheldon Clark 86
field.
Newport 59 Covington Holy Cross 56
Newport Catholic 102 Dayton 52
For their 11-0 record, the
Paint-mile 71 Rattland 54
Sooners received 51 of 60 firstShopville 69 Berea 56
Somerset 64 Lincoln County 58
place votes and 1,162 of a posSyrnsoma 79 Cube 71
sible 1,200 points from the naTaylor County 63 Green County 62
Union County 84 Pendleton County 17
tionwide panel of sports writers
Warren East 66 Allen County-Scottsville
and broadcasters participating
62
West Hardin 70 Cloverport 43
in the final Associated Press
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Area Cage Scores
Lone Oak 74 Paducah Tilhgman
67 ; Tilghman now 9-1 for
season1
'Ballard Memorial 70 Calloway
County 69
Carlisle County 98 Fulton
County 69
Symsonia 79 Cuba 74
Farmington 74 Sedalia 06
Reidland 93 Fulton City 62
St. Mary 98 Heath 73
South Fulton 60 Hickman
County 56
Lowes 70 Wingo 62
Cairo Camelot 63 Famcy Farm
53
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BOWLING
BALTIMORE - Judy Soutar
of Grandview, Utah averaged
205 pins in 42 games for a 180pin lead over a field of 24 qualifiers in the Professional Women
Bowler's Association $85,000
Red Crown Classic.
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Oklahoma finished third last
season and second the two previous years.
The American Football
Coaches Association, at its
meeting a year ago, adopted a.
resolution that schools on probation should not be recognized
in polls. The position of The Associated Press is that Its poll is
a rating of relative strength of
all teams playing football, andthat no team will be ignored.
The Sooners were virtually
assured the national championship when Alabama, 11-0 and
runner-up in the final regular
season poll, was beaten 13-11 by
Notre Dame in the Orange
Bowl New Year's Night.
The Second Ten consisted of
North Carolina State, Michigan
State, Maryland, Baylor, Florida, Texas A&M, Mississippi
State and Texas, tied for 17th,
and Houston and Tennessee.
The final regular-season Top
Ten consisted of Oklahoma,
Alabama,Ohio State, Michigan,
Southern Cal, Auburn, Penn
State, Nebraska, Notre Dame
and Maryland. Only Maryland
dropped out, after losing to
Tennessee 7-3 in the Liberty
Bowl.

major college poll.
Southern California was a
distant runnerup to Oklahoma.
The Trojans, who edged Ohio
State 18-17 in the Rose Bowl,
received six first-place votes
and 1,050 points. They were followed by Michigan, Ohio State
and Alabama. Notre Dame, the
1973 champion, finished sixth,
trailed by Penn State, Auburn,
Nebraska and Miami, Ohio.
Oklahoma was preseason
choice of the AP voters, but
dropped to third place after an
unimpressive 28-11 opening
game triumph over Baylor. 'The
Sooners climbed to second two
weeks later, then reclaimed the
lop spot after Ohio State was
knocked from the unbeaten
ranks on Nov. 13. Once gaining
the top spot, the Sooners never
gave it tip.
The national championship is
Oklahoma's fourth since the AP
began its poll in 1936. The others came in 1950, 1955 and 1956.

By The Associated-Press
The New York Nets posted
their sixth consecutive triumph
over the Spirits of St. Louis
Friday night, and Coach Kevin
Loughery says his team is
reaping the benefits of earlier
efforts against the young expansion club.
-The fact that we beat them
real badly the first three times
we met is still having its effect," said Loughery following
his team's easy 130-113 triumph
at the Nas.seu Coliseum. Although the Spirits are winless
against New York, they have
posted victories over some of
the other top ABA clubs, including two over Kentucky and
one over Denver.
-Elsewhere in the ABA, the
_Kentucky Colonels overpowered
the Virginia Squires 113-79 and
;he Denver Nuggets beat the
Indiana Pacers 120-111.
Spirits Coach Bob MacKinnon
said of the Nets, "This is a
very good club and to beat
them you have to play well. We
just haven't played welrin any
of the games we've played
them."
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By The Associated Press
The Top Twenty college football teams in The Associated
Press post-season poll, with
first-place votes in parentheses,
season records and total points.
Points tabulated on basis of 2018-16-14-12-10-9-8-7-6-54-3-2-1:
1. Oklahoma 51111-0-0 1162
2. USC (61
18-1-1 1050
3. Michigan 121
10-1-0 788
10-2-0 778
4. Ohio State
5. Alabama
11-1-0 761
6. Notre Dame
10-2-0 675
7. Penn State
10-2-0 567
10-2-0 555
8. Auburn
9-3-0 440
9. Nebraska
10-0-1 231
le. Miami, 0.
9-2-1 223
11. N.C. St,
12. Mich. St.
7-3-1 198
13. Maryland
8-4-0 105
14. Baylor
8-4-0 102
15. Florida
84-0
91
16. Texas A&M
58
8-3-0
57
17. Miss. St.
9-3-0
tie Texas
57
8-4-0
19, Houston
8,3-1. _51
20. Tennessee
46
7-3-2
Others receiving votes, listed
alphabetically: Arizona, Boston
College, Brigham Young, California, Clemson, Kentucky, N.
Carolina, Oklahoma State, Pitt,
Texas Tech, UCLA, Vanderbilt,
Wisconsin.
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period, when a 19-10 spurt gave
New York a 64-55 halftime
Nets
edge. The
quickly
stretched their lead to 15 in the
third quarter, and Loughery
was able to clear his bench and
go with reserves _by tbe .finti)
quer.
ter.
Julius Erving paced the Nets
with 34 points and 15 rebounds,
Williamson
4dei1
points and Bitty Patiltz had 21.
The Spirits got 33 points from
Freddie Lewis and 29 from
rookie Fly Williams.
Colonels 113, Squires 79

singles title in the Kentucky State Junior Closed Tennis
Tournament at Murray..
Aug. 11 - Pat Nanney of Sharon, Tn., and Wally_Young
were the winners in the Shrine GorToornarrientheId at the
Oaks and Murray Country Clubs.
Aug. 14- Mary Bain of Sikeston wins the Tri-State Ladies
Golf Tournament,
Aug.14- Murray State loses three basketball starters and
one football starter because of the NCAA ruling against the
Ohio Valley Conference for the continued use of defunct
converstion tables.
Aug. 16- Racers -open football practice.
--- Aug. 18 - Bennie Purcell wins three titles in the Murray
City Open Tennis Tournament.
SEPTEMBER
Sept. 6 - Tigers open the football season by crushing
Reidland 25-6.
Sept. 7- Racers open the football season by winning a wild
35-27 game in Stewart Stadium over Cameron State.
Sept. 15 - Bennie Purcell wins the singles in the Kentucky
State liardcourt Tennis Tournament at Murray State,
Sept. 15 - Homer Branch wins the Inter-City Golf Tournament.
In the first high school game ever played in
t.Stadium,
2° Mayfield defeats Murray High 22-6.
Sept. 24 - Freshman Brian Rutter of England sets a new
four-mile record for Murray State on the four-mile course at
the Murray Country Club.
Sept. 25 - Murray State golfers win the Murray State
Invitational Golf Tournament.
OCTOBER
Oct. 1 -Bear track man Cuthbert Jacobs undergoes knee
surgery.
OcL 4 -. Caldwell County wins in the.last minim Ii' of the -.
Murray High Homecoming game, taking a 7-6 victory and
marking the last loss of the season for the Tigers., Lynn
Hewitt as Homecoming Queen.
Oct. 10- Murray State wins the western division fall title
in the OVC baseball race by sweeping a doubleheader at
Western Kentucky,
Oct. 15- Young and inexperienced Racers open basketball
practice.
Oct. 19 - Racers win Homecoming football game by
defeating Middle Tennessee 14-12.
Oct. 25 - Lois Holmes and Patsy Beauchamp of Murray
State win the-State Doubles Chatimionships.
Oct. 25 - Tonny Boone of Murray High sets a new school
record with 23 unassisted tackles as the Tigers spoil the
Hopkinsville Homecoming 20-7.
Oct. 27 - Bruce Douglass of Murray State wins the individual title in the Louisiana State Invitational Golf TourOct. 30-Eleven local youngsters have to crawl around the
namenEtrack at Murray High as the result of Muhammad All winning over defending champion George Foreman in the
heavyweight title fight.
NOVEMBER
Nov. 2 - Western Kentucky wins the OVC Cross Country
Championship at the Murray Country Club.
Nov. 8 - Murray High defeats Fort Campbell 30-7 to win
the Class A District Championship.
Nov. 8- Calloway County opens its basketball season by
ripping Sedalia 71-42.
Nov. 16- Murray High wins playoff game over Glasgow,
28-0.
Nov. 22- Murray High wins Regional by defeating Paris
19-8.
Nov. 23 - Murray State closes its 9-2 football season by
defeating Western Kentucky 9-7.
Nov. 26 - Steve Porter named to First Team All-State
Football, Tony Boone named to Second Team.
Nov. 29- Tigers win State Class A Football Championship
in Richmond by whipping Beechwood 14-0.
DECEMBER
Dec. 2 - John Hina of Murray High is named Class A
Coach of Year in the WKC.
Dec. 3 - Tigers open cage season, lose 85-60 to Trigg
County.
Dec. 11 - Racers go to 6-0 with a 115-91 win over Arkansas
College.
- Dee.14- Racers lose first game,falling 102-77 to Memphis
State.
Dec. 17-Tigers get first basketball win, defeat Symsonia
53-50.
Dec. 18 - Lakers rip Carlisle County, the seventh-rated
team in the state, 69-56 in the first round of the Mayfield
Christmas Tournament.

College Calendar
By The assac.ated Press
Saturday's Games
Lou.s.ana State at Kentucky
Bradley at Louisville
Western KentuckyaLitaemabiS.
Eastern Kentucky at Florida St
Samford at Murray
Morehead at California
Campbellsville at Gardner Webb
Georgetown at Pikeville
Cumberland at Oakland City
DePauw at Centre
Transylvania at Bellarmine
K y Wesleyan at U of Evansylle

Fight Scheduled
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March 2 - Cuthbert Jacobs of Murray State breaks two
records ins triangular track meet at Middle Tennessee.
March 6 - Paducah Tilgtunan wins 60-46 game over
Calloway County in the Region Tournament to close the
!Akers' 16-10 season. March 9- Murray High wins First Region Tournament for
first time ever as Glenn Jackson's jump shot gives Tigers a
67-65 win over Paducah Tilghman in the championship game.
March 14 - Tigers fall to Warren East, 80-67, in the State
Tournament debut in Freedom Hall at Louisville.
March 17-Bob Toon of Murray High is named as the First
Region's Coach of the Year.
March 20 - Murray State signs first basketball recruit of
year, guard Tommy Wade of Hopkinsville High School.
March 21 - Racers close spring football practice as Blue
wins 27-0 over Gold in annual Blue-Gold Game.
March 23 - Cal Luther resigns as basketball coach at
Murray State and decides to stay on as the athletic director.
Assistant coach Fred Overton is named as the new coach.
APRIL
April 12- Dub Russell, after 35 years of coaching, resigns
at Murray High.
April 20 - Murray State Women's Track Team wins the
State Championship,
April 23 - Jerry Conley, after four years of coaching at
Calloway County High School, resigns.
April 24 - Don Clayton and Debbie Hafer reap honors as
outstanding athletes at Murray State Athletic Banquet.
._ April 28 - Murray State wins Ohio Valley Conference
Western division by defeating Middle Tennessee 7-2.
MAY
- May 3- Murray State sweeps two-games from Morehead
to win the OVC baseball title.
y..1 --David Xing hired as new CRIloway_Ceurity
basketball coach.
May 13 - Beverly Parker of Murray High wins the
-Regional Gott Tournament.
May 15 - Tilghman wins a 6-3 tennis match over Murray
High to give the Tiger boys their first loss in three years.
May 18 - Western Kentucky wins the Ohio Valley Conference Track Meet, Cuthbert Jacobs of Murray State
shatters two conference records.
May 18 - Mike Owen of Murray State wins the number_
four singles in the Ohio Valley Conference Tennis Championships.
May-114-- Steve- Porter-of„Murray- High wins the disenscompetition in the Regional Track Meet to earn a trip to the
State Meet.
JUNE
Arne 1 -Jill Austin and Mel Purcell of Murray win titles in
the RegionalTennis Tournament
June 5 - Lea Larson of Clarks-Ville wins the Hart Golf
Tournament,
June 13 4 Jim Calvin is named as the new assistant
basketball coach at Murray State University.
Diana Duncan of Murray makes her baseball
June 13
debut in the Park League and becomes the first girl in
Murray to ever play on a boys team.
June 16- Don Cothran wins the Jaycee Easter Seal Golf
'
Tournament at Puryear.
June 23-The first annual Racer Cage Camp opens.
JULY
July 8 - Howard Boone wins the Kentucky PGA State
Junior Golf Tournament.
July 17 - Peggy Fee of Cape Girardeau wins the Oaks
Ladies Invitational Golf Tournament.
July 20- The Murray Little League All-Stars take a 12-10
win over Marshall County in the championship game of the
tournament held in Murray.
July 21 -Jimmy Musgrove Jr. of Paducah wins the Oaks
Invitational and unseats Wally Young.
July 23- Murray Little League All-Stars win the District
Tournament by pounding Henderson 10-2.
July 28- Johnny Campbell of Fulton and a member of the
University of Mississippi golf team wins the Murray Invitational Golf Tournament.
Alan 'Gibbs lea& Murray to a 5-4 win over
July 29
Owensboro in the Little League Regional Tournament to give
Murray its first berth ever in the State Tournament,
AUGUST
Aug. 1- Murray All-Stars lose a 4-2 game in 11 innings to
London in the semifinals of the State Tournament in Ashland.
London went on to become the Little League State Chain...pions.
Aug.8- Richard Smith of Paris wins the Murray Junior
Invitational Golf Tournament.
Aug. 10 - Kathy Outland of Murray wins the 12-year-old

The Colonels routed Virginia
behind a balanced ecoring attack led by Dan 'mei and Bird
Averitt, who scored 17 points
each.
'Nuggets 1.20, Pacers III
Denvier tied an ABA record
by notching its 20th consecutive
home victory behind Ralph
Simpson's 25 points.
Rookie Billy Knight poured in
33 points for the Pacers and
George McGinnis added 26. 72
of them in the second half. ..
The victory raised Denver's
record to 32-5.
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trail and seeking a title bout
with Bobby Charon, will battle
Octavio Famosa Gomez of
Mexico City in a featherweight'
fight Jan. 18 at the Anaheim
Convention center.
. Lopez, of Afflainbra,
was knocked out by (Macon
who went-on to win the World.
Boxing Council title Danny

It would be
nice if you could
take one dramatic
step that would whack
a big chunk off your electric bill.
ik
ift-Ita,Issyv7..ri;•6;;..1.4.*,‘ •
step. It's lots of little ones.
Like cooking with small appliances
instead of the electric range.
Like taking a quick shower instead of
a "battleship-floater" bath . and
keeping the water as cool as possible.

rajm
the world's 126-pounders In a
companion 10-rounder, Jimmy
Heair of Okolona, Miss.. will
meet Art Leone of Bisbee,
AriZ., in a lightweight bout

.753-5012

Like washing all clothes in the coolest
water possible.
Like keeping the thermostats at 68
degrees in winter.
We could go on and on, but a better
suggestions and dozens more are in a
handy booklet that is yours free. Just ask
for the "Conserve Energy" booklet.
It'll be a big step toward getting all
those little steps,done.

Rural Electric
Corporation John Edd Walker, Mgr.
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CLOSE-OUT SAL! 01
SURPLUS INVENTOR?!
SALE NOW
IN PROGRESS
LIVING ROOM CLEARANCE
1 Traditional (Blue Velvet)

1 Sherrill Floral I DOW_

_

WING BACK CHAIRS

$263.00

$716.00

6439

...v., 1 - (Decorator Print) Loose PillarsSae-

WING BACK CHAIRS

EACh

$224.00

139

$16900

6119

6927 00

3599

WING BACK CHAIRS
2 SmaN Floral

609300

'649

1 Gold Velvet Loose Palsy Back

WING BACK CHAIRS--

Each 1179.00

119

Each 1239.00

139

$32900

119

2 - Sherrill Small

CLAYTON MARCUS SOFA

S503.00

$369

1 (Lime RAM)Loose Pilaw Bad

SHERRILL SOFA

1947.00

$679

1 Green Corduroy

DECORATOR CHAIRS
I Celery Velvet
TUB CHAIR
1 Gold Velvet

McAFEE SOFA
1 Ormond) Slope Velvet Lcose Pilaw lad
SHERRILL SOFA ".-

$369.00

149-

STANLEY CHAIR

-1349

STANLEY CHAIR

$139.00- 079

1 Green Velvet
$679.00

1 (Decorator Gold'Blue Prima)0A

'539

1 (Print) Loose Petal Bad
1560.00

GLOBE SOFA

$219

WING BACK CHAIR

1219.00

119

$231.00

129

$529.00

4 PC. HEAVY PINE
Triple Dresser T/M
Headboard
Mite Stand
Chest/Chest
REGULAR PRICE

$439.00
$119.00
$119.95
$289.95
$967.90

SALE PRICE

$669.00

4 PC. ENGLISH OAK
Triple Dresser TIM
Chest/Chest
Mite Stand
Headboard
REGULAR PRICE •

$449.00
$301.00
$129.00
$108.00
$984.00

$679.00

4 PC. STANLEY (WHITE WITH NAT. TIP)

$479.00 '379
RUGS. CARPET & REMNANTS

1 Traditional Print

CLAYTON MARCUS SOFA
I (Brown) 2 Cashion Vinyl
HORIZONS LOVE SEAT

1459 70

319

1389.00

$229

S449.00

189

1 - (from Damask) 2 Pose Tradtemal

SOFA & CHAIR
(Slightly Damaged) H IC

BROWN VINYL SOFA

unoo

149

$24900

$179

1449.00

6349

158200

'349

1369.00

S239

$33900

199

649000

1 349

1 (Gold Vinyl) 2 Piece

SOFA BED
1. 2 Piece Sans
EARLY AMERICAN HERCULON
1_ 2 Piece (Plaid) Early ?mantas
CLAYTON MARCUS ..
• • ............
1_ 2 Piece P1011110 (Hercules)
EARLY AMERICAN...
1. 2 Piece (Black)
VINYL SPANISH SUITE

1-SHAG PLUSH Rein.(Rost) 1216'
111010
1 - 12X5' SHAG PLUSH Nylon (Geeen(GoW Tweed) . . . $105.00
1- 71149 SCULPTURED Nylon (slue Tweed)
$10740
1-6167 SHAG PLUSH Nylon (Pink, Grry Mule)
154.79
1-51X12 SCULPTURED Nylon (Gold Tweed)
$71.60
1-6111° PLUSH PILE Acrylic (Avocado G reen)
05.50
1-6111'SCULPTURED CARPET Nylon(Greed.. $41.00
1-4112 SCULPTURED ACYLIC
.$.1.145
1-4°X12 SHAG PLUSH Itylem(Yw.) ------$62.S

62r
61988
629'
'11"
'19n
621's
$558
$ 14'

1-floN 75 Sq. aft Spring Shinii

VINYL INLAID
1. Rol &Mange 32 Yds. Spain Shmyl Vinyl Sulaid
BROWN PLANK FLOOR ..

$6.95

s31Qno
5395

S6.95

(Sea spray Blue) Acrylic

1 2 Piece Nylon Print

EARLY AMERICAN SUITE
l• 2 Piece (Chestaut) Vinyl English Pub
LIVING ROOM SUITE

12X40° PLUSH PILE

(Golden Tan) Nylon

$6-95 YD.

s2no

$030

41,Q

$7.95

$3210 re

$8.95

13910 r5

12X30° SCULPTURED CARPET
(Orange Bisque) Nylon

12X16° SCULPTURED CARPET
(Bette) Acyclic

12X23° COMMERCIAL CARPET
(Meadow Frost Green) Nykm

$439.95

6319

12X86 SCULPTURED SHAG

$1015

s6lo

(Fawn Beige) Nylon

1 2 Piece Gam Nylon Fkxal

EARLY AMERICAN SUITE

$529.00

'429

$46900

319

1 2 Piece Brava Gold

VINYL SUITE
l• 2 Piece (Bed/Green)
. EARLY AMERICAN PLAID SUITE
-7:Biller or.. Corduroy Veber
WING BACK CHAIRS

349
'

Each $21600

169

1 • Velvet

LOUNGE CHAIR

$269.00

S169.

[itch 1259 00

6149

2 'Sherrill Floral

VELVET WING BACKS
2 Floralf4_. .174011W717?:41:Yttelk

340
Each $16900

179

1 McAfee Floral & Velvet

oo

114W. BROADWAY

1 X

HAG PLUSH

Dresser
Door Chest
Headboard .
.
Mite Stand
REGULAR PRICE..

="4 •-••

• • •-

SALE PRICE

•

$579.00
$449.00
$121.00
$178.00
$1327.00

$929.00
4 PC. OAK

Triple Dresser
Chest/Chest
Spindle Headboard
Nile Stand
REGULAR PRICE...........

$479.00
$319.00
$129.00
$149.00
. 1076.00

SALE PRICE
$799.00
4 PC ORIENTAL AMERICAN WALNUT
Triple Dresser
Armoire Chest
Headboard
Mite Stand
REGULAR PRICE

$399.95
$259.00
$149.00
$129.00
$936.95

OF

SALE PRICE
$619.00
4 PC. BASSETT FRENCH
Dresser
Chest
Head Board
Mite Stand
REGULAR PRICE

$289.00
$189.00
$119.00
$96.00
$693.013

SALE PRICE

$489.00

$10.95

BEDROOM REDUCTIONS
GIRLS YELLOW BEDROOM
Hutch Top Storage Chest
Hutch Top Desk
Bed (As Is)
Mite Stand
Chest
REGULAR PRICE

$109.00
$160.00
$165.00
86.00
$174.00
589.00

SALE PRICE..
$599.00
GIRLS WHITE FRENCH
Stand Mirror
$99.95
Chest on Chest
$209.00
LIngenne Chest
$209.00
Vanity
$177.50
491404)74.8101,00212"El-tVrillEi
Double Dresser
$169.00
Single Book Case
$109.00
Door Unit
$109.00

WE'RE OVERSTOCKED
I

Part of it; t ALL OF IT... Everythi

69.95
149.95
149.95
1 2935
10*
119.00
79.00
79.00

1

4 PC. PINE BEDROOM -

'Dresser
Chest on Chest

,V** TNiM.ItV1•.•16,.•Mt

4

SALE PRICE

SALE PRICE

VELVET CHAIR

1 (Olive Velvet) Loose PH°. Baca

WING BACK CHAIRS

$72.
$169.00
$753.00

1 -Stripe

'BROYHILL SOFA

WING BACKS

*79

$13900

1 Apncot

SHERRILL SOFA

•anley floral

Mite Stand
Cannon Ball Bed .
REGULAR PRICE

I. LTC)Fjpgat

--"'SHERRILL SOFA,
- Blue Velvet Loose PIM,sur
McAFEE SOFA

WING BACKS

199

2 Floral Quitted

SHERRILL SOFA

44x._

$

$339.00
. $172.50

elpin

•••••••........••••••••••

=,••
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CASH
OR
EASY
TERMS!

WILL10111111 DISPOSAL or
SURPLUS
INVOLVING THE ENTIRE AND COMPLETE STOCK OF THIS WELL ESTABLISHED
FIRM - THE CONTENTS OF BOTH STORE AND WARE HOUSE -EVERYTHING
WITHOUT RESERVE OR LIMIT BEING OFFERED AT DRASTIC PRICE
REDUCTIONS - IN A SERIOUS EFFORT TO SELL ODDS & ENDS, FLOOR
SAMPLES & BRAND NEW, FACTORY FRESH SURPLUS STOCKS AT ANY COST
AND IN THE SHORTEST TIME POSSIBLE' TELL YOUR FRIENDS!!

$150,000°° STOCK REDUCTION
YOU KNOW THE QUALITY AND FAMOUS NAME BRANDS OF FURNITURE WE CARRY
SO HURRY ON DOWN TO HAWKINS FURNITURE TOMMORROW!

FABULOUS FURNITURE IVIALUES
ONE OF A KIND ITEMS

BEDROOM SUITES

CLEARANCE OF DINETTES

5 Glare Oak

4 PC. MEDITERRANEAN STANLEY
Mite Stand
Head Board
Triple Dresser
Door Chest
REGULAR PRICE

END TABLES

$149.00
$169.00
$418.00
$308.00
$1044.00

1 Globe Oak (With Slate)

BUNCHING TABLE

-

CHAI RSI DE TABLE
DRUM COMMODES
END TABLES
POE TABLE .

'54"

HEX COMMODES

$103.95

'59"

Each $119.95

6 PC. APT. SIZE Table. 4 Chairs. China Cabinet
8 PC. STANLEY BAMBOO Table,6 Chairs 1 Chma Cabinet
8 PC. STANLEY MEDITERRANEAN PECAN
8 PC. BROYHILL WALNUT
8 PC. BASSETT FRENCH
7 PC. 42" RD. PECAN TABLE & 6 CHAIRS
8 PC. STANLEY

'59"

Each $119.95

1 Globe Country French

SOFA TABLE

$288.95

8149"

1 Globe Country

FRENCH END TABLE

$21995

8119"

1 Globe Bamboo

CIG TABLE

. $141.90

END TABLES

. Each $119.90

CURIO CABINET

$191.50

1143$

1 • (Lighted) By Alonn

$192.95

1139
T119

$161311

HEX COMMODE
COCKTAIL TABLES

. $159.50

7

GRANDMOTHER CLOCKS
GRANDMOTHER CLOCK kiwe
GRANDMOTHER CLOCK Cherry
PINE GRANDMOTHER CLOCK

$15990

7

$984.00
$1432.00
$1142.00
$56900
$67900
$26995
$157100

Serta Pedic 4 6

Each $16295

'589
'999"
859
389
'499
'199
1159

$199.95

899"

$319.00

189"

ODD Mismatch Twin Size

BOX SPRINGS
Limited Amount Full Sin
BOX SPRINGS....

$8995

'29"

$89.95

'39"

$239.90

. '129"

Full Sire King Col

MATTRESS & BOX SPRINGS
Queen Sire king Rol

. $299.95

$189*

King Size KingKon

...

$419.95

'299"

$439.00

'399
'399
'399
'349

83
Each $53 90

COCKTAIL TABLE

'27"

$129.00

'64"

LAMPS
1 - CAMBRIDGE TABLE LAMP
1-ROSELLE DECORATOR LAMP
1 - SILVER LEAF TABLE
1 - DECORATOR SWAG LIGHT
2 - SPANISH PRINTS
1-WOOD DUCK PLAQUE
1-MIRROR & TABLE SET
1 PR. ELECTRIC WALL LIGHTS .

Everything Entire and Complete! No Exceptions!

'83"

5249W

'139"-

1 Emilt Decorator

$195.00

$119
5990

$229.00

'116'

$22100

ORANGE TWEED CHAIR

-

1 - Clayton Marcus Green Tweed

EARLY AMERICAN CHAIR
1 (Black Vinyl)

SPANISH CHAIR

86483

$129.00

1 • (Rust Tweed With Pine Trim) Clayton Marcus

EARLY AMERICAN CHAIR

$209.00

8104
"

1169.00

881"

$12595

86.418

1 Stanley Rust Tweed Early Amencan

1 Globe Pine

HEX COMMODE

896u

$10495

1 Worth

HALL CONSOLE

8132"

$25900

1 lane Spanish Oak

CEDAR CHEST

$153.00

1 Globe

DESK

$271.95

SOLID CHERRY ORGAN DESK
$50.00
$57.95
$39.95
$39.00
$89.95
$29.95
$64.00
$132.00

329"
829"
'21"
'17"
2/1
817"
'33"
'79"

WALL CLOCKS BATTERY & SPRING DRIVEN
899"
714 SPRING CLOCK..._....___401.95
899"
722 SPRING CLOCK
.... 113195
8
578 BATTERY CLOCK
89"
--T117.95
849"
413 BATTERY CLOCK
871.50
MANTEL CLOCK
$93)0
'6900
.
CLOCK
555
879"
00
553 CLOCK
sno 50
$79
95
CHERRY MANTEL CLOCK ..
5129
"
CHERRY MANTEL CLOCK . L 1215 95
5 15900
f

PICTURES, MIRRORS, LAMPS
OFF
& ACCESSORIES
OTHER FAMOUS NAME BRAND BEDDING
DRASTICALLY REDUCED
FOR THIS SALE!!
.
......11••••••••••••...

SIIIISS

CLOSE-OUTS

SNACK TABLES

KED and IT'S GOT TO GO

1••=1.0.110.01.01

$59900

1 Globe Bamboo

I Set Serta PedK King Sue

MATTRESS & BOX SPRINGS

TRESTLE DESK
1 - (Queen Anne) Maddox CHERRY DESK

1 Broyhill Glass Top

$57900
I Maple I • Pine
Same Pryce

Sire

• $111/11

1 Broyhill Fart Amencan

8599o0
Moon Dial

1/911

1 Pecan

WALL CONSOLE

1 -Solid Cherry Martmonlle

MATTRESS & BOX SPRINGS

PEDESTAL CURIO ....

ROLL TOP DESK

CLOCKS

'60"

2 -Globe Bamboo Glass Too

$969.00

$319
-

SWIVEL ROCKER

1 Globe Bamboo

$594.00
$335.00
$435.00
$1364.00

CLEARANCE OF BEDDING

I

$159

Country French

DOOR COMMODE

MATTRESS & BOX SPRINGS
MATTRESS & BOX SPRINGS..

$1545

sista '119
mt.* '79
sone '349

3893i

$169.00

- Lighted Aloud

$217.25

872"

1 Globe Bamboo

(Solid Cherry)

RECORD CABINET . _

$206.75

2-Globe Bamboo

3 PC. DAVIS CABINET

F

429

5388

3- LEA Industnes

$749.00

SALE PRICE

. Each $105.95

1 - Lane French Provincial

CLOSE-OUTS

COCKTAIL TABLES

$429.00
$265.00
$309.00
$1003.00

Dresser
Poster Bed
Chest
REGULAR PRICE

89418

Each $114.95

Industnes

SALE PRICE
$679.00
3 PC. CHERRY BEDROOM

SALE PRICE

$11990

I - Globe Pecan

$367.00
$228.00
$115.00
$209.00
$919.00

Triple Dresser
Poster Bed .
Chest/Chest
REGULAR PRICE

S5918

2 Globe Pecan

SALE PRICE.
..4499.00
4 PC. CHERRY BEDROOM
Double Dresser
5 Drawer Chest
Mite Stand
Headboard
REGULAR PRICE

$65

3- Globe Pine

$139.00
$79.00
$219.00
. $209.00
$686.00

-

$131.90

I - Globe Oak

SALE PRICE
$769.00
4 PC. EARLY AMERICAN WHITE
Chest
Mite Stand
Canopy Bed
Double Dresser...
REGULAR PRICE.

HARDROCK MAPLE
42"_ROU ND TABLE (hero
48 ROUND TABLE (21....)
DROP LEAF EXTENSION (2 Woos)
42" ROUND DROP LEAF (21.eaves)
7 PC. PLANK TOP
5 PC. YELLOW WITH WHITE TOP
7 PC. AVOCADO
7 PC PECAN & BOWN METAL
7 PC. CORK TOP

'71"

Each $141.00

ONE OF A KIND ITEMS

--ftinnowiliihiojoakw-

$515.00

'139"
'379

2 Baby

SWINGS

Each $29.50

'15"

.869.95

'35"

1 Pecan Spanish

NITE STAND

FAN/
-COME IN AND REGISTER FOR A FREE

POSTURPEDIC MATTRESS
& BOX SPRINGS
A $291.90 VALUE

TA BE OVEN.AWAX.JAW:14RX
NOTHING TO BUY! YOU DO NOT HAVE TO BE
PRESENT TO WIN. WINNER WILL BE NOTIFIED!

MAYFIELD, KY.
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M &M
Sporting Goods

Fins .n feathers Presents

- He 641 S Murray Ny
sir." .

We offer you the most complete
Sporting Goods Department
in this area.

,
wools- toor,

-- Outdoor Lore

teiNwir

Butch Greer

All merchandise sold at

discount prices-

SPORTSMEN

Jim Fain
Motors

Look Around You I

Come by and see our
new stock of4 wheel
drive vehicles

Any Alen

Have you ever stopped to stop and look around to cornpare and see just what is
wonder if Kentucky is lagging
happening in our state. Sure,
behind all its surrounding sister
states in game and fish 'lots is written about saving
management programs? I habitat, but mostly all we've
have I can't seem to get all the seen so far is a new multiPhone 753-0632
9th a Slower,
facts though. I look around at million dollar fish hatchery that
Missouri, a state with not near resulted from our license funds
rs-a •scrTkasettoss
Irises
irrrni s
o•
as much to offer in game and who is to say that this achabitat but yet they are one of tually for the benefit of the
the most flourishing stares niaTdrity?- Side, It looks good
when it come to game but is it all worth the money
management pi Ogl dill.). they spent when thinking about usingmay be ten years ahead of our that money to buy more wildlife
state in their wild turkey refuges before the opportunity
management programs.A/state passes us by-There are many,
that only a few yeart ago was many-things to look at and dwell
Office Equipment
- almost barren of wild turkey upon until we..lyve some anDesks, Chairs, Filing Cabinets
flocks is now named the top swers. Perhaps someone needs
turkey hunting state by the top to stir up a little political mud in
'New Portable Typewriters*
wild turkey expert in the nation, our wildlife resources agency.
Royal and SCM
who is-also the _chairman oLthe Perhaps we need to get politics
technical committee of the N. out of our game and fish
W. T. F., Wayne Bailey. commission. Perhaps Kentucky
Jack Benton, Owner
Main at 4th St.
Missouri deer and waterfowl needs a house cleaning as our
programs also appear to be neighboring state Tennessee
vvvvvv
116 5 0 0 0
Aims
•r1r5
leaps and bounds ahead of us as just had a year or so ago.
is all other surrounding states
At the last Leage of Kentucky
programs..
Tennessee has almost twice Sportsmen's meeting the
wildlife question arose, "Why doesn't
the number of
management areas and their the League have any great
license revenue is near that of numbers of members or supKentucky. I am told. It makes porters anymore?" I can give
one wonder what's happening you a pretty good idea. In my
up there in the big building in opinion the League is lagging
Frankfort? Are they setting on behind, it is too afraid of hurtheir behinds as previous ting someones feelings. It won't
managers have done? T.-ue, we takes permanent stand and the
have management areas and sportsman simply say, "what's
753-3134
Chestnut
A1301
are damn lucky to have them. the use in joining something
Time and time again Kentucky that won't do us any good_
has had the opportunity to buy anyway?"
more land for management
Perhaps the League of
areas but have lagged behind Kentucky sportsmen could be
2 ML — 94 East
of
muck
up to date and be the
brought
and bogged down in the
red tape that is so typical. True, voice of the sportsman once
again some new areas have again. I feel this can only be
Sporting Goods
Fishing Tackle
been added in recent years. But done with competent, entake a look at our management thusiastic leadership. The
areas' as compared to other leaders must have some basic
wildlife
of
states, then take a look at what knowledge
Retail
we the sportsmen of Kentucky management procedures and
have in comparison to tilebe possibly some training and
MINNOWS
other states. Take a long look at background in the same. The
We offer you the freshest bait
what Illinois has to offer, then League needs new blood and
Missouri, Tennessee and new members for represenmoney can buy—oirect from the
Virginia. Do we come close to tation. It needs to stir up the
nest to you.
comparing? Are our biologist on mud and get these sportsmen
the ball as other states aware that they have a voice
biologists? Are the sportsmen of and are not dictated to by the
Kentucky well represented? Do seiected few that pretend to
Fred Gardner, owner Larry Seward, mgr.
the sportsmen have a real represent the sportsman. The
voice? These are questions the League needs new blood; this in
Kentucky outdoorsman needs to turn would or could stir up and
educate the sportsmen to his
be asking.
//
FOR THE ALL AROUND
One well known writer of a power of voice; through unity.
leading newspaper in Kentucky Kentucky sportsmen, we're
SPORTSMAN
takes special pains every year lagging behind other states,
\ to phrase our department of fish Simply taking a smooth ride,
New Stock Firearms ) and wildlife. I'm sure his let's take a jump; look, listen
friends in the capital appreciate and learn, then take a step for
it but it's high time the sport- the future of the Kentucky
ng - Reloading - Archery
smen of Kentucky took time to sportsman.

One For You

TWIN LAKES OFFICE PRODUCTS
Fir Gift Items for the Executive
or the Boss

Twm Lakes Office Products

w.r TABERS BODY
SHOP INC.

-24 Hr. Wrecker Service-

Murray
BAIT COMPANY

753-5693

:-----;--_______7

6

(

6

1 iwr--rita \t,L,? Fi•shi•ng
1,-

r

And Hunting Equipment

/2

MURRAY HOME & AUTO

/

Chestnut Street 1

/Phone 753-M71
-,--

Vernon , Inc.ceps?...-..
7

as

Hunter's and Fisherman's
Special
S. K.. fem.. Ilwle /4 Wier Itoot wol rw•i•• y•or Fiff ebsic• 04 iS.'15 retool
Fisk Fast Live,5 Or •Olsodts •t $5.15 milli
• '
,
. 111116.11==M

a

llialkilk

Mark Bucy, Joe Gettrin & Terry Vat-borough display a limit of
'ducks taken on.KenttAy Lake last week.

Olympic Plaza

I
:

'urray'Mu'o

•
•
•

.

S----

Mart

•

,-- Low Price

•

Bestitricrrirrtarrn
ruPrchunid$

_ v Prompt Service
:
Murray, Ky.

605 Maple

753-4424

•

00000
.
00
40000,00000.000.
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Eddie Clees

N.1.-riliff

Storey's

Furniture

•
•
All Cars And Trucks
All Parts ForParts

•
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Lead Industry Voices Position
On Non-Toxic Shot

r‘b 25t.c

--T.:-.22T---:—.

•

Impact Statement regarding million waterfowl, far surthe dosing of ducks on ditferent passing the estimated one
million in losses due to lead
diets with lead shot!
"It can be seen that food in poisoning.
The lead industry, in addition
the form of commercially
prepared duck ration reduces to producing and testing leadthe amount of lead absorbed iron shot, is also studying leadand deposited in the bones. This magnesium, lead-calcium, and
reduction is so pronounced that other lead alloys as possible
the number of shot dosed is alternative shot materials. A
much less important than the number of different lead alloys
diet." Other factors that can have been produced and are
account for differences in lead now in the evaluation process.
content of wing bone between Work by Dow Chemical CornBilly Green, Kays MeChriatlan, Darryl Hill, Richard Eldridge
include
(1) pany indicates that leadflyways
and Jimmy Schroeder, proudly display 23 rabbits they took over
representativeness of samples, rnagensium alloys do break
the holidays In Trigg County,
( 2 I amount of lead shot down in water, contrary to the
available, (3) type of bottom information contained in the
material in the water body,(4) Environmental Impact
percentage of birds ingesting Statement. Research indicates
shot. It is factors such as these, thbt a high calcium diet
not other lead sources, that decreases the absorption and
affect the amount of lead toxic effects of lead. Hazard
The
Industries
I.ead
. _sources other than lead shot. deposited in bones and account evaluations of various lead
between alloys Used in experimental shot
KsSociation
differences
Neither preinise will stand for
agreement with the purposes of
the light of scientific analysis. flyways, between states within are presently being conducted.
the- proposed Department of
-The ofing--bor* data -provide flyways,- and between hunting-- --- Although the 'proposed- rules
Interior regulations to reduce
very little information on the areas within states. It is in- provide a mechanism for apneedless mortality of water- question of severity and conceivable that any source of proval of other shot materials, a
fowl. But we do not believe that
environmental lead could'--requirement to use of steel shot
magnitude because:
substitution of steel for lead
1. The data cannot be contribute to the absorption of at this time will undoubtedly
will
shotgun ammunition
related to the actual number of lead by waterfowl to the reduce interest in research on
achieve this end.
magnitude of lead pellets from superior alternative materials.
lead pellets ingested.
Reiter forms of shot now
A requirement to use steel
2. The data cannot be spent shot. There is no
under development promise to
related to effects on waterfowl. justifiable basis for ex- shot also would make it very
provide aznore rational solution
if not virtually im3. The data provide no in- trapolating-the data for lead irr
support possible, to obtain approval for
to
to the problem and the proposed
bones
formation on whether exposure wing
regulations should be held in
speculation about the con- any other material. The
was acute or chronic.
obeyance until these superior
4. The data provide no in- tribution of ther lead sources. proposed procedure for apalternatives have been fully
formation on other factors New Shot Under Development proving "non-toxic shot" adSteel shot is considered by the dresses only the -question of
evaluated.
which affect the degree of
It has been documented that
hazard of lead shot such as diet, Department of Interior to be the toxicity and does not appear to
some waterfowl are poisoned
amount of shot available and only alternative at this time. consider the crippling potential,
through the ingestion of lead
the type and firmness of bottom However, it is our opinion that a factor which may be equally
shot. However, the Magnitude
questions about the adverse as important.
material.
and severity of lead poisoning
The proposed rules allow the
The inadequacy of the wing effects of steel shot on increased
among waterfowl is a matter of
data evidently was recognized crippling of waterfowl should be Director of the Department of
considerable debate. The
by the Department of Interior resolved before the proposed Interior only 180 days for
widely varying figures quoted
when it sought some measure of _ regulations are put into effect. reaching a decision after
in discussions of the waterfowl severity and magnitude by
Other questions which have receipt of an application for
poisoning problem indicate a
relating it to the incidence of not been adequately evaluated approval of a shot material.
lack f accurate information on
pellets in the gizzards of in the Environmental Impact This time period is much too
which to base the regulations
mallards shot in some states Statement include gun barrel short to make a complete
proposed by the Department of approximately 115 years earlier. damage and possible injury to evaluation and most, if not all,
Interior.
The relationship would have hunters from catastrophic applications will probably be
Compared with the normal
been of interest if both failure or ricochet of the lighter rejected.
characteristic fluctuations, of
Neither the Environmental
measurements had been made steel shot. It is relatively cerwaterfowl numbers, which can on the same bird. As it stands tain that changes will occur in Impact Statement nor the
the chokes of most guns which proposed rules define "nonrun as high as 50 per cent or the data are meaningless.
more over a 10-year period, the
toxic" shot. However, a clear
An evaluation of the lead use steel shot.
Current research activity definition of "non-toxic" by the
losses due to lead poisoning are levels reported for mallards
small and exceeding difficult to and pintails I see Table 1 could provide a better solution Department of Interior is
measure in any scientifically
provides another indication of to the existing problem of needed as a guide in research
valid fashion.
the inadequacy of the wing bone waterfowl poisoning. The use of and development efforts. The
a lead-iron shot, which has been concept of a non-toxic agent is a
Nevertheless, if a suitable data.
substitute which eliminates_ the
For adult mallards the under' study by Canandian fallacy. Any chemical agent
loss of waterfowl due to median lead level in the wing Wildlife Service as a substitute given in large enough quantity,
ingestion of lead shot and at the bone in the Pacific Flyway was for lead shot looks very by the appropriate route of
A
same time does not produce 1.79 times the level reported for promising.
spherical administration and in the
other adverse effects, can be the Central Flyway. However, agglomeration process com- proper' physical form, will
developed, then pure lead shot for the adult pintail in the level bining lead and iron powders produce an unwanted effect.
should be replaced. Such Pacific Flyway was only 0.65 produces shot which retains the Although the reference to nonunder times the level reported in the advantages of lead shot, such as toxic shot undoubtedly refers to
are
alternatives
development and hold great Central Flyway. The same softness to preclude barrel a "low toxic hazard" for
good
promise.
Icgl waterfowl this factor needs
o:
trend is observed for the im- damage, inertness, an be
It must be realized that there mature mallards and pintails; ballisticproperties, while
clarification.
are trade-offs involved in the the median lead level reported relatively non-toxic. The EnA Better Answer
proposed substitution of steel for immature mallards in the vironmental Impact Statement
We recommend that the
for lead shot and that these Pacific Flyway was three times of the Department of Interior proposed rules by postponed
trade-offs have not been that reported for the Central acknowtedges that test results until lead-iron shot, which
adequately evaluated in the Flyway, while the level in the indicate this type of shot "must everyone seems to agree offers
Impact Pacific Flyway in the immature be considered as a possible a better solution to the waterEnvironmental
Statement issued by the pintail was only 0.88 times that alternative to steel shot."
fowl mortality problem, can be
Mr. Nolan Perrett, of the fully evaluated. The DepartDepartment of Interior.
in the Central Flyway.
available
Candadian Wildlife Service, in a ment of Interior has suggested
A review of the
TABLE 1
ongoing
of
information,
Ratio of Median Lead Levels paper presented at the Annual lead-iron as an alternative to
Department
the
of
research and
in Pacific Flywqa-Central Meeting of the International steel shot, which is only today
of Interior's Environmental Flyway: Adults -"" Mallards Association of Game, Fish and being proposed as an alterImpact Statement indicates 1.79; Pintails 0.65. Immature - Conservation Commissioners in native for lead shot. It would
1973, made reference to a seem much more appropriate to
that the proposed substitution of Mallards 3.0; Pintails OWL
steel for lead shot could actually
These data show there are mixture of iron and lead shot in postpone action on the band of
increase waterfowl mortality differences between flyways in this statement: "We believe lead shot and complete the
through a substantial rise in the amount of lead in wing that we now have a solution to evaluation of lead-iron and
crippling caused by steel shot. bones and indicate that these the problem of lead poisoning in other lead-alloys as possible
alternatives to lead shot. A
Impact Statement Faults
are
differences
species waterfowl."
There are a number of dependent. Such . species
Further development and
postponement would avert a
problem areas in the En- dependent differences would testing of the lead-iron shot we large and needless capital invironmental Impact Statement not occur if the only factor or believe will show thiik shot to be
veltment in the manufacturing
that are being used to justify the most significant factor is the superior to steel shot. The of steel shot which would be lost
regulations. We will discuss two amount of lead shot or en- ballistic properties of lead-iron
if a lead-iron shot or other nonshot, due to greater density as toxic shot superior to steel is
of the most significant.
vironmental lead available.
First, the Department of
developed in the very near
If a flyway has the greatest compared to steel shot, should
Interior has relied heavily on density of, lead shot, then the decrease the possiqilities of - future. .
the determination of the lead lead absorption (lead in wing increased cripplin losses - If the Department considers
content of wing bones of ducks bones should be greatest in the which now exist for steel shot. Immediate action to be
collected during the 1972 and flyway for all species if, indeed, The Nibo Farms study showed
necessary, we would recommend that steel shot be required
1973 hunting seasons as a the major factor is the amount crippling to be much greater
only in specific areas where
mea,sure of the magnitude and of lead present. The data on with steel shot than with lead
lead poisoning of waterfowl is a
severity 61. the lead poisoning in lead in wing bones demonstrate shot at distances in the 40-70
known problem. This approach
the importance of other "fac- yard range. 'Total annual
would minimize the .possibility
Second,the Impact Statement tors," not other lead sources. crippling losses due to subof increased crippling from
contends that in some instances One such factor is highlighted in stitution of steel shot for lead
atis
steel shot and poisoning losses
the following statement con- shot were estimated from data
the lead in wing bones
from the use of lead shot.
tributable to environmental tained in the Environmental of the Nibo Study at three

)
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Jerry Allen

OUTDOOR LORE is a weekly column dedicated to the hunters, fishermen and others who enjoy the rewards of the out of doors

West Side
Court Square
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Check Big K For „

Guns
Remington-Browning
Winchester

Shells

Radiator Repair

Remington-Federal
Winchester

i
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Hunting & Fishing License

,

Camping Equipment
Fishing Equipment
Archery Equipment

Transmission Service
Tune-ups
Front End Service
Complete Auto Repair

Gerrald Boyd, Owner

753-1751

209 7th, Murray, Ky.

wy. 94 East

.753-8786

,

*Soles
*Service
*Parts
*Tune-up While The
Fishing is Slow
Hwy. 9*

Nem.Ky.

By Hoop Bre* Jr.

On Sunday,December 29th, at
1:00 p.m. The TWIN LAKES
FOUR WHEELERS, INC. met
and hosted a four wheel drive
run involving twenty six
vehicles from four counties.
Seventy-one people attended.
The afternoon was warm,
humid, and wet when the four
wheel-deiverigs started roiling
into the Cain and Tress parking

,..•§10100114...

'
Jr

4- -_

seven feet wide, twenty feet
long, and weighs six thousand
pounds or so. After about an
hour most of the vehicles had
reached Checkpoint 2. It did
require some winching to get
some of them through. One
Ford pickup was sporting a new
crease about four feet long
m. stile anct-a-Dodge hada new style rear quarter panel.
kk.The_ assortment talked out -Ibe run proceeded backugs the
to be nine Jeep CJ5's, four Ford main •"trail" to Checkpoint 3.
four wheel drive pickups, three This spot has come to be known
Gerrald Boyd holds the antler of the 140 lb. 6 pt. whitetail buck
Jeep four wheel drive trucks, as "Brooks bathtub" ever since,
he took In Tennessee. He took the deer at 65 yards with a 276 - three Dodge Powerwagons your notable reporter managed
Winchester.
four wheel drive turcksl, two to drown out his trusty old C.I5
Chevrolet four wheel drive right in the middle of it. It's
trucks, two Ford Broncos, a really only an old pond about
Chevrolet Blazer, a Dodge thirty feet wide and two or three
ttaincllArKer....AFKL..a.,Lettflatei, feeLdeep in_the pliddle_After
Also Rugged Seiko
Channel 13 was picked to be the Sunday it was renamed the
Watches For all Outdoorsmen
official voice on the CB radios "Brooks & Galloway bathtub".
for the day. The procession The trail proceeded three
Turkey Hunting Dates Set for miles of the northern portion of traveled down Chestnut Street,
1145. 5th
Murray, Ky.
hundred feet uphill, very slick.
753-1440
Land Between The Lakes— The Trace is 95 percent com- around Industrial road,
and very muddy, with a huge ditch
Turkey hunting will be per- plete, with total completion headed east on Highway
94. directly in the middle. Two
mitted in land Between The expected in the spring of 1975. After taking a right
on Pot- women took the wheel and
Lakes again this year with the The
administration
new
same number of days as last building located at the inyear. Hunting will be permitted tersection of Gatehouse Road
April 17, 18, 19, 24, 25, 26, and and The Trace is also 95 percent
May 1.2, and 3. Only one turkey complete. The 1.1 mile new
gobbler per hunter per season Brandon Spring entrance road,
will be permitted. Special located_approximately .mile
permits will be issued in March. south of the old entrance, is
Small Game Hunting Con- open for public use while work
* Calloway High * Murray High * Murray State
tinues Through February 20-- on the new information and
The small game season in Land entrance station at the norBetween The Lakes will con- thern end of Land Between The
tinue through February 20. Lakes is approximately 40
Quail, fox, and rabbit hunting percent done.
205 So. 5th
753-440
will be permitted through the
North Information Station
20th, while raccoon and Closed—The North Information
r!
,-egiettrsiii0*,freiske
opossum hunting will be Station, temporarily located
allowed on January 3, 4, 10, 11, near the entrance to Nickell
HUNTERS-FISHERMEN:
17, 18, 24, 25, and 31.
Branch on The Trace, will be
Construction Continues at closed until further notice.
Get
To Where The Action Is!
Land Between The Lakes— Hunters may get small game
. Various construction projects permits at the Golden Pond
proceeded
to
drive up the
tertown road the group reforcontinue in land Between The Information Station located on
med in the Wildcat Creek area. challenging obstacle. There
Lakes. Construction WI the 7:1 U. S. Highway 68. --- •- - Drivers got out and locked In were a tot of men who did worseMotors
the front hubs, pushed in the before it was over.The caravan
outside mirrors, and got ready. proceeded onto Checkpoint 4 at
The run started up an old road, the gravel pit. There were
heavily rutted, sloped to one several waterholes along the
side, with mud about four in- way and one person poured_
ches deep and water standing nearly two gallons of water out
806
everywhere. The caravan spun, of his air cleaner slightly after
By litony Wiliam Drew
tColdwater
Rd
i
753-6448
he
drowned
out.
Hooks
slid, and lunged its way to the
top and proceeded on down the established a seesaw with his
Dealeriat,
Motors
American
e
,
fr'404t,
trail to Checkpoint 1. Here.a Blazer on top of a large pile of
to practice thirty minutes at a and next seasons trophy may right turn led the group onto a gravel. All four wheels were
time. Shoot at targets of deer frequent the same area where motorcycle trail laid out clear after he did a real good job
and become familiar with deer you find this years discarded through the woods. Here is of getting it high centered. Ten
finally
fellows
anatomy. Shooting the bow all antlers. Go to- the woods with where several folks soon came friendly
year will do wonders for your your topographical map and to know what rough offroad managed to push it off after it
skill with our primitive weapon. scout likely areas, talk to people driving is all about. An offroad had been recorded on film for
the record. Checkpoint 5 was
weapon.
who may have hunted these trail bike is less than three feet
Knowledge of the game to be areas, and become familiar Wide, about five of six feet long, the mud flats and here
hunted will help a great deal, with the deer population and its and weighs somewhere between everybody had a lot of 'fun.
Our New Gun Department
when added to the shooting movement. Now is a great time a hundred and two hundred IkTribody even got stuck.
Now Open!
pounds. They are ridden over Darkness was approaching
skills required. Bowhunters to increase your
knowledge of
often start with a good the White-tailed deer's habits trails which are cut about five along with a light rain so after
All Makes Of Guns
or six feet wide through the saying good-bye to each other a
reference work such as The and habitat.
woods and up and down hills, very muddy bunch of fourDeer of North America, by
We'll Trade For Anything!
etc. A four wheel drive pickup is wheelers headed home.
Taylor. The bowhunter who
^
If you were amount the
knows what deer are likely to
eat or where they are likely to ninety-five efercent of the
bed down is one step closer to bowliunters who didn't score,
success and a freezer full of take heart. Many bowhunters
hunt ror years before making
choice venison.
The white-tailed deer is a that all important first kill.
creature of habit as is the Bowilunting demands that you
bowhunter who is hunting him. invest time and effort in crder
The deer's habits can be his to be successful. Good lut k may
undoing if the bovidiunter makes be a factor fur smile boultunters
, use of this valuable knowledge. but most of us know that a..
The time you spent this Winter.1 bowhunter makes his Men goodstudying Aleer habits may well - luck. Shooting skills, knowledge
be the ingredient which spells of the game being hunted, and
pre-season scouting of the area
success next season.
January is a good time to go where deer live make a good
Takes You To where The Action Is
to the woods and scout for next foundation on which to build
next
season.
hunting
years
years trophy while the woods
are bare. Deer sign is easy to
753-1372
301 S. 4th
Murray, Ky.
spot now. Deer are shedding
Good
luck
and
good
their antlers i or soon will he) bouhunting'

Lindsey's Jewelers

_ Compact_Wallet

Cattle owner A. M. Wray (right) displays what is suspected to
be a young timber wolf which Wray killed Friday afternoon
in his pasture in West Paducah. Wray and other area cattle
owners said five or six calves were reported missing_in the
last week, but the losses were blamed on roaming packs of
wild dogs. Wray said he was investigating a disturbance in
his pasture when he shot the animal. Conservation Officer
Joe Alexander said the actual species of the canine could
not be determined until a study of its skull structure could
be undertaken.
Photo by Richard Halicks
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Basketball Shoes, Basketballs,
Footballs
Sport Jackets

George Hodge & Son,
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Fresh Catfish
Supplies For The
Outdoorsman And
Fishermen

Wayne Darnell
Outboard Marine
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East-Y Grocery
& Fish Market

Sholar's
Auto Repair

Hugh Massey & Jerry McConnel, owners of M & M Sporting
Goods, display limits of waterfowl taken on Kentucky Lake this
past week.

jeep

Put You There!

Cain & Treas

Bowbunter's Bag

Motor Sales

1

REFLECTIONS
Bowhunting is a demanding
sport which requires the individual to put in quite a bit of
time in order to gain the skills
necessary to be successful in
the field. This time is spent in
learning tot, shoot the bow and
arrow, 2. learning the habits of
the game which is to be hunted,
and 3. pre-season study of the
area where the game lives. For
those who got their program
together, the result was a
successful hunt and the
pleasant memories that go
along with success. Most of the
area bowhunters didn't quite
miake the grade. Many will
attribute their lack of success to
bad luck. Most will realize that
they didaLinvest enough time
in one or more areas of the
sport. The success or failure of
next season's hunt may well
depend on recognitioo of the
mistakes that we made this
'season arid our attempts to
correct them.
Most bowliunters suffer
because they don't do enough
pre-season practice with the
equipment that they plan to use
in the field. In plain language,
they just can't shoot well
enough to hit a deer and make a

good
clean
kill.
Many
bowhunters can't make a good
hit on a target at twenty yards
or less!
Equipment problems can
make accuracy as hard to come
by as a three dollar bill. The
bowhunter owes it to himself to
be sure his equipment is
balanced. This means that bow
and arrows are matched to one
another and all the accessories
used are blended into an efficient weapon. Many hours of
actual shooting will develope
the poise and physical strength
that is required to make the
good clean kill which- we all
desire.
Most bowhunters in this area
are treestand hunters. This fact
den la nds-thatnyone planning
to hunt froni a treestand must
practice shooting from a
treestand. Treestand shooting
causes most, people to shoot
their arrows high and over the
intended target. Practice from
a tfeestand allows the hunter to
develope the necessaS-y hunting
technique that is required when
shooting down ( at a downward
anglei at game animals.
Now is a good time to begin
practicing at least three times
each week for next season. Try

j
4.0
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All Calibers

and Shotguns

p.m_Rifles

—Smith & Wesson Holsters and Leather
ancis Prbs•••Fulltine—A mm unstion
at WHOLESALE PRICES

Contort.. GERRALD

BOYD

International Trucks
International Scout
Four wheel Drive

419-2411 After 6:00

"Prompt, Efficient Service Is
Our Major business'Prescription Core hilly 8
ili.lizerAccurately Fine

Wash 100
With Fill7up
•

753-1933
—"ttrcalTd ATITAllacrAvertue

Agolb '140.40111
'

Dennison-Hunt
-sporting Goods

A,stroi.Cm.Wash.,

r

Smith & Wesson Hand Guns,
▪

Taylor Motors

-'11111110-4,44,§400—•

KENTUCK
sti**61
-

WARD-ELK INS

1102 Chestnut

Hot Wax
s 00

free Vacuum
with Purchase

.30

•

1203 Chestnut

Zoii

Ph. 7534844
Christmas Specie'

30% off MI Archery Equipment it Accessories
Marmon Ihinter

Bows R.I. 67.00 $399S
Murray, Ky.

Full Line_ Buck Knives
Hermon Boots Insulated It non insulated
1-N
is
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Auto Industry Ends Worst
Year In More Than A Decade
, DETROIT i API - The na- last year was 2,205,245, down 12
Bon's auto makers have closed per cent from the 1973 total of
'
the -books on their most tu- 2,495,853.
multuous year since World War
Chrysler built only 15,222 cars
II and opened 1975 with an- in December,an 85 per cent denouncements of new production cline from the 103,217 built in
cutbacks and hints of more to December 1973. For the year.
come.
Chrysler's output was 1,198,241,
They also have confirmed in- off 23 per cent from 1973's
-*pendent industry estimates 1,556,377.
that new car output in 1974
American Motors reported
sank to its lowest level for a output in December at 18,760,
nonstrike year in more than a off 20 per cent from 1973's
decade.
22,481. Production declined one
Additional bad news is ex- per cent for the year, 351,378 to
pected to come Monday when 355,855 in 1973.
the industry reports its yearThe most hard-pressed of the
end sales totals. Deliveries companies, Chrysler Corp., ansince September have trailed nounced Thursday it was shutyear-before levels by 30 per ting three plants for at least a
cent.
week, beginning Monday, and
Another sales drop in Decem- eliminating second shifts at two
ber, as anticipated, would trig- of those facilities when they reger a new round of production open. One of the shift elirninacutbacks and layoffs.
tions was announced preU.S. passenger car produc- viously.
tion in 1974 stood at 7,340,373
The new shutdowns will force
- units, a 24 per cent drop from a the layoff of 10,800 hourly workrecord 9,660,819 in 1973.
ers, 2,600 of them for indefinite
It was the lowest output since periods. About 50,000 of Chrys1962, with the exception of 1970, ler's 117,000 hourly workers
- --wherr &merit' Motors -was hit have now beengiven open-endby a 67-day national strike.
ed furloughs.
DeeProher_ production_ was
Company- spokesmen- hinted 357,429 units, off 31 per cent at further cutbacks, but defrom 517,955 in December 1973 clined to disclose production
when production and sales had schedules beyond those for next
Just begun to tumble in re- week.
sponse to effects of the energy
A Chrysler spokesman also
crisis.
confirmed Thursday for the
December
production
in
GM
first time that approximately
1974 was 215,423, down 17 per 20,000 of the company's 39,000
cent frOni b9.273.in_DeCember_. white -collar workees--will-he
1973. Production for 1974 stood laid off sometime this month.
at 3,585,509, a 32 per cent de- He said he was among those
cline from the 1973 total of handed pink slips.
5,252,734.
Ford Motor Co. also anFord's production for Decem- nounced new production cutber 1974 was 108,024, off 18 per backs .Thursday, saying recent from December 1973's duced operations at two Mich131,984. Total production for igan trim plants will result in

Two Pounds, Two Ounces At Birth,
Two-Year-Old Boy Now Near Normal

Over 60.000 people are expected to watch the four nights of
exciting competition during the National Farm Machinery
Shows Tractor Pull in Louisville at the Kentucky Fair and
Exposition Center February 12-15 Drivers will be competing
for their share in big prize money and trophies.

Hospital Rate
Hike Approved
In Elizabethtown
Ky..
ELIZABETHTOWN,
API - Hardin Memorial Hospital can boost its room
charges $12 a day in a rate increase approved by Blue CrossBlue Shield of Kentucky.
With the rate boost, charges
for semi-private rooms will
range from $54.50 to $56 a day
and for private rooms from $59
Dennis Hall,Hall, hospital administrator, said the increase was
approved on the condition that
the hospital, which is beginning
a coat-control program, review
its revenues and expenses in
three months.
"They're very concerned
_abouL___our increases in
penses," Hall said.
The hospital budget went
from a 2131,000 surplus to a
$136,794 deficit in 9 matter of
months last year, Hall said.
The hospital estimates that rate
increases will add $756,500 in
revenue,

More than 100,000 people are expected to view the 1975
Tenth AnnuatNational Farm Machinery Show.February 12-15
at the Kentucky Fair and Exposition Center in Louisville Over
350 manufacturers and suppliers from over 30 states, not to
exclude Canada and England, will show the latest Farm
Machinery and techniques in the eleven and a half acre indoor
showroom.

Frankfort Is
Hardest Hit By
Flu Epidemic

oplAP eG304p

REMOVE YOUR CAR
BEFORE COMING
INTO MY
HOUSE

FRANKFORT, Ky. 1AP) Kentue,,Itians suffering from the
flu are most numerous around
the capital city, with more than
1,000 cases reported in Franklin
County and no heavy outbreaks
elsewhere, the state Jiealth
Services Bureau reports.
The bureau's mail, and telephone checks to different counties, have turned up a "very insignificant" number of flu
cases, said, Dr. C. Hernandez,
direct-or - Of The liiireaurs Preventive Services division.
"Statewide, so far, counties
are not experiencing what
Franklin County appears to
be," Hernandez said Thursday.
The Franklin County Health
Department asked county and
Frankfort city schools to remain closed until Monday rather than reopen Thursday after
the holidays as scheduled.
Elsewhere, however, the
state Education Department reported no school closings or delayed reopenings due to flu.
Hernandez said the type of
flu being experienced has not
been identified. He said the departrnent will try to obtain
specimens to isolate the virus.
Meanwhile, he said, the state
has provided 25,000 doses of flu
vaccine to most county health
departments. "We will have to
wait and see what happens," he
said.

BECAUSE IT'S
POLITE To
TAKE OFF YOUR
CAP BEFORE
COMING INTO
A HOUSE?

WOULOYOU Mir90 CATCHING
Ih4 YOUR
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Crossword Puzzler

LOOK AT THIS,Jon& !
WALL oe,Aw moo ,.. BY

THE PHANTOM

CAVE MEN .,.AMAZiN

ACROSS
DOWN
1 Free ticket
1 Solt food
2 Exchange
4 Time gone
Prenwm
by
3 Difilement
8 Greek letter
4 Out of date
12 Time gone
5 In rnusic. high
by
8 Hamieniy
1-3 Swiping
body
voice
7 PItch
14 Regretted
8 Turkish
15 Yellow
ocher
decree
9 Possessive
16 Norms
pronoun
18 Shoe bot10 Man.
tans
nickname
20 Peruse
21 Southwestern 11 Paid notices
17 Tolle of
mourns
Correnernors
respect
23
113 Gul •ruene
live disk
22 Boa
27 Unit a
electrical
24 Decide
measure25 The sweet-
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7
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7
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_
przARE
L1ALLY
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29 Peel
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Mid-Continent To Offer
Courses Just For Women
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'Perinatal Hotline'_

Officers Elected
For Temple Hill
Lodge No. 276

3

36

The baby was rushed to the
intensive care unit and put into
an incubator.
A spokeswoman for the hospital said Michael was delivered
by a second-year resident who
"no longer is with us."
Crisis followed crisis and several times the McFarlands
were told that Mike might not
make it. But, three months
after he was born, Mike was
sent home.
Today Mike, who is 33'2
inches tall and weighs 31
pounds, gets physical therapy
once a week to develop motor
coordination in his left hand,
which has not yet gained its
full strength.
McFarland is a vice president of a Salt Lake City advertising agency. Mrs. McFarland,
31, has an 8-year-old girl from
a previous marriage, and
McFarland has two daughters,
16 and 20, also from a previous
marriage.

Murray Lodge 105
Elects Officers
For This Year

'Ammo mob fmelii
won" 50S OMUI
wmauma MMRMWO

4

3

there had been a baby and to
hear it had died. They told me,
though, that the baby had not
had time enough to develop,
and its lungs had not grown
enough to support it.
"I went back into the hall
again and tried to call my
wife's parents and my mother
to tell them that the baby had
died. I was standing in the hall
outside the delivery room for
about half an hour.
"A nurse later told me she
had tried to go into the delivery
room and get the baby to take
it to the morgue. She said she
didn't have the heart to do that
with me standing right there,
so she waited."
An orderly went into the delivery room to clean up, heard
a noise and saw a movement
under a sheet on a table.
"When the orderly taw the
movement and lifted the sheet,
he was amazed to find a baby
there," McFarland said.

could
not
prolong
it,"
—IVOR
tl°mIne4chil-1:1-EStabliShed
McFarland said. "I
was
Babies in the western half of Louisville General Hospital.
amazed and shocked to hear
Kentucky and Southern Indiana However there are many
babies
will now have a better chance at and mothers who do not
receive
life, if complications develop the specialized care
they need."
before, during,or at birth due to
The main reason is simple:
the newly established Perinatal
Coordinating Center and 24- lack of immediate awareness
hour "Perinatal Hotline", at the and employment of the
University of Louisville School specialized services available
to detect and treat high risk
Murray Lodge No, 105 Free of Medicine's Department of
pregnancies. And lack of
and Accepted Masdris held the Obstetrics and Gynecology.
of
particular
Located at the Perinatal knowledge
annual election of officers for
Medical Center in Louisville treatment modalities available
the year of 1975.
They are Hollie A. Alderdice, General Hospital, the new here aimed at assisting an ill
worshipful master; Joe F. service will be available for newborn reach a state, where
Lasater, senior warden; Pete education, referrals, coor- he can maintain life on his
of
treatment,
Farley, junior warden; Ila E. dination
services
Douglass, treasurer; Buel E. emergency
and
"It is our hope," Queenan
Stalls, secretary; Cecil Lovett, professional advice. Pr
unary emphasizes, "that through this
senior deacon; Carl Miller, users of the facility are ex- widespread effort we can
junior deacon; Walter King, pected to be private physicians, decrease the number of infant
senior steward; Dwain Bell, public health nurses, hospital, deaths and the amount of unjunior steward; Howard Mc- and Department of Health necessary illness by making
Neely, chaplain; Jimmy Bucy, clinics.
available to women who may
"A major dichotomy of have high risk pregnancies and
marshall; and Joe Pat Farley,
perinatal medical care exists in to their babies the specialized
tiler.
Murray Lodge No. 105 meets Louisville, Southern Indiana care they need before, during,
on the first and third Mondays and Western Kentucky," ex- and after delivery.
of each month, at 7:30 p.m. All plains Dr. John T. Queenan,
The Perinatal Coordinating
members are urged to attend, Chairman of the Department of Center is funded by a grant
and vfaltors are welcome, Obstetrics and Gynecology and from the National Foundation,
director of the new program. March of Dimes and is staffed
Alderdice said.
"We have a Perinatal Medical by Joy Price, a registered nurse
Center here, with some of the who will be coordinator of the
most sophisticated diagnostic program. Personnel support for
and therapeutic methods in this effort will come from the
existence. And for babies who existing Perinatal Medical
are ill following birth, we have Center, and department of
Newborn Intensive Care Units Pediatrics, University of
at Children's Hospital and Louisville School of Medicine.
Temple Hill Lodge No. 276
Free and Accepted Masons will
meet Saturday, January 4, at
seven p.m. at the lodge hall.
Work will be in the Master
Mason degree and all Master
Mid-Continent Baptist Bible The 9:00 class is either English
Masons are invited, according
to Eddie Culver, worshipful College of Mayfield announced or Library Techniques. A
master. The lodge meets each today that it is offering several course entitled "Children's
courses in the winter trimester Literature" is offered at 11:00.
first Saturday at seven p.m.
New officerk for the lodge for just for women. The courses are Music, taught by J. Frank
1975 are Eddie Culver, wor- designed to fit the schedule of Young, is scheduled for 12:50.
Ladies taking all four courses
shipful master; Ken Miller, the busy housewife that would
senior warden; Ronnie Ross, like to attend college. The on Tuesdayg and Thursdays
junior
warden;
Charlie program may be entered as may earn eight college hour
Lassiter, secretary; Cecil part-time, full-time, or on the credits.
Taylor, treasurer; Larry non-credit audit basis.
Mrs. Anne Markham, wife of
The courses just for women the college president, was
Roberts, senior deacon; Larry
Bell, junior deacon; David meet only on Tuesdays and quoted as saying, "It's about
Borders, senior steward; Thursdays. Classes may be time the college offered some
Richard Holt, junior steward; taken as early as 7:45 a. m. classes for the woman and
A. W. Galloway, chaplain; John Classes in this recommended housewife that felt all hope of
Grogan, marshall; Billy Miller, program will be over by 2:00 p. college had passed her by."
Information may be obtained
m.
tiler.
The 7:45 class is taught by by contacting the college on
Dean Roper of Mayfield, and is North 15th Street in Mayfield or
Answer to Yesterday s Puive
entitled "Home Management." calling 247-8521.
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'SALT LAKE CITY (AP) Two-year-14cl Mike McFarland
is rather talkative and likes to
eat a lot. Not bad for a guy
who weighed 2 pounds, 2 ounces
when he was born and was almost given up for dead.
"He has a vocabulary of 30
words. He likes the color red
best of all and he enjoys watching television. He loves to eat
- anything and everything,"
said Roy McFarland, 42, Mike's
father.
On New Year's Day two
years ago, McFarland said his
wife Susan, who was about 5'2
months pregnant, had been uncomfortable. So they went to
the university of Utah Medical
Center to find out why.
Doctors determined that she
was going into labor, but warned the McFarlands that the
birth would be too premature
and that the child would die.
Later, a doctor came out of
the delivery room and told
McFarland that the baby had
not been able to breathe properly and had died shortly after
birth.
"The doctor said

the open-ended layoff of 1,100
workers, beginning Monday.
That will boost Ford's indefinite furloughs to 29,000.
Ford has 85,000 of its 178,000
hourly workers slated for layoff
this month, 56,000 for temporary periods.
GM is. idling 132,000 of its
370,000 workers this month, 91,000 of them indefinitely. AMC is
laying off 15,150 of its 23,000
workers for a week this month.
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Registration For Draft
Still Required For Men

WASHINGTON
( API
Young men are getting the
word that they still have to register for the standby draft and
"there's no great failure to register," says Selective Service
Director Byron V7 Peptone.
"But there is quite a bit of
tardiness," failure to register
as required by law between the
period 30 days before and 30
days after their 18th birthday,
Pepitone said.
He said in an interview that

draft also meant the end of
draft registrations. Nobody has
been drafted since December
1972.
The draft director took several steps to get things back on
track. First he launched a massive publicity rampaign to inform the young men of their
obligation. Then he took steps
to make it easier for them Lo
register.
Men no longer have to report
to their draft boards, tm....gav
vCartt*er
in 1956 - who turn 19 this year pensated registrars. Most of
- is scheduled for March 12.
these are at high schools, but
This will assign them nuns- others are at such places as
tiers setting the order in which fire stations, court houses
and
they would be called in case of. National. Guard armori4s.
a national emergency which' There are now 25,000 such volwould cause Congress,. to re- unteers backing up the draft
surne the draft. These men boards.
weinid be first in line fik any
sPepitone also instituted a sy.
Men in isoPepilone said he is "reason- tern ii-r7de;
could register by
ably satisfied" that he has lated places
.
overcome the erroneous IM- m ail. This has just been ex---oanded to permit those overpression prevalent in the first .
half of 1973 that the end of the seas to register by mail.
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15. Articles For Sale

ADVERTISING
DEADLINES
All display ads, classified
display
and
regular
display must be submitted
by 12 noon, the day before
publication.
- All reader classifieds
!oust be submitted by t
p.m, the day before
publication.
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Waitress
Wanted
Apply in Person
after 4:00 p.m.

Tom's Pizza

9. Used Cars & Trucks

PRECUT. PICTURE. frames,
ready to assemble, assorted
sizes. Murray Lumber Co.
LAMPS' THREE piece slack
sets, $10.00 each. Other tops,
$3.00 each. Size 12, 753-17:13.
21" COLOR TV.
Frigidaire
portable dishwasher, $35.
Standard size Royal electric
typewriter with long carriage,
$65. 753-1566.

Hwy 641N

presiadver.
rland,
I from
and
;hters,
evious

DON'T KNOW where to turn?
Try NEEDI.INE. Dial NEED
753-6333.

WANTED
Sales personnel for ladies' apparrel store. Please send
resume to P. 0. Box 32K
Murray, Ky., giving age,
marital status, experience
and references.

3. Card Of Thanks
THE FAMILY of Tillman
Windsor would like to express
their sincere thanks and appreciation for the many kindnesses and expressions of
sympathy shown them -during
the death of their beloved
husband and father.
The love and thoughtfulness'
shown through flowers, cards,
food and personal calls will
long be remembered.
Special thinks to Dr. Quertermous for all his help. Also a
special thanks to Bro. Harold
Smothernaan for consoling
words and to Pat and Bob Key
for the music and to Max
Churchill Funeral Home.
May you each be blessed
because of the blessing you've
been to others.
Wife and Children
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I _ Help Wanted

WE CANNOT find enough
words of thanks to these kind
hearted-friends and neighbors
who stripped our tobacco crop
for us. We just say thank you
and may God bless you all.
Martin Rogers, Steve Rogers,
Hugh
Murdock,
Alfred
Thomas Murdock, Bill Ed
Murdock, Billy Murdock,
Kenny
Murdock, Barry
Murdock, Max and Darlene
Workman,Fannie Sue Rogers,
Clifford and Kittie Rogers,
James and Mary Easily, Gail
Doron, Lloyd Canter, Eddie
and Linda Workman, Boyce
Wilson.
Hugh, Janet, Danny, Joyce,
and Charles Deering.
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Mate and Female
Personal interviews
only

Pagliais Pizza
50 Main

Job Openings
Male and Fantai.
Permonenet work, security and
rapid advancements Will place
(6) 18 or over single, neat, ambitious and fre• to travel
southern cities and return. We
furnish • traininn and 'transportation ,with doily cash advance for expenses Some handicapped people eligible also Apply in person to.
• Is. Raker
Nolilay Ina
Room 1 1 1
Monday Jan. 6th
10 a, ni. to 3 p. in,

12. Insurance
The sooner you call,
the sooner
you save.
Mamie 7$3-0469

5. lost And Found
Mobile Home Insurance
Seasonal residences os year
moldWilson Insurance

Want To Buy

GOOD MECHANICALLY sound
used car for $100. Call 763-9339.

WANT TV BUY-Good used
small car. Call 753-3570.

_

GOOSE HUNTING reservations at Ballard County
Water Fowl Management
Area. Call 753-3570.
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1974 135 MASSEY Ferguson
with 8 hours. Bought New in
June Phone 489-2425,
A GOOD buy...Give it a try.
Blue Lustre, America's
favorite carpet shampoo. Big
Belaire Shopping Center.
,

Storewide Sale
30% 50o/0

c sevick on
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FOAM LATEX mattress and
box springs. $45. Also studio
couch $25. Call .753-3207.

,L)13
The Store for Men
8.•' A,, Chapp,-ig Crmter

't
r t,t1-1,12.--.

0--off
, .

REGENCY 8 channel HI-IA)
SMALL FURNISHED apartScanner. Police, fire-, and
ment.litilities paid.- Call 753ambulance services. 753-5219
3106. ..'after 5 p. m.

with
SUITE
BEDROOM
and . _springs.
mattress
Refrigerator and dinette set.
Misc. 753-2500.

21" BLACK AND white Zenith
TV. Excellent condition. Sell
for best offer. 753-3570.

HIDE-A-BED. Will sell cheap.
Call 753-9630,

CB RADIO, Puna 23 channels,
$125. Phone 489-2487 after 5
p.m,

17, Vacuum Cleaners

27 Mobile Home Sales

19. Farm Equipment

1971 MOBILE HOME, 12 x 40,
all electric, with
air- ONE BEDROt1M furnished
conditioner. Call 753-8780,
apartment. All electric heat
and air. Close to university,
real nice. C-all 753-4478 or 75329 Mobile Home Rentals 6199.

TREATED FENCE posts. Also
treated barn poles and lumber. 5 x 54 and long lengths.
Poplar Bluff Treating Co.,
Highway 60 West, 314-998-2555
or 314-785-0700.

NEAR KENTUCKY Lake, one
54 x 10 custom built trailer
with large lot, 100 x 600 ft.
furnished
$4200. Terms if needed. Call VACANT NICE clean
modern apartment. $75
436-2427.
monthly. 753-8333 or 753-7671.

ON WATERFRONT lot, 90 x 12
trailer. $50 per month. Call
11-4,36-2427.

'NEW CHIEF Special 3". New
Colt Detective Special 2". Call
753-8964.

10 x 52 TW4) BEDROOM. I,arLe
Private lot. $65.00 per
1-2204.
,
- raft 411
TRAILERS FOR rent. Call 75:.
1551.

model
PIANO TUNING, repair and THREE RECENT
mobile homes, all electric, 12
rebuilding, prompt service.
wides. One 3 bedroom and two
Rebuilt pianos for sale. Ben
2 bedrooms. Call 767-4055.
Dyer 753-8911.
BALDWIN
PIANOS
and
organs. Rent to purchase plan.
Lonardo Piano Company,
across from Post Office,
Paris, Tennessee. and the
Antique Mall, 4th & Sycamore
Murray, Ky.

GIBSON AMPLIFIER with
reverb, 40 watt, 12 inch
speaker, under warranty.
$200. 753-0703.

24. Miscellaneous
WHEAT STRAW and Locust
posts for sale Call 489-2152.
-THREE MONTH old 16 IL P.
Sears lawn and garden
tractor, three point hitch, 42
in. mower, 28" 8 H. P. Robo
spader, 10" plow. Also
upholstered chair. Bookcase,
baby stroller, croquet set, five
ft. child's swimming pool, tow
bar. Call 489-2129.

available. Call 753-4106.

FURNISHED APARTMENT.
Bedroom, living room, bath,
end kitchen..Private.entranee.
and driveway. Utilities furnished. Electric heat. Phone
after 5 p. m. 753-5619.

For Rent
Nice new efficiency apartment for college girls
Phone 753-5865 or 153-5106
after 6:00 & on Sunday.
NICE FURNISHED apartment.
Carpeted and air-conditioned.
Kelley's Pest Control, 100
South 13th Street.

ROBERTS REALTY located on
South 12th at Sycamore has
five licensed and bonded sales
personnel to serve you plus
twenty years esclusive real
estate experience. Call 7531651 or come by our office. We
like to talk REAL ESTATE.
THE QUALIFIED personnel at
Guy. Spann Realty are waiting
to talk to yeti regarding your
,Real Estate needs. Our time is
-4our time. Give us a call or
drop by the- 'Office at 901
Sycamore Street, 753-7724.
FIVE ACRE tracts in restricted
devel?ipMent only minutes
from Kentucky Lake. Located
on blacktop road just north of
Hamlin, Ky. Electric and
phone are at the property.
Financing available. Low
down payment. John C.
Neubauer, Realtor, 505 Main
Street, Murray, Ky. 15021 7530101 or 753-7531.

enclosures. _Veers
CAMP-A-RAMA SaleS, coachperience. 753-8500.
man, Trail Star, Fold down,
unique. Good used trailers, ts ROY HARMON'S Carpenter
mile east of 68 and 641 inshop hold ice plant). Complete
tersection. Draffinville, Ky.
remodeling and repairs,
Phone 527-7807.
cabinets, paneling, doors,
forrnic'a work, finish carpentry, contracting. Phone
51. Services Offered
753-4124 or 753-0790 nights.
PAINTER
HAULING, EXPERIENCED
GRAVEL
driveways, storage sheds, will do interior or exterior
small cabins, concrete work, work by the hour or job. 435.general contracting. Call 436- 4480.
5330.
EXPERIENCED ELECWILL TAKE care of your in- TRICIAN needs work. All
types wiring, also mainfants in my house. Close to
tenance and repair. All work
university. Call 753-0794.
guaranteed. Call night or day
489-2133.
wallpapering.
AND
PAINTING
Reasonable
estimates.
Free
BUSHHOGGING, PLOWING,
rates. Call 753-8333 or 753-7671. landscaping, gravel
hauling.
Myrtle Brenneman. Call 436WORK. 2540.
CARPENTRY
Remodeling, room additions,
honie
imany type of
provements. Free' estimates. UPHOLSTERING, ANY, type.
436-5840.
•Specializing in furniture, cars,
and. boats. Free estimates.
Ron Collie Upholstery Shop,
V
V
410‘
Dexter, Ky., Highway 1346.
A & B Asphalt
437-4423.

1 1
Paving

*Driveways

*Parking Areas
*Machine Laid

20 Years Experience
Free Estimate
I-247-6199
solo

4110k

All Stock
Wallpaper

m

Phone 753-3642

4.4.4-1,*

26. IV R.idto

54. Free Column
FREE PUPPIES. Black and
tan. Will make good pets. Call
753-8315.

WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS

436-1171

Swift Roofing

IWO'REDROOM apartment,
34 Houses For Rent
furnished or unfurnished.
Available now. Located
os$Nsentites=i•
aLlisilpiLLarte-i_litrle,,.
•
-21" chain saw. Good condition.
4140 or 5:3-4331.
Strwe, refrigeratar, washer,
Pine fence posts. Call 436-5411.
dryer, and drapes furnished.
8150 per month. 214 Wondlawii.
WANTED-ELDERLY tenant
call-.753-2265.
FIREWOOD,OAK and hickory, All new apartment- stove.
Will"
9 4e-P1e.se
'
3"deliver'
Call 753-7839.

DOES YOUR home need repair,
remodeling, additions,
roofing? Call 436-2516.

10 x 50 TWO bedroom mobile
44. Lots For Sale
1.0111111111111111111111111111MMINIMMalaNIHNHIIIIIIIIINHaallal1111111111111111111111111,11UNalik
home, 15 miles southeast of
Murray near Cypress Creek. NICE THREE room furnished
LOT FOR sale in Gatesboro
Call 436-2508.
apartment for college couple
Call 753-8448.
needed for this area
or single. No pets. 1610 College
*No selling
Farm Road. 753-1600.
•Part time or full time
NEW TWO bedroom Mobile
•All locations secured
home, carpet, all electric.
KENIANA SHORES-Now is
'Expansion opportunity
Water -- furnished, 850.00
the time to select your lake lot
NEW TWO bedroom duplex,
'Minimum investment only 5495 00
deposit. $125.00 .per month.
at 1974 prices. We have large
carpet throughout. Stove and
Phone 753-2377 or 753-8921.
lots for only $895 and king size
furnished.
Call Collect 901-885-48785 to 10:00 p. m. Or
refrigerator
lots on TVA contour for $5395.
Available now. 753-8500.
write: MIRACLE PRODUCTIONS Clearbrook
FOX MEADOWS and Coach
$10
for
purchased
be
Drive, Union City, Tn
Estates Mobile Home Parks.
per
cent
per
1
and
down
TWO
Spaces and homes for families UNEURN,ISHED
month. Central water, all "I111111111111111111111111111111111MIIIINIM11111111111111111111101111111111111111111=111111111aall
bedroom duplex apartment, weather streets and lake
only. Small Parks, Superior
1601 College Farm Road: Call
accomodations, exclusive
access. Separate mobile home
492-8225.
residential. area. South 16th
sections. We will be happy to
Street. Phone 753-3855.
show you these lots at your
TWO REHR(/OM or,furoishoil
convenience. Phone 436-2473.
_„skove
with
apartinem
refrigerator. N., children. On
31. Want To Rent
Elai Street. For appointillellt 45. Farms For Sale
lo see, call 436-2326.
THREE SISTERS need rent,]
HOUSE, TWENTY acres,
home near Murray State re,hi
LARGE UPSTAIRS , furnished
outbuildings, located at Almo
away. Call collect after 7p 4,
apartment_ Two bed
Heights.
Available
im502-451-5726.
:
7
C5e 1lrne
al vat amid
"r , mediately. 753-74947 a. in.-5 p.
small (aunty. No pets, Private
ni. or 753-7263 nights.
32. Apartments For Rent entrance.6110. Call 753-1203 oi

OAK FIREWOOD. $12.50 per
rick delivered. Call 436-2315.

'

CERAMIC TILE bath, quarry,
marble tops, mirrors. Shower

50. Campers
TWO FEMALE full blooded
Poodle puppies, 753-7993.

bedroom, THREE POODLES, Miniature
DUPLEX-TWO
newly decorated. Stove, type. $35. each. Call 435-4360.
refrigerator, disposal, carport, air-conditioned, electric
heat, close to shopping center. 641 PET SHOP. Puppies-Spitz,
Toy Poodles, Irish Setters.
Call 753-0291.
Birds-Parakeets, Cockteals,
new, 'Canaries. Siamese Kittens.
MURRAY MANOR
Gerbils. Fish and supplies.
all electric, unfurnished. One
753-1862 or 753-9457.
bedroom apartments from $99,
two bedroom from $115. On
Duiguid Road, just off 641
43. Real Estate
North. 753-8668.

EXTENDED CHRISTMAS Sale
through January 1975. New
Kirby Vacuums, $199.95.
Saving on $60. Never priced
this low before. Pay in 90 days,
same as cash. Call Kirby Sales
SC Service, 500 Maple Street,
753-0359.

Hughes Paint Store
•

32. Apartments For Rent

1973 CB RADIO-Johnson 250
duplex
Messenger, desk mike, an- TWO BEDROOM
tenna, 110 ft. coax. 489-2597,
apartment. Call 753-7850.

SOFA AND chair, -e,reen, gatal
condition._$50.00. Call 753-9339.

Close Out Sale
-

h voldraft-

26. TV Radio

51. Services Offered

THREE BEDROOM house. $125
1957 CHEVY PICKUP, short JOHN RU'TCHENS Plumbing
per month. $50 deposit. No
bed,_ overhaulech good tires,
and Electric Repair Service.
pets, Call 753-5475.
$300 or best offer. 753-9218
No jobs too small. 436-5642
5
p.
in.
after
before 8 a.m. or after 5 p.m.
house
FOUR BEDROOM
located four miles from
Murray on Lynn Grove High- 1966 BUICK
SKYLARK, two
way. Call 753-7791.
door. 59,000 miles. Phone 753- LICENSED ELECTRICIAN8744.
Prompt, efficient service. No
job too small. Call Ernest
36. For Rent Or lease
1970 PONTIAC GRAND Prix, White. 753-0605.
automatic, power and air.
Notice
Good condition. $1050. Call 474Approximately 12,000 sq. ft of
2318.
ELECTROLUX SALES &
rental space available at 2nd
Service. Write C. M. Sanders,
and Poplar Streets. Western
Box 213 Murray or call 1-3821)rark Tobacco Packing Corp., 1973 CHEVY CHEYENNE It
2468, Farmington.
ton pickup, 350 V-8 automatic,
Murray, Ky., Phone 753-3342.
" power steering, power brakes, SMALL DOZER jobs. Phone
sliding rear window, low
753-7370 after 8 p. m.
mileage. Light blue. 436-2415
38. Pets - Supplies
evenings.
GUTTERING BY Sears, Sears
.
seamless gutters installed per
males,hCall
ee4ctowtred$10 Dachshundec
As C. MINIATURE
with
FORD
F-600
one TRUCK,1987,
your specificatiori,s, Call Larry,
puppies,
grain
bed
and
new
hoist.
1.yles at 753-2310 for free
black and tan male ),$50 each.
Excellent mechanically and in
estimate.
appearance_ Call 753-3978
527-9700.
JERRY'S REFINISHING and
Custom Built Furniture, six
_4970 DATSLN pickup for sale- miles south of Murray on
PA ll A D i§e" KENNEL-37- or
will trade for compact car.
Highway 641. Jerry McCoy,
Boarding and grooming. Pick
Call 753-1431.
Owner (502) 492-8837.
up and delivery service now

Commercial
Residential

49. Used Cars & Trucks
1,1.7
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"WELL,RODNEY WHAT CRACKFUT
Oketic ADVI9ER
WHITE NOUSE E.
1,
9 OFF HI 12AA*1 ROCKER -raw?"

16. Home Furnishings

M.753-3263

14.

vile of
was
about
some
i and
)pe of

CUSTOM MATTRESSES for
home, boat, or trailers.
Specialty on antique beds.
Fachiry PriCes. West -Ken- lucky Mattress and Furniture
(7o., 1136 South 31d Street,
Paducah, Kentucky. Phone
443-7323.

20. Sports. Equipment

__LOST-BRovirN suit,,,r_oat with
light brown trim on pockets.
Lost at Moose Lodge or
Palace, Tuesday, December
31. If found call 753-6854 or 7539885. Reward offered.

nglish
is. A
Iran's
11:00.
Frank
12:50.
nurses
sdays
hour

a sy_sisoer by
n ex-over-

THIS AREA now available for
sales and service of Electrolux. For full details write or
, tit South - 11th St
Paducah, Ky. Phone 443-6460,

r
netr
i shlger
ed
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. a eni
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wnd
ill eq
Wa
uter
al lifoir42 -'
-7'
"ONE
0;f f.i.i r n i:h e(L I
:
BED-HO
Inewie Or ieSS. only f.",
cottage near campus.$100 plus
-IEVailable. For tirther inutilities. Phone 753-0423.
formation, 753-8668.
..*

ZENITH 23" screen black and NICE FURNISHED apartment
white television, used, console located one block from MSU
'
model with stand, i ea-suitably 14444 ase•(
4,PleFl. "MY,-Qat
753-3805.
priced 7674055

•

1960 VW in `good condition.. $200
or will trade for larger car.

,

CAW

Wood Shingles
e- Asphalt Roofs
New and Old Roofs

1974 VOIRSWAGEN. Take over
payments. Call 753-0581 after 4
, ask for-Rick.
F973 VOLKSW A GEN, 16,000
1Tifia7-Grifs saver SNOT Cuff
75-3-0690.

TWO BEDROOM, wired for I97Z GRAND TORINO. Low
washer and dryer, gas heat, • mileage is guaranteed. Power
Prefer middle aged couple. No steering, power brakes, air,
new tires. Call 436-5366
Pets. 753-3408.

Robert Swift-owner
Route 6

Murray, Ky.

436-2112

-

or 753-6311 Area Code 502
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Deaths and Funerals

State's Highway Death
Toll Drops Dramatically

Review of The News, 1974

It was announced that the AAUP would
Tappan Co. was cited as having the best
(Costlaised from Page 1)
investigate the tenure issue at Murray
pollution conttql facility in Kentucky.
Ground was broken on a $2.6 million
State.
The Murray Electric System began its
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) - Hall, corrunander of special
exposititea center at Murray State.
The Workman Bridge was funded and it
efforts to cut the local use of electricity.
SEPTEMBER
The state's highway death toll services for the department,
was announced that the struc,ture would be
Dr. Pete Panzera was named interim
dropped dramatically in 1974 but in Louisville a selective en--The- ,Roy- Stewart Stadium was dean at Murray State Science Depart- completed by this June. '
compared to the previous forcement unit was established
dedicated.
A daylight robber escaped with over
ment.
Mrs. Lexie Pewitt Cole, 83, a
year's traffic death count arid to concentrate on reducing the
A public hearing on the zoning of the
in jewelry from Furches Jewelers.
censured the
$9,000
Organization
Faculty
The
resident of Water Valley, died
Kentucky State Police say that violations that result in accinewly-annexed area was held.
A Central Purchasing agent was apMSU Board of Regents, and the Curris
at six p.m. Thursday in Westhadn't happened before in 25 dents, especially in areas
It was announced that bids on the Administration.
proved for the city.
Funeral services for Alton view Nursing Home at Murray..
occur
niishaps
where
years of record-keeping.
Murray Tennis Courts were up $14,000
Fisher-Price announced another layoff
Cole will be held today at two She was a native of Graves
The Planning Commission was asked by
Figures released Friday re- frequently.
from estimates.
of 88 persons.
to restudy its
p.m. at the chapel of the
Council
the
Murray
City
County.
Imposition of the 55 mile-pervealed 785 deaths on Kentucky
The MSU Board of Regents voted down a recommendations on the zoning of the
Both local high school speech teams
Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Mrs. Cole is survived by her
highways in 1974 compared to hour speed limit is viewed as a
were winners at the _ Ballard. speech
plan to expand the tenare policy and the newly annexed area. The commission
- Home with Bro. John I.. Hicks daughter, Mrs. Stella
suet of MSU faculty organization requested the
eif 1,117 traffic deaths in 1973-a likely reason for the- rioliktournament.
and Bro. R. J. Burpoe of- Fulton; three sons,
later re-submitted its recommendations
Eugene
highway carnage.
reduction of 30 per cent.
reopening of the tenure question.
Mrs. Clara Humphrey was named
ficiating.
unchanged.
Pewitt of Detroit, Mich., and
even
Officials noted that
The 1974 total is the fewest
Tappan announced a layoff of 200 perteacher of the year in the state.
Pallbearers will be Fred
A $350,000 park grant was announced for
Thomas and James Pewitt, both
number of traffic deaths in when drivers exceed the limit
sons.
The MSU Board of Regents reviewed
Butterworth, Hoyt McCallon, of
the city-county park.
Mayfield; two stepsons,
by five miles an hour, they're
Kentucky in 13 years.
four cases for appeals on teeure denial.
Rob McCallon, Orfield Byrd, Gilbert Pewitt of Detroit, Mich.,
Dr. Chaney was honored as the OutEdwin Garrett, Tim Philpot, and
Both Louisville and Jefferson still driving within safe speed
It was reported that local families on the
Charles Coleman, and Paul and Elvis Cole of Water
Randall Winchester were announced standing Agriculture Alumnus at Murray
Valley;
County also had fewer fatal ac- limits.
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